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Comey aware of Clinton bribery
years ago, but remained silent

FBI uncovered Russian bribery plot before Obama administration
approved controversial nuclear deal with Moscow seven years ago
By John Solomon
and Alison Spann
The Hill
Before the Obama administration approved a controversial deal
in 2010 giving Moscow control of
a large swath of American uranium,
the FBI had gathered substantial
evidence that Russian nuclear
industry officials were engaged

My Point
of View
By Rolando Larraz

I am almost convinced that most
of the elected officials, government-appointed employees, and
supervisors may be under the mistaken impression that the voters are
inept, illiterate, or perhaps mentally
challenged or dumb, because of the
way they act, work and treat their
constituents.
They lie in word and deed and
show a great display of disrespect
to those who voted in their favor
and helped them to become as
“almighty” as they now believe
they are.
They make plans, make decisions as they please and believe that
their opinions can become orders
and do not take into account the
opinions of the constituents, ruling
instead with an iron fist.
Can anyone tell me the last
time an average citizen was able
to walk into a government agency,
such as the Regional Transportation
Commission, and talk to a county
manager — not even the general
manager, but one of the two deputy
general managers? What about being able to walk into a government
building and being able to speak
to the county commissioner or city
council in their district or ward?
When was the last time, I wonder, that just a simple manager or
supervisor — let alone the director
— at the Nevada Department of
Employment had interacted with
anyone that happened to enter the
office for any reason at all?
Once, a few years back, I went
to the Department of Motor Vehicles on Sahara Avenue wanting
to speak to the person in charge
and a woman behind the counter
asked me who I was because the
“person in charge” was “off limits” to everyone because she was
a very important person and does
not talk to anyone. It so happened
that another employee behind
the counter used to work for this
newspaper once, and got me in to
see the alleged boss; I say “alleged”
because I don’t know for sure that
she was really the manager because
no business card or nameplate was
on her desk.
It is sad to see how these people
are very friendly and jovial during
election time, while they are looking for the vote that will get them
in; and later, like chameleons, totally change personality and attitude.
When are we going to have a
government that takes its constituents seriously and realizes that they
have the right to participate in the
operation of their own community
and that their opinions and input
should count? It does not take a genius to listen to others’ opinions and
give those people the opportunity to
be part of their community and the
satisfaction to be heard — even if
their opinion or suggestion is not
taken at the time.
(See My Point of View, Page 2)

in bribery, kickbacks, extortion
and money laundering designed
to grow Vladimir Putin’s atomic
energy business inside the United
States, according to government
documents and interviews.
Federal agents used a confidential U.S. witness working inside
the Russian nuclear industry to
gather extensive financial records,
make secret recordings and intercept emails as early as 2009 that
showed Moscow had compromised
an American uranium trucking

firm with bribes and kickbacks in
violation of the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act, FBI and court documents show.
They also obtained an eyewitness account — backed by
documents — indicating Russian
nuclear officials had routed millions
of dollars to the U.S. designed to
benefit former President Bill Clinton’s charitable foundation during
the time Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton served on a government
(See bribery, Page 3)

document’s release on Monday.
Comey, however, would not
publicly make his recommendation to not press charges against
Clinton until July 2016. In his
public statement, though, he also
sharply criticized the then-Dem-

ocratic presidential candidate and
her colleagues for being “extremely
careless in their handling of very
sensitive, highly classified information.”
The latest document will likely
spark questions about why Comey

waited months after beginning to
draft a statement to announce the
end of the investigation during a
heated presidential race.
President Trump fired Comey
earlier this year, citing his handling
of the Clinton probe. But special
counsel Robert Mueller is investigating whether Trump fired Comey
to obstruct justice in the Russia
probes, which the then-FBI chief
was in charge of.
Senate Judiciary Chairman
Chuck Grassley (R-Iowa) and
Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.)
first announced in late August that
Comey had drafted a statement on
Clinton months before making a
public statement, citing FBI aides
the panel interviewed.
The Republican senators said
Comey had written the draft statement months before the “Clinton
email investigation before the FBI
had interviewed key witnesses.”

KIRSTIN LOBATO

a new trial.
The hearing was ordered by the
Nevada Supreme Court in November 2016. It was to determine if
Ms. Lobato’s trial lawyers provided
ineffective assistance of counsel for
failing to investigate and present
forensic entomology and forensic
pathology evidence discovered
after her trial that establishes Bailey died on July 8 about 8 p.m., or
even later. The person who found
his body called 911 at 10:36 p.m.
that night.

During the closing arguments in
Ms. Lobato’s trial, Clark County
Asst. DA Sandra DiGiacomo conceded that credible alibi witnesses
establish she was at her home in
Panaca — 165 miles north of Las
Vegas — the entire afternoon and
evening of July 8.
Ms. Lobato’s habeas petition
asserts the jury would not have
found her guilty if it had known
the new forensic evidence Bailey
died at a time the prosecution has
(See Lobato, Page 5)

By Las Vegas Tribune Staff
Part one of a series
This is the first in a comprehensive series addressing the reasons
why the Clark County School
District (CCSD) has gone on for decades doing steadily worse until it
hit bottom. Nevada K–12 education
is about 49th in the nation. Each

article in this series will attempt to
explain half a dozen reasons that
cause this problem. By offering
both overreaching comprehensive
issues and narrowly focused explanations of simple examples we
hope to focus reader’s attention on
why we are getting no improvement
while expenditures climb.

As CCSD is the largest school
district in Nevada they are mostly
to blame for this statistic. This situation is a comprehensive festering
problem that has led CCSD from
being an above average school district over 25 years ago to the bottom
for over a decade. The Tribune and
(See CCSD, Page 6)

Comey began drafting Clinton
statement months in advance
By Olivia Beavers
The Hill
FBI Director James Comey
apparently began drafting his statement about Hillary Clinton’s use
of a private email server months
before his July 2016 announcement
that the FBI would not recommend
charges, according to a document
posted by the FBI Monday.
The only visible content in the
posted document is an unclassified
email from FBI official James
Rybicki, who asks officials in midMay to “please send any comments
on this statement so we may roll
it into a master doc for discussion
with the Director at a future date.”
Rybicki’s email forwarded a
redacted email from the FBI chief
on May 16, 2016 with the subject
line “Midyear Exam.” The Comey
email he forwarded was dated May
2, 2016.
Newsweek first highlighted the

Kirstin Lobato’s Habeas hearing concludes
— Judge Miley to rule by mid-November
By Hans Sherrer
justicedenied.org
Special to the Las Vegas Tribune
Kirstin Lobato’s five-day habeas
corpus evidentiary hearing before
District Court Judge Stefany Miley
was held from Monday, Oct. 9 to
Friday, October 13, 2017.
After the hearing concluded
Judge Miley said she will be issuing
her written ruling within 30 days.
Ms. Lobato and the State have until
November 1 to file supplemental
briefs.
Evidence was presented during
the hearing to help Judge Miley
determine if Ms. Lobato will be
granted a new trial.
Ms. Lobato was convicted in
2006 of voluntary manslaughter
and other charges related to Duran
Bailey’s homicide in Las Vegas on
July 8, 2001. She is incarcerated
serving her sentence of 13 to 35
years in prison.
Ms. Lobato filed a habeas corpus
petition in the Clark County District
Court in May 2010 that asserted 79
grounds why she should be granted

Reasons why the school district is
a mess and is always out of money

FROM THE DESK OF GORDON MARTINES

We will never know the real story of the mass
shooting now that the FBI has taken the case
By Gordon Martines
It is a sad commentary to report
that the mass shooting from the
Mandalay Bay on October 1, 2017,
in which 58 persons were killed and
more than 550 persons were injured
— and during which the gunman

allegedly died at the scene in his
hotel room, all depends on which
report from the LVMPD you would
like to believe.
The disinformation given out
from the very start by Sheriff
Lombardo, at one of the ongoing

press conferences, drew a dismal
picture of what really happened,
how it all started, who was
involved, the motive, and the exact
description of the instrumentality
used in the mass shooting/murder.
The recants by Sheriff Lombardo

as to the timeline of the shooter’s
actions, and the actions taken by
the SWAT team somehow differ, as
do the actions and whereabouts of
a security guard that allegedly was
shot by the suspect before the mass
(See From the Desk, Page 4)
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Stadium naming rights? Or just a
ruse to dole out corporate welfare?

By Thomas Mitchell
The Las Vegas Convention and
Visitors Authority shelling out $80
million over 20 years — $4 million
a year — for naming rights for a
Summerlin baseball stadium for a
minor league team might not have
been such a good idea.
At least that’s the opinion of two
Las Vegas newspaper columnists
and a letter writer in the Sunday
edition.
News columnist Victor Joecks
points out that for $4 million a year
the LVCVA could’ve purchased
the naming rights for almost every
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one of the 15 other ballparks in the
Pacific Coast League in which the
Las Vegas’ 51s compete. He also
said his review of more than 250
stadiums, fields and arenas found

Las Vegas Ballpark rendering
that no other government agency
is paying to name a sports venue.
Business columnist Richard
Vellota suggests that the whole deal
comes across as corporate welfare

for the Howard Hughes Corp., owners of the 51s and builders of the
new stadium next to the company’s
Downtown Summerlin.
A letter writer questions blowing

that much money on a ballpark
when education could use the
money.
Velotta also points out just how
lame the whole naming rights ruse
really is. It will be called the Las
Vegas Ballpark. Like no one would
know what town they are in? Like
they are going to call the team the
Summerlin 51s?
Joecks calls the whole deal a
farce and comments, “This whole
fiasco makes more sense if you
view the $80 million as a construction subsidy. Even for the LVCVA,
it’d be hard to justify giving a private business tens of millions of tax
dollars. Calling it a ‘naming rights’
deal, however, gave the proposal a
thin initial layer of credibility.”
A thin and transparent veneer,
indeed.

(Continued from Page 1)
The sad part is that those elected
officials and the manager-types of
personnel are not the only ones
with that superiority complex kind
of thinking — that they are above
and better than anyone; some of
those in the field or behind a desk as
support staff are just as bad as their
superiors, if not worse, in thinking
that they are indispensable.
Have you ever walked into an
attorney’s office and the receptionist — not the secretary or the legal
assistant, but the secretary — treats
you like garbage; like a nobody,
even if you are the one that is go-

ing to help pay her salary with the
money you are going to leave with
the attorney that you have not even
met yet.
I know a case where the father
of the defendant hired an attorney
and paid lots of money in cash, yet
that piece of garbage (the attorney)
never had time to go to the Clark
County Detention Center and even
meet his client and hear his side of
the story because the side of the
story the police tell is not the only
side that needs telling in court.
The day of the hearing this well
known attorney (well known in the
city) walked into the courtroom

calling for his client out loud like
in the old days (in movies where
the hotel page walked around the
restaurant or lobby of the hotel
calling out the guest’s name to relay
a message).
The client never even tried to
call the attorney because in Las Vegas, an attorney’s rank is measured
by all the telephone calls they get;
they all think that they are too important to take those calls without
realizing that their clients cover
their rent and other incidentals.
Yet, regardless of their needing
those clients, they do not take those
important calls or even return them
at a more “convenient” time.

I may be getting naive in my old
age, but I am hoping that someday
we, as the human race, will be able
to appreciate each other, respect
each other and become a more humane society; because of my age I
may not get to see it, but it does not
cost anything to dream and hope.
My name is Rolando Larraz, and
as always, I approved this column.
*****
Rolando Larraz is Editor in
Chief of the Las Vegas Tribune.
His column appears weekly in this
newspaper. To contact Rolando
Larraz, email him at: Rlarraz@
lasvegastribune.com or at 702272-4634.
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Pruitt ends another costly Obama era EPA practice
By Thomas Mitchell
It’s about damned time.
EPA administration Scott Pruitt
said his agency is ending the practice that has come to be known as
“sue and settle” — in which selfstyled environmental sue the government over some feigned failure
to protect something or stop some
viable economic activity and the
government caves without putting
up a fight.
“We will no longer go behind
closed doors and use consent decrees and settlement agreements to
resolve lawsuits filed against the
Agency by special interest groups
where doing so would circumvent
the regulatory process set forth by
Congress,” Pruitt said in a statement.
As the attorney general of Oklahoma, Pruitt was involved in many
such lawsuits.
Pruitt said that when a settlement
is being considered the EPA will
discuss the matter with affected

states and communities.
Back in 2014 we lamented the
“sue and settle” practices of the
Obama administration.

(Continued from Page 1)
body that provided a favorable
decision to Moscow, sources told
The Hill.
The racketeering scheme was
conducted “with the consent of
higher level officials” in Russia
who “shared the proceeds” from
the kickbacks, one agent declared
in an affidavit years later.
Rather than bring immediate
charges in 2010, however, the
Department of Justice (DOJ) continued investigating the matter for
nearly four more years, essentially
leaving the American public and
Congress in the dark about Russian
nuclear corruption on U.S. soil
during a period when the Obama
administration made two major
decisions benefitting Putin’s commercial nuclear ambitions.
The first decision occurred
in October 2010, when the State
Department and government agencies on the Committee on Foreign
Investment in the United States
unanimously approved the partial
sale of Canadian mining company
Uranium One to the Russian nuclear giant Rosatom, giving Moscow
control of more than 20 percent of
America’s uranium supply.
When this sale was used by
Trump on the campaign trail last
year, Hillary Clinton’s spokesman
said she was not involved in the
committee review and noted the
State Department official who handled it said she “never intervened
... on any [Committee on Foreign
Investment in the United States]
matter.”
In 2011, the administration gave
approval for Rosatom’s Tenex subsidiary to sell commercial uranium
to U.S. nuclear power plants in a
partnership with the United States
Enrichment Corp. Before then, Tenex had been limited to selling U.S.
nuclear power plants reprocessed
uranium recovered from dismantled Soviet nuclear weapons under
the 1990s Megatons to Megawatts
peace program.
“The Russians were compromising American contractors in the
nuclear industry with kickbacks and
extortion threats, all of which raised
legitimate national security concerns. And none of that evidence
got aired before the Obama administration made those decisions,” a
person who worked on the case told
The Hill, speaking on condition of
anonymity for fear of retribution by

U.S. or Russian officials.
The Obama administration’s
decision to approve Rosatom’s
purchase of Uranium One has been
a source of political controversy
since 2015.
That’s when conservative author
Peter Schweitzer and The New
York Times documented how Bill
Clinton collected hundreds of thousands of dollars in Russian speaking
fees and his charitable foundation
collected millions in donations
from parties interested in the deal
while Hillary Clinton presided on
the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States.
The Obama administration and
the Clintons defended their actions
at the time, insisting there was
no evidence that any Russians or
donors engaged in wrongdoing
and there was no national security reason for any member of the
committee to oppose the Uranium
One deal.
But FBI, Energy Department
and court documents reviewed by
The Hill show the FBI in fact had
gathered substantial evidence well
before the committee’s decision
that Vadim Mikerin — the main
Russian overseeing Putin’s nuclear
expansion inside the United States
— was engaged in wrongdoing
starting in 2009.
Then-Attorney General Eric
Holder was among the Obama
administration officials joining
Hillary Clinton on the Committee
on Foreign Investment in the United States at the time the Uranium
One deal was approved. Multiple
current and former government
officials told The Hill they did not
know whether the FBI or DOJ ever
alerted committee members to the
criminal activity they uncovered.
Spokesmen for Holder and
Clinton did not return calls seeking
comment. The Justice Department
also didn’t comment.
Mikerin was a director of Rosatom’s Tenex in Moscow since
the early 2000s, where he oversaw
Rosatom’s nuclear collaboration
with the United States under the
Megatons to Megwatts program
and its commercial uranium sales
to other countries. In 2010, Mikerin was dispatched to the U.S. on a
work visa approved by the Obama
administration to open Rosatom’s
new American arm called Tenam.
Between 2009 and January
2012, Mikerin “did knowingly

The previous fall, the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service designated as
threatened — under the terms of
the Endangered Species Act — the

bi-state greater sage grouse found
along the northern California-Nevada border, supposedly a distinct
population segment of about 5,000
remaining birds, even though the
birds are legally hunted in both
states.
That decision followed an October 2010 lawsuit filed by the
Western Watersheds Project challenging grazing permits granted by
the Bureau of Land Management.
In the spring of 2014 the FWS
designated as threatened the lesser
prairie chicken, which are found
in Texas, Oklahoma, Colorado and
New Mexico and Kansas.
Wild Earth Guardians sued the
FWS in 2010 demanding rapid
action on the listing status of 251
species. FWS caved.
Under the settlement, FWS
was also to decide whether to list
the greater sage grouse, which
are found in 11 Western states,
by September 2015. What do you
think the odds are? Fortunately, that

never happened, though the Obama
administration issued a massive
and draconian set of land use plans
meant to protect the chicken-sized
birds. Recently, Pruitt’s EPA rescinded those plans
Many of the causes of Western
species decline have nothing to do
with farming, ranching, oil and gas
exploration or recreation, but with
incompetent land management by
the federal agencies, which have
ignored fuel management practices
and allowed vast wildfires to ravage
the ranges. Additionally, there a
lack of predator control, one of the
biggest problems for most of the
species in question, but a factor
ignored by the feds.
During the four decades of the
Endangered Species Act less than 2
percent of listed species have been
delisted. Once on the list they are
on the list forever.
Pruitt appears to be correcting
many of the errors of his predecessor.

and willfully combine, conspire
confederate and agree with other
persons … to obstruct, delay and
affect commerce and the movement of an article and commodity
(enriched uranium) in commerce
by extortion,” a November 2014
indictment stated.
His illegal conduct was captured
with the help of a confidential witness, an American businessman,
who began making kickback payments at Mikerin’s direction and
with the permission of the FBI. The
first kickback payment recorded by
the FBI through its informant was
dated Nov. 27, 2009, the records
show.
In evidentiary affidavits signed
in 2014 and 2015, an Energy Department agent assigned to assist
the FBI in the case testified that
Mikerin supervised a “racketeering
scheme” that involved extortion,
bribery, money laundering and
kickbacks that were both directed
by and provided benefit to more
senior officials back in Russia.
“As part of the scheme, Mikerin,
with the consent of higher level
officials at TENEX and Rosatom
(both Russian state-owned entities) would offer no-bid contracts
to US businesses in exchange for
kickbacks in the form of money
payments made to some offshore
banks accounts,” Agent David
Garden testified.
“Mikerin apparently then shared
the proceeds with other co-conspirators associated with TENEX in
Russia and elsewhere,” the agent
added.
The investigation was ultimately
supervised by then-U.S. Attorney
Rod Rosenstein, an Obama appointee who now serves as President
Trump’s deputy attorney general,
and then-Assistant FBI Director
Andrew McCabe, now the deputy
FBI director under Trump, Justice
Department documents show.
Both men now play a key role in
the current investigation into possible, but still unproven collusion between Russia and Donald Trump’s
campaign during the 2016 election.
McCabe is under congressional
and Justice Department inspector
general investigation in connection
with money his wife’s Virginia
state Senate campaign accepted
in 2015 from now-Virginia Gov.
Terry McAuliffe at a time when
McAuliffe was reportedly under
investigation by the FBI.

The connections to the current
Russia case are many. The Mikerin
probe began in 2009 when Robert
Mueller, now the special counsel
in charge of the Trump case, was
still FBI director. And it ended in
late 2015 under the direction of
then-FBI Director James Comey,
who Trump fired earlier this year.
Its many twist and turns aside,
the FBI nuclear industry case
proved a gold mine, in part because
it uncovered a new Russian money
laundering apparatus that routed bribe and kickback payments
through financial instruments in
Cyprus, Latvia and Seychelles. A
Russian financier in New Jersey
was among those arrested for the
money laundering, court records
show.
The case also exposed a serious
national security breach: Mikerin
had given a contract to an American trucking firm called Transport
Logistics International that held
the sensitive job of transporting
Russia’s uranium around the United
States in return for more than $2
million in kickbacks from some of
its executives, court records show.
One of Mikerin’s former employees told the FBI that Tenex officials in Russia specifically directed
the scheme to “allow for padded
pricing to include kickbacks,”
agents testified in one court filing.
Bringing down a major Russian
nuclear corruption scheme that had
both compromised a sensitive uranium transportation asset inside the
U.S. and facilitated international
money laundering would seem a
major feather in any law enforcement agency’s cap.
But the Justice Department and
FBI took little credit in 2014 when
Mikerin, the Russian financier and
the trucking firm executives were
arrested and charged.
The only public statement occurred an entire year later when
the Justice Department put out a little-noticed press release in August
2015, just days before Labor Day.
The release noted that the various
defendants had reached plea deals.
By that time, the criminal cases
against Mikerin had been narrowed
to a single charge of money laundering for a scheme that officials
admitted stretched from 2004
to 2014. And though agents had
evidence of criminal wrongdoing
they collected since at least 2009,
federal prosecutors only cited in
the plea agreement a handful of

transactions that occurred in 2011
and 2012, well after the Committee
on Foreign Investment in the United
States’s approval.
The final court case also made
no mention of any connection to
the influence peddling conversations the FBI undercover informant
witnessed about the Russian nuclear officials trying to ingratiate
themselves with the Clintons even
though agents had gathered documents showing the transmission of
millions of dollars from Russia’s
nuclear industry to an American entity that had provided assistance to
Bill Clinton’s foundation, sources
confirmed to The Hill.
The lack of fanfare left many
key players in Washington with no
inkling that a major Russian nuclear
corruption scheme with serious
national security implications had
been uncovered.
On Dec. 15, 2015, the Justice
Department put out a release stating
that Mikerin, “a former Russian
official residing in Maryland was
sentenced today to 48 months in
prison” and ordered to forfeit more
than $2.1 million.
Ronald Hosko, who served as
the assistant FBI director in charge
of criminal cases when the investigation was underway, told The
Hill he did not recall ever being
briefed about Mikerin’s case by
the counterintelligence side of the
bureau despite the criminal charges
that were being lodged.
“I had no idea this case was being conducted,” a surprised Hosko
said in an interview.
Likewise, major congressional
figures were also kept in the dark.
Former Rep. Mike Rogers
(R-Mich.), who chaired the House
Intelligence Committee during
the time the FBI probe was being
conducted, told The Hill that he had
never been told anything about the
Russian nuclear corruption case
even though many fellow lawmakers had serious concerns about the
Obama administration’s approval
of the Uranium One deal.
“Not providing information on
a corruption scheme before the
Russian uranium deal was approved
by U.S. regulators and engage
appropriate congressional committees has served to undermine U.S.
national security interests by the
very people charged with protecting them,” he said. “The Russian
efforts to manipulate our American
political enterprise is breathtaking.”

Scott Pruitt, head of EPA
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By Thomas Mitchell
In 2015 the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service determined that years
of science-based protections by
federal and state land use plans had
substantially reduced risks to more
than 90 percent of the greater sage
grouse’s breeding habitats across its
173 million-acre range.
Thus, its extinction no longer
imminent, the breed was removed
as a candidate for listing under the
Endangered Species Act.
Despite this finding the Obama
administration unilaterally instituted draconian land use restrictions
across 10 Western states intended
to prevent any presence of the
non-native, invasive species known
as mankind.
But the Interior Department
under Montanan Ryan Zinke is
displaying an uncommon outbreak
of common sense.
Just this past week the Bureau
of Land Management canceled
Obama’s prohibition of mining on
10 million acres of federal lands
across six Western states, including
Nevada. The BLM also announced
plans to invite public comments on
reworking land use plans that a Nevada federal judge had determined
were illegal.
In a press release the BLM reported the withdrawal of 10 million
acres was unreasonable, because
mining affected less than 0.1 percent of sage grouse range.
“The proposal to withdraw 10
million acres to prevent 10,000
from potential mineral development
was a complete overreach,” said
acting BLM Director Mike Nedd.
“Secretary Zinke has said from the
beginning that by working closely
with the states, who are on the front
lines and a valued partner in protect-

ing the health of these lands, we can
be successful in conserving greater
sage grouse habitat without stifling
economic development and job
growth. And that’s what we intend
to do — protect important habitat
while also being a good neighbor
to states and local communities.”
The 10 million acres had been
off-limits to mining for two years,
but that restriction expired Sept. 24.
Gov. Brian Sandoval issued a
statement saying, “I support Secretary Zinke’s action to cancel this
withdrawal and terminate the environmental analysis associated with
it. Mining has not been identified as
a widespread significant threat to
the sage-grouse and I appreciate the
Department of Interior recognizing
the overreach of this action, which
had such significant economic
impact on our state mining and

From The Desk
(Continued from Page 1)
shooting began.
This disinformation from the
LVMPD, including the license
plate number of a suspect vehicle,
at the very start, is just fuel for the
fire for a conspiracy theorist, as to
whether or not this all was some
kind of a drill.
The emotional breakdown and
tears by Sheriff Lombardo in front
of the TV and thousands of TV
viewers, for whatever real reason,
was the straw that broke the camel’s
back during last week’s press
conference, and did more damage
than could be imagined to the
employees of the LVMPD, victim
survivors, and the general public.
To say that the confidence
between the LVMPD and the
general public was undermined
would be an understatement. This
sign of emotional weakness (tears)
by the top leader of the LVMPD,
basically can destroy a police

department, or any police crew
assigned to work this type of case.
The sheriff is like the captain of
a ship. The words “I don’t know”
should never come out of his
mouth. The sheriff, like the captain,
is considered to be all knowing, all
seeing, all hearing, and all without
a shred of doubt that he/she has the
solution for everybody’s benefit,
even if they don’t have it.
If the leader feels the needs to
show his human side, then he/she
needs to remove themselves from
the situation and go someplace
quiet to express their emotion. This
is old school training and is still
valid today.
The FBI quickly stepped up to
the plate and has taken complete
charge of the investigation of the
mass shooting. With my close
association with the Las Vegas FBI
office over the past several years,
I predict we all will never really
know what happened, or how it
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exploration industries.”
Nevada Attorney General Adam
Laxalt said of the BLM’s decision,
“I am gratified that the BLM has
accepted our basic argument, which
is that we can balance conservation
of the sage grouse without injuring
the economic lifeblood of Nevada’s
local communities. In our suit, we
consistently urged that the BLM
failed to properly take into account
Governor Sandoval’s well-supported and convincing comments about
the many shortcomings of the 2015
plan.”
On March 31 in a suit brought by
the state of Nevada, nine counties,
several mining companies and a
ranch, Nevada federal Judge Miranda Du ruled Interior land agencies
erred in preparing environmental
impact statements for 2.8 million
acres of land primarily in Eureka

and Humboldt counties and must
prepare a supplemental statement.
BLM’s Nedd said of the decision
to rework the environmental impact
statement, “The BLM is committed

A Mono Basin
bi-state sage grouse

to being a good neighbor and cooperating with its partners at all levels
of government, including states,
as well as tribal leaders, industry
and conservation groups, ranchers,
and other stakeholders throughout
the amendment process. During
this process, we are particularly
interested in hearing from the many
governors whose states put hard
work and time into collaborative
efforts to develop the existing plans.
We welcome their input.”
Sandoval has complained in the
past about Nevada’s input on sage
grouse protection being ignored.
Nevada Mining Association
President Dana Bennett was quoted
as saying of the BLM change of
direction, “A wholesale land withdrawal that encompassed 20 times
more land than all mining activity
combined did little to address the
risk of fire and invasive species that
threaten the species and its habitat.”
Of course the usual environmentalist reaction was one of doom and
gloom. “This move shows Zinke’s
total contempt for imperiled species
and the places they need to live,”
said Randi Spivak, public lands
director at the Center for Biological
Diversity. “Zinke might as well
form a shotgun posse to kill off
these animals directly. The Trump
administration is perfectly willing
to wipe out sage grouse, and a
host of other species, to reward its
industry friends.”
Interior’s own draft environmental impact statement estimated
its grouse restrictions in Nevada
alone would reduce employment
by 739 jobs every year for the next
20 years.
Jobs and wildlife can coexist
when just a little common sense
is applied.

happened, because the FBI has
never been really big on giving out
information — unless it is to fill an
unholy previous agenda, like gun
control.
It will be interesting if the FBI ever
conducts a press conference until
the conclusion of the investigation,
as they rarely comment on ongoing
investigations. Look closely at
any information given out by the
FBI and you will see sideline
agendas emerging — proposals
for gun registration, gun control,
security checks, Second and Fourth
Amendment restrictions, all under
the guise of public safety — and it
is going to cost all of us lots and
lots of money.
I personally doubt that the
mass shooting in Las Vegas was
fake. The emotional support and

monetary support by Nevadans, for
the victims and victim survivors,
was beyond belief. To say to these
supporters, “Ha ha, we fooled you”
would do irreparable damage to any
trust left between the general public
and the Federal government, which
has been suffering for years.
There are of course several
important questions that need
clarification. At what point did the
FBI actually become in charge of
this investigation? Why is everyone
so reluctant to call this a terrorist
act? Can we expect in the future
that the FBI will automatically
step in when they feel like it? With
over half a billion dollar budget
per year, is that enough money for
the LVMPD to conduct this type of
investigation?
Remember to keep your Faith,
keep your Gun, and they can keep

their change.
In God We Trust
*****
Gordon Martines is a former
LVMPD detective who has served
in many capacities over his 39-year
career in law enforcement. He was
a candidate for sheriff in 2002,
2006, 2010 and 2014, with the
intention of bringing integrity and
accountability back to the department, and filed a federal lawsuit
against LVMPD in 2011. Martines
has appeared on “Face The Tribune” radio show several times and
is currently the host of “Open Mic”
on Tuesdays and Thursday at 11:00
a.m. He contributes his opinions
and ideas to the Las Vegas Tribune
to keep the public informed and
help improve policing in Las Vegas.
Gordon Martines can be contacted
via email at coper71@hotmail.com.
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Issues pile up as Ryan, GOP seek focus on taxes

By Scott Wong
The Hill
All Paul Ryan wanted to do this
fall was pass tax reform.
But a pair of social issues — immigration and gun reform — plus
President Trump’s decision to punt
key ObamaCare payments and
the fate of the Iran nuclear deal to
Congress are quickly complicating
the Speaker’s tax-reform push and
crowding what’s left in a 2017
calendar that has just 28 legislative
days left.
At least in public, Ryan (R-Wis.)
is not panicking yet. The former
Ways and Means Committee chairman, who’s made overhauling the
U.S. tax code his life’s work, tried
to put a positive spin Monday on
how soon Congress would send
a tax-reform package to Trump’s
desk.
“So by early November, we’ll
get it out of the House. We’ll send
it to the Senate,” Ryan said in a
radio interview in his home state
of Wisconsin. “The goal: get law
in December so that we wake up
with New Year’s and a new tax
code in 2018.”
But the four thorny issues are
threatening to divide congressional
Republicans at the very moment
they need to unify behind the GOP
tax plan.
Tax reform was always going to
be a heavy lift — it’s why Congress
hasn’t passed a comprehensive tax

Lobato

(Continued from Page 1)
acknowledged she was 165 miles
from Las Vegas.
Ms. Lobato is currently represented pro bono by the Innocence
Project in New York, and by the Las
Vegas law firm of David Chesnoff
& Richard Schonfeld.
The State was represented during
the hearing by ADA DiGiacomo.
Ms. Lobato presented five witnesses during the hearing: her trial
lawyer David Schieck; forensic
pathologist Dr. Andrew Baker; and
three forensic entomologists, Dr.
Gail Anderson, Dr. Robert Kimsey,
and Dr. Jeffery Tomberlin.
Dr. Baker opined that Bailey
most likely died at 8 p.m., plus or
minus two hours, based primarily
on the medical evidence about
when he was in full rigor mortis and
when it had completely dissipated.
Drs. Anderson and Tomberlin
opined that Bailey died after sunset
at 8:01 p.m., and Dr. Kimsey opined
Bailey died after it was fully dark
at 9:07 p.m.
Their time of death opinions
were based on their testimony that
was similar about:
—Blow flies are only active
during the day, and they cease activity as sunset approaches.
—Blow flies can find a dead
body within minutes and lay clumps
of 150 to 300 eggs that are visible
to the naked eye.
—The weather conditions on
July 8, 2001 were optimal for blow
flies to lay eggs with daytime tem-

overhaul since 1986, the year Ryan
got his driver’s license.
Ideally, Ryan would like to
tackle tax reform in a legislative
vacuum, explained Rep. Pete King
(R-N.Y.). But the Speaker is a
“mature adult” who understands
the top job in Congress often comes
with unexpected twists, turns and
pitfalls.
“Paul’s passion is tax reform.
But as Speaker, he’s got to deal with
more than one thing at a time. It’s a
job that throws a lot of curveballs at
you,” King told The Hill.

“You just can’t count on things
ever going smoothly here, especially when you’re Speaker,” King
added. “It’s easier being president;
you control the executive branch.
All Paul can do is persuade.”
Trump has told lawmakers he
wants tax reform done by the end of
the year, but he’s not making it easy
for the GOP-controlled Congress.
The president has continued to
pile more and more items on Congress’s already full plate, and he’s
grown increasingly frustrated with
GOP inaction on Capitol Hill.

perature between the low 80s and
95°, and no wind and rain.
—Bailey’s body was a prime
target for blow flies to lay eggs: he
was exposed outside; he had open
wounds on his head, face, and body;
he was covered in blood; and his
eyes, mouth and nose were readily
accessible
All the forensic experts testified
they didn’t identify a single blow fly
egg on Bailey’s body.
The State presented two rebuttal
witnesses: forensic entomologist
Dr. Jeffrey Wells and forensic pathologist Dr. Rexene Worrell.
Dr. Wells testified he didn’t
have enough information specific
to blow fly activity in Las Vegas to
offer an opinion about Bailey’s time
of death. However, he did admit he
couldn’t definitely identify a single
blow fly egg on Bailey’s body.
Based primarily on the potassium vitreous fluid level of Bailey’s
eyes at the time of his autopsy, Dr.
Worrell opined, “Bailey died sometime between the mid-morning
and early morning hours of July 8,
2001.” She admitted she couldn’t
definitely identify a single blow fly
egg on Bailey’s body.
Judge Miley must decide two
issues to arrive at her decision of
whether to grant Ms. Lobato a
new trial:
1) Did Ms. Lobato’s lawyers
perform deficiently by failing to
investigate or present the new
forensic entomology and forensic
pathology evidence of Bailey’s time

of death?
2) Is there a reasonable probability that the failure to present that
evidence undermines confidence in
the outcome of her trial?
The answer to the first issue was
likely provided by Schieck’s admission he performed deficiently — “I
absolutely should have consulted
with a forensic entomologist.”
The answer to the second issue is
whether her jury would have given
enough weight to Ms. Lobato’s new
forensic evidence that Bailey died
while it is undisputed she was in
Panaca, to have decided the State
didn’t prove her guilt beyond a
reasonable doubt.
Judge Miley appeared to take
the hearing seriously and was very
attentive. During the hearing she
asked dozens of questions of the experts to clarify their testimony. Her
rulings on objections to testimony
and admissibility of evidence didn’t
obviously favor either the State or
Ms. Lobato.
*****
Hans Sherrer is President of the
Justice Institute aka Justice Denied
that conducted a post-conviction investigation of Kirstin Lobato’s case.
The Justice Institute is based in
Seattle, Washington and promotes
awareness of wrongful convictions,
and maintains the world’s largest
database of exonerated persons. Its
website is, www.justicedenied.org.

“I’m not going to blame myself.
I’ll be honest,” Trump said at the
White House on Monday. “They
are not getting the job done.”
It started in September, when
Trump unilaterally moved to end
an Obama-era program that shields
from deportation hundreds of
thousands of immigrants who were
brought to the U.S. illegally as
children — then urged Congress
to protect the same group within
six months.
Last week, Trump dumped two
more issues onto Congress’s lap.
He stopped ObamaCare insurer
subsidy payments that help millions of low-income people afford
health insurance. And he refused
to recertify Iran’s compliance with
President Obama’s 2015 nuclear
deal, calling on Congress to fix
“serious flaws” in the multilateral
agreement or risk its termination.
The gun debate flared up after a
lone gunman killed 58 people and
injured 500 others at a Las Vegas
country music festival — possibly
with the help of “bump stock” de-

vices that allow a semi-automatic
rifle to fire more rapidly, mimicking
machine guns, which have been
banned since the 1980s.
Most Hill Republicans agree
something must be done to regulate
bump stocks, but they’re divided
over whether Congress or the executive branch should be the one
to act.
Centrist Rep. Carlos Curbelo
(R-Fla.), a top target of Democrats,
has authored legislation that would
provide a path to legalization for
recipients of the Deferred Action
for Childhood Arrivals (DACA)
program. He’s also teamed with
Rep. Seth Moulton (D-Mass.) on a
bipartisan bill to ban bump stocks
and other similar devices, arguing
that congressional action would be
more permanent than an administrative fix.
Curbelo plans to gather more
GOP co-sponsors before making
his case directly to Ryan, who
prefers that the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
regulate bump stocks.
“Why suppress the will of the
House? [Ryan] knows and everyone in this chamber knows there is
broad, bipartisan support for prohibiting these bump stock devices
and any device that converts a legal
weapon into an illegal weapon, so
let the House work its will,” Curbelo told The Hill.
“He’s a courageous leader, and I
encourage him to have the courage
of his convictions.”
Yet for every moderate like Curbelo, who wants action on immigration and guns, there is a Republican
on the far right of the 240-member
GOP conference who’s pulling
Ryan in the other direction.
“I wouldn’t do the DACA bill
at all. I wouldn’t do the [bump
stock bill] either,” said Rep. Paul
Gosar (R-Ariz.), a member of the
conservative House Freedom Caucus. “Guns don’t kill; it’s people
that kill.”
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CCSD
(Continued from Page 1)

others have written entire articles
on many of these topics and many
are the subject of open conversation among parents. However, the
Democratic Party-controlled media
refuse to open a conversation on
most of the problems.
1. The teachers union and the
school board trustees ‘play ball’
together. Sometimes they love and
hate each other. But if a school
board member eventually caves
into the union’s demands, then
the union will direct its members
to strongly support that trustee’s
reelection. The union provides donations either directly from members or via the Democratic Party
apparatchik. The union provides
union members who run election
phone banks and the union provides
verbal support or attacks against
school board trustees. For this
reason, the school board has had a
very great Democrat majority for a
generation. For this reason, trustees who were obviously senile or
incompetent have been re-elected.
In fact, no incumbent school board
member in modern times has ever
been voted out. The Dems run the
school board and use the schools as
their hub of operations, openly giving out favors to party donors and
indoctrinating the kids to be Democrats. If you evaluate the school
boards conduct assuming that this
is its purpose and not “for the kids”
as is the claim, everything ﬁts.
2. It is well known that large
school districts provide a much
worse education than smaller ones
do. This is a statistical fact. CCSD
is the 5th largest in the nation.
Because of the ﬁrst reason above,
the trustees nor the Democrats
can bring themselves to let go of
their piggy bank control and hand
control back to parents. Empirical
data shows that if a school district
the size of CCSD was divided up
into 20 to 25 districts, each with one
high school, two middle schools
and six elementary schools, the
likelihood of improving education
very signiﬁcantly is almost 100 percent assured. But they won’t do it.
3. Because so many of the problems that CCSD has are politically
unsolvable (see ﬁrst reason above)
the school district’s bureaucracy
and trustees have developed a pattern of obfuscation as a reaction to
any problem as opposed to solving
it. Most problems are “Solved” by
creating confusion around the issue
so that others cannot understand
what is going on or that there is a
problem.
4. Obfuscation procedures
make matters worse. Not better.
One example of this is the “Solution” to item 2 above, oversized
school district. After it became very
obvious that being a huge (unresponsive) school district was a major problem the school board voted
to create “Regions”. And Region
Superintendents, who are like the
real superintendent but without his
power or authority. This was supposed to somehow counteract the

largeness problem. However, there
is absolutely no data to indicate
that it would work. It was just an
obfuscation plan. Many years ago
taxpayers were forced to foot the
bill for construction of and stafﬁng
for region ofﬁces. This gave parents
who were trying to work out problems with CCSD another remotely
located bureaucracy which would
repeat the same tired clichés and
platitudes that they say at the main
ofﬁce and school board meetings.
After many years have proven that
this had no value, the trustees are
now implementing another “Fake
division of the school district”
smokescreen. And again, there is
zero evidence that anything short
of reducing the size of the school
district (either by dividing it or
via school choice) will statistically
improve education.
5. Black humor amount parents
used to claim that anyone short of
a child molester could hang onto
their job at CCSD. This, of course,
is now obviously not true. A good
many child molesters have hung
on to their jobs at CCSD for many
years. Under the CCSD system,
teacher incompetence is the least
of their concerns. Those who run
for school board ofﬁce report that
many teachers approach them giving the names of those who cannot
or refuse to teach. A teacher in the
upper classes of an elementary
school cannot help but know that
a certain teacher at a class level
below them is failing to teach.
Yet it has been made clear to the
teachers that the trustees-teachers
union relationship will not permit
formally dealing with the problem,
even if the teacher refuses to teach.
Teachers who can’t teach learn on
the job or are given remedial training. Remedial training costs more
money. Those who want to know
how eventually learn. Many leave
shortly thereafter.
6. The system of reward regardless of performance combined
with big government politics leads
to a big turnover of good teachers
and annual shortages. If you have
graduated in the bottom of your
class somewhere where they value
teachers more, then your best bet
to ever become a teacher there is
to work for CCSD for three years.
Then the school district where your
family came from will likely give
you a chance working there. While
some good teachers come here for
other reasons, this is the method
by which CCSD ﬁlls its ranks with
those who need to look to the union
for cover. These teachers could
become great teachers. But it is
more likely that having started out
as substandard teachers it will take
forever if it ever happens. Teachers
who are gifted and or want to be
great often become discouraged by
those who don’t or can’t teach and
get the same rewards. Those gifted
teachers then naturally look elsewhere for jobs. This is the perpetual
CCSD hiring system that sends us
in the opposite direction of where
we should be.

North Korea nuclear
test may reach U.S. soil
By Frank Holmes
North Korea has tested nuclear
weapons 15 times this year — but
the Communist dictatorship may be
getting ready to unleash its deadliest test ever in a matter of days.
For the ﬁrst time in nearly 40
years, Communist ofﬁcials could
detonate a nuclear warhead in the
air — and experts warn that could
spread radiation across almost
half of the globe, with dire health
consequences for anyone caught
in the path.
Kim Jong Un and Donald Trump
have been ratcheting up their war of
words since Kim resumed his country’s policy of nuclear blackmail.
Kim has test ﬁred 22 missiles since
February and threatened to attack
the mainland or U.S. territories
like Guam.
President Trump threatened to
“totally destroy” North Korea, if
necessary, to protect the United
States and its people.
Kim Jong Un called Trump a
“mentally deranged U.S. dotard”
and he would “definitely tame
(him) with ﬁre.”
Now his foreign minister has
said exactly what the pint-sized
dictator has in mind.
“It could be the most powerful
detonation of an H-bomb in the
Pacific,” Ri Yong-ho told South
Korea’s Yonhap news agency on
September 21.
The last atmospheric nuclear test
was in 1980, when Red China detonated a nuclear warhead over its
Lop Nur sea, which has since dried
up. Since then, all nuclear tests have
been underground, including all of
the Kim dynasty’s tests since 1984.
But an above-ground nuclear
test with today’s missile technology
could be deadly, even if everything
goes exactly as planned by Pyongyang.
The promised North Korean
nuclear blast, and its fallout, potentially threaten the lives and health
of millions of people. It could
disrupt the electrical grid across
whole nations. It could poison the
environment. And it could trigger
decades of “natural” disasters.
What effect would exploding
one of today’s powerful nuclear
warheads in the atmosphere have
on human beings?
Death and devastation
in the immediate area
North Korea may aim to detonate the missile over the Paciﬁc
Ocean –home to millions of people living in clusters on islands
and atolls, as well as ﬁshers and
sailors. Any human being in the
vicinity of the blast site will likely
die instantly.
—A nuclear missile the size
of the one dropped on Hiroshima

causes a ﬁreball that is ﬁve football
ﬁelds wide.
—It would kill everything within a 7-mile radius with radiation.
—Anyone within 12-miles of
the bomb site would get third-degree burns.
North Korea might be so inept
that it will kill people without even
intending to. So far, North Korea
shows little ability to control its
missile’s path — four of its tests
this year have been failures.
But nuclear experts say the
health consequences of the blast
will go on for days, weeks, or years
after the blast itself — and be felt
by people all over the globe.
Radiation will spread
across the entire
Northern Hemisphere
The deadliest effects might not
come from an explosion over a
patch of water — but from nuclear
fallout after the explosion.
Winds and air currents will carry
nuclear fallout from the remote
blast site to the four corners of the
earth.
Lassina Zerbo, the executive
secretary of the Comprehensive
Nuclear Test Ban Treaty Organization (CNTBTO), ran a rudimentary test of what happens after the
explosion.
If accurate, his map of devastating is absolutely chilling.
A nuclear cloud will waft from
the ocean into Canada — and then
the continental United States — in
short order.
That cloud of radiation will
hover over North America for two
weeks after the detonation. Most
of this will fall out of the sky as
“black rain.”
The effect won’t be the same as
being as the site of the explosion —
but it could cause:
—Up to 1,500 deaths. Soviet
dissident Andrei Sakharov found
that a 1-megaton nuclear test
would cost 6,000 people their
lives. North Korea’s 250-kiloton
bomb is one-quarter that strong —
but 15-times as strong as the bomb
America dropped on Hiroshima.
—Birth defects and cancer.

People in the Marshall Islands and
French Polynesia still have high
rates of cancer and birth defects
because of nuclear tests the U.S.
conducted decades ago.
—Mental defects. A 2013 study
found that Norwegians exposed to
Soviet nuclear tests in the Fifties
had lower IQs, didn’t go as far in
school, and made less money as a
result.
Loss of life won’t be the only
problem.
An EMP pulse could
disrupt life as we know it
An Electromagnetic Pulse
(EMP) attack may be what North
Korea had in mind all along.
Vipin Narang, an associate professor of political science at MIT,
explained that if this nuclear test
“doesn’t go exactly as planned and
the detonation occurs at a lower altitude we could see some EMP-like
effects for anything in the area.”
A strong enough attack could
knock out vast sections of the U.S.
electric grid, disrupt telecommunications, banking, air conditioning
and heating, even vehicles.
“If it… doesn’t go exactly
as planned… it could be a world
changing event,” Narang said.
As long ago as 1962, U.S. tests
knocked out satellite communications.
“Some fear electromagnetic
pulses could bring down nearby
planes” during the next blast, The
Telegraph of London reported.
Nuclear poisoning of ﬁsh
and plant life in the ocean
Narang warned that a nuclear
test over the ocean will result in “a
lot of dead ﬁsh, too.” The blast will
baptize the Paciﬁc Ocean in nuclear
radiation, killing or mutating layers
of aquatic life — plant and animals.
“Radioactivity is known to
damage cells in humans, animals,
and plants by causing changes in
their genes,” a report at The Atlantic found. “The changes could lead
to crippling mutations in future
generations.”
The radiation could block the
sunlight, blocking off photosynthe(See North Korea, Page 7)
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Nikki Haley: U.S. to stay in Iran Nuclear
Deal while aiming to ‘Make It Better’

Breitbart News
The U.S. ambassador to the
United Nations, Nikki Haley, said
on Sunday that the U.S. would
“stay” in the Iranian nuclear agreement, but “aim to make it better.”
Her comments came two days
after U.S. President Donald Trump
announced that he would not recertify the landmark 2015 agreement
to Congress and would roll out a
more hawkish approach toward
Tehran.
“I think right now you are going
to see us stay in the deal,” Haley
said during an interview on NBC’s
“Meet The Press.”
“What we hope is that we can
improve the situation,” she added.
“And that’s the goal. So I think right
now, we’re in the deal to see how
we can make it better. And that’s

U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Nikki Haley speaks during a
news briefing at the White House.

U.S. diplomat: We must be ‘prepared for the
worst’ if diplomacy fails with North Korea
By Mallory Shelbourne
He Hill
The deputy secretary of State
reportedly said Tuesday that the
United States must be “prepared
for the worst” if diplomatic efforts
to combat North Korea’s aggression
do not succeed.
“We must, however, with our
allies in Japan and South Korea
and elsewhere, be prepared for
the worst should diplomacy fail,”
Deputy Secretary of State John

Sullivan said following a meeting with Japan’s vice minister of
foreign affairs, according to The
Associated Press.
Sullivan’s Japanese counterpart,
Shinsuke Sugiyama, emphasized
diplomatic talks when speaking
with reporters.
Sugiyama and Sullivan will
travel to South Korea this week to
continue discussions.
Sullivan’s comments come as
tensions between North Korea and

the United States have escalated
this year.
Pyongyang conducted two intercontinental ballistic missile
(ICBM) tests in July and in September said it successfully tested a
hydrogen bomb than can be placed
on an ICBM.
President Trump has said the
United States will “totally destroy”
North Korea should America need
to “defend itself or its allies” from
the rogue nation’s aggression.

(Continued from Page 6)
sis and killing plants that depend on
natural sun rays for life.
The death of plants will eliminate a source of food, causing the
deaths of surviving sea creatures
from starvation.
An increase in
“natural” disasters
One of North Korea’s last nuclear tests, an underground test,
caused a 6.3 magnitude earthquake

in Yanji, China. Previous nuclear
tests have triggered or added to
“natural” disasters like landslides.
“We know from testing over
decades that there are persistent environmental effects and impacts on
humans,” said Melissa Hanham, a
senior researcher also with the Center for Nonproliferation Studies.
The exact effects are a mystery
— but an atmospheric nuclear test
has the potential to harm every

single form of life on this planet.
And if we know anything about
the way Kim Jong-Un treats his
people, it’s that he couldn’t care less
about taking innocent human life.
Are you prepared?
Frank Holmes is a reporter for
The Horn News. He is a veteran
journalist and an outspoken conservative that talks about the news
that was in his weekly article, “On
The Holmes Front.”

North Korea

the goal. It’s not that we’re getting
out of the deal. We’re just trying
to make the situation better so that
the American people feel safer,”
she said.
“What we’re trying to say is,
‘Look, the agreement was an incentive. The agreement was for you to
stop doing certain things,’” Haley
said in reference to Iran. “You haven’t stopped doing certain things.
So what do we do to make Iran
more accountable so that they do?”
Trump, Haley said, will be
working “very closely with Congress to try and come up with something that is more proportionate.”
Haley is said to have been a
vocal proponent of decertification
and played an important role in the
U.S.’s new approach toward Iran.
A Politico report over the weekend
called her “Trump’s Iran whisperer”
and said she “paved the way for
decertification as other Cabinet
members urged caution.”
In a much-anticipated speech
on Friday, Trump said he would
not recertify the Iranian nuclear
deal, while not withdrawing from
the pact — signed by the P5+1
powers and Iran in 2015 — and
was launching a tougher strategy
to check Iran’s “fanatical regime.”
He warned that the deal could be
terminated at any time.
“We cannot and will not make
this certification,” he said. “We will
not continue down a path whose
predictable conclusion is more violence, more terror and the very real
threat of Iran’s nuclear breakout.”
And, outlining the results of
a review of efforts to counter
Tehran’s “aggression” in a series
of Middle East conflicts, Trump
ordered tougher sanctions on Iran’s
Revolutionary Guards Corps and on
its ballistic missile program.
Trump said the agreement,
which defenders say was only ever
meant to curtail Iran’s nuclear pro-

gram in return for sanctions relief,
had failed to address Iranian subversion in its region and its illegal
missile program.
The U.S. president said he supports efforts in Congress to work
on new measures to address these
threats without immediately torpedoing the broader deal.
“However, in the event we are
not able to reach a solution working
with Congress and our allies, then
the agreement will be terminated,”
Trump said, in a televised address
from the Diplomatic Room of the
White House. “It is under continuous review and our participation
can be canceled by me as president
at any time,” he warned.
He added later, speaking of Congress, “They may come back with
something that’s very satisfactory
to me, and if they don’t, within a
very short period of time, I’ll terminate the deal.”
Trump announced targeted sanctions on the Revolutionary Guards,
a key instrument of Tehran’s military and foreign policy that the
president described as “the Iranian
Supreme Leader’s corrupt personal
terror force and militia.”
He said he is authorizing the
U.S. Treasury Department to “further sanction the entire Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps for its
support for terrorism and to apply
sanctions to its officials, agents, and
affiliates.”
But the U.S. leader backed
away from designating the Guards
Corps as a terror group, a move
that would have triggered a slew of
sanctions and almost certain Iranian
retribution.
Simultaneously, the U.S. Treasury said it had taken action against
the Islamic Revolutionary Guards
under a 2001 executive order to hit
sources of terror funding and added
four companies that allegedly support the group to its sanctions list.
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Trump: America will say “Merry Christmas” again

(HORN NEWS) — From sea to
shining sea, Christians in America
are smiling — because President
Donald Trump is bringing back
the saying, “Merry Christmas” to
our country.
Atheists were furious when
Trump assured a high-profile gathering of Christian conservatives
on Friday that his administration
will defend religious organizations
and promised a return to traditional
American values.
“How times have changed,
but you know what, now they are
changing back again, just remember that,” Trump told the cheering
crowd.
Trump, the first sitting president

to address the Values Voter Summit,
ticked off the promises he’s fulfilled
to evangelical Christians and other
conservatives, pledging to turn back

the clock in what he described as a
nation that has drifted away from
its religious roots.
He slammed the use of the

will retire soon, which would be
Trump’s second nomination.
The White House is also eyeing
up the health issues reportedly

surrounding Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsberg.
“Ginsburg,” Trump reportedly
asked, according to insiders. “What
does she weigh… 60 pounds?”
As for the fourth, Trump is
aware of diabetes struggles with
Justice Sonia Sotomayor and explained: “Her health [is no good].
Diabetes.”
“Both Ginsburg and Sotomayor
were appointed by Democrats —
Bill Clinton and Obama, respectively — and are considered liberal
justices,” Business Insider reported.
“Replacing even one would allow
Trump to shift the balance of the
court to the right.”
Additionally, with four of the
nine justices nominated within one
year, that majority hold would likely remain for a generation or more.
Surely that would be enough
time to make America great again.

Trump’s secret Supreme Court plan

By The Horn editorial team
(HORN NEWS) — President
Donald Trump’s most celebrated
act as president was the successful
nomination of conservative Supreme Court Justice Neil Gorsuch
to replace the late Antonin Scalia,
who passed away unexpectedly
last year.
That was just the beginning.
White House officials say Trump is
planning to nominate four justices
before the end of his first term
— which includes replacing two
liberal justices.
At one Supreme Court justice
per year, that would be an eye-popping pace for Trump. If successful,
it would likely secure an overwhelming conservative majority
in the Supreme Court for at least
another generation.
According to Axios, there are
rumors that Anthony Kennedy

FBI: Over 57,000 police
officers assaulted in 2016

By AW Hawkins
Breitbart News
The FBI’s unified crime report
for 2016 shows that 57,180 police
officers were assaulted and 118
were killed in the line of duty.
Nearly 80 percent “of officers
who were assaulted in the line of
duty were attacked with personal
weapons (hands, fists, or feet).” Just
over four percent were assaulted
with firearms, and just under two
percent were assaulted “with knives
or other cutting instruments.”
According to the FBI report,
31.4 percent of the officers attacked
with “hands, fists, or feet,” were
injured, 11.9 percent of the officers
attacked with firearms were injured,
and nearly 11 percent of the officers attacked “with knives or other
cutting instruments” were injured.
The most common time of assaults on officers was “12:01 a.m. to
2 a.m,” which is when 13.2 percent
of the assaults occurred.
Over 32 percent of assaulted
officers “were responding to disturbance calls” when attacked,;”15.6
percent were attempting other

arrests;” and “12.6 percent were
handling, transporting, or maintaining custody of prisoners.”
Of the 118 officers who were
killed in the line of duty, 66 died
due to “felonious incidents.” Sixty-two of these officers were killed
with firearms, and 19 of the deceased officers were within five
feet of their attacker when attacked.
“Forty-five of the alleged offenders
[who killed police] had prior criminal records.”
Fifty-two officers died in the line
of duty in non-felonious incidents.
These include patrol car accidents,
being struck by vehicles while
standing outside their patrol cars,
motorcycle accidents, and crossfire,
among other reasons.
*****
AWR Hawkins is the Second
Amendment columnist for Breitbart
News and host of Bullets with AWR
Hawkins, a Breitbart News podcast.
He is also the political analyst for
Armed American Radio. Follow
him on Twitter: @AWRHawkins.
Reach him directly at awrhawkins@breitbart.com.
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phrase “Happy Holidays” as a
secular seasonal greeting meant
to appeal to atheists and vowed to
return “Merry Christmas” to the
national language.
He noted, as Christian conservatives often do, that there are
four references to the “creator” in
the Declaration of Independence,
saying that “religious liberty is
enshrined” in the nation’s founding
documents.
“I pledged that in a Trump
administration, our nation’s religious heritage would be cherished,
protected and defended like you
have never seen before,” Trump
said. “Above all else in America,
we don’t worship government. We
worship God.”
Trump praised his repeal of
the Johnson Amendment, which
limited political activity or endorsements by religious groups
that received tax exemptions, as
well as his administration’s effort
to expand the rights of employers
to deny women insurance coverage
for birth control.
The White House has also issued
sweeping guidance on religious
freedom that atheists say could hurt
their rights.
Trump waded again into the
cultural war that has captured his
attention in recent weeks, declaring
to loud applause that “we respect
our great American flag,” a nottoo-subtle reference to his repeated
denunciations of NFL players who
have taken to kneeling during the
national anthem.
But Trump also struck several
empathetic notes, offering condolences to the victims of Las Vegas
mass shooting and pledging support
to the people of Texas, Florida and

Puerto Rico which have been ravaged by recent hurricanes.
His kind words for Puerto Rico
also moved the audience. The island
remains largely without power
weeks after the storm.
The president also made a call
for Congress to enact his agenda,
including a tax cut by the end of the
year. And he vowed again to undo
the Obama health care law, chiding
Congress for forgetting “what their
pledges were so we’re going a little
different route.” The night before
the speech, the administration
announced it would halt payments
to insurers to motivate Congress to
make a deal.
“Our values will endure. Our
nation will thrive. Our citizens
will flourish. And our freedom will
triumph,” Trump said.
Trump has appeared at the Values Voters summit twice before.
In 2015, with questions surrounding whether he would appeal to
evangelicals over conservative
candidates like Texas Sen. Ted Cruz
and former Arkansas Gov. Mike
Huckabee, Trump held a Bible
aloft and declared, “I believe in
God. I believe in the Bible. I’m a
Christian.’”
Trump appeared before the
group against last September, a
moment in the electoral stretch run
usually devoted to wooing undecided voters, to instead focus on his
pitch to his religious base.
Though he didn’t touch on
every hot-button social issues like
same-sex marriage and abortion, he
vowed his support for Israel, an important issue for evangelicals, and
said that it was the “dream” of the
Islamic State for his opponent Hillary Clinton to be elected president.
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RadioTribune Lineup
“Open Mic”

Every Tuesday and Thursday at 11:00 a.m., Gordon Martines
hosts “Open Mic,” a popular RadioTribune.com show. The Anti-Corruption Coalition of Nevada is the basis for and theme of
“Open Mic.”
Gordon Martines was a career police officer with 39 years of onthe-job Law Enforcement experience. Past cases involving Kevin
Daley, Trayvon Cole and a variety of other covered-up criminal
cases, and a billion dollars worth of missing taxpayer money, are
discussed in depth and at length on the show.
Martines spent four years as police officer with the Hermosa
Beach Police Department before moving here and resuming his
police career in Las Vegas as a Detective in the Robbery/Homicide
Bureau, retiring from the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department after 36 years of police service.
The amount of corruption and cover-ups by executive Police
Administrative officers witnessed by Martines inside the department led to his decision to contest the good ol’ boy’s club and run
for Clark County Sheriff three times against what he knew were
almost insurmountable odds.
“Open Mic” carries the voice the LVMPD does not want you to
hear, yet it is always there, every Tuesday and Thursday at 11:00
a.m. on www.radiotribune.com. Tune in!
*****

radio station.
If you want to hear a non-politically correct show, “Chris
Garcia, The Conservative American” is the show for you. We
look forward to you watching
and listening to the show and
will appreciate all feedback.
*****

COBRA USA
with Blu Laker

A daily Radio show Monday through Friday 2:00 p.m.
with live guests on a variety of
subjects.
Due to the importance of
health care, its out-of-control
costs with no restraints, millions of Americans are unable
to obtain it. Why? Our elected
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officials have it, they don’t need
to worry. But what about the
people they represent? Find out
why on Cobra USA.
C.O.B.R.A. by the way is the
1985 Insurance Law created by
Ronald Reagan in 1985 for continuing health care coverage of
health insurance. We talk about
insurance, savings and options
available through King Cobra,
the intended amended version of
the original Cobra program. We
invite you to press Congress for
parity in health care live here at
Radio Tribune. Call or email us
at Cobra.blulaker@gmail.com
or call (949) 467- 0613.
Cobra USA is hosted by Blu
Laker, an investigative reporter
who has seen medical programs

that work around the world,
with a cure to the healthcare
problem here. Join him in these
discussions to clear the air so
vital to survival itself and what
you can do to help. The world
has become so large, it’s getting
claustrophobic with traffic, travel, taxes, soaring costs for food,
water, clothing and shelter, and
what are we to do? Join us with
your wisdom and knowledge to
make America great again; together we can make a difference.
Let me pick your brain for the
advancement of humanity. We
are controversial, conservative
and considerate of other people,
even when they may have different opinions.
*****

“Face The Tribune”

Face the Tribune is heard every Monday through Friday at 12
noon, hosted by Rolando Larraz.
For the last five years “Face The Tribune” has been the premier
show for interviews with politicians, civil service workers, government officials and activists, and a voice for those everyday citizens
who needed to air their legal grievances. The Las Vegas Tribune
newspaper has been a part of the Las Vegas community for over
18 years and is the only independent newspaper in Clark County.
“Face The Tribune” was established as a voice for the people
of Las Vegas and is the only news platform where judges, city
councilmen, local businessmen and women, as well as Mr. or Ms.
Local Citizen, can voice their opinions and share the issues that
pertain to Las Vegas.
The show’s host, Rolando Larraz, has been a journalist in Clark
County for over 50 years. He has been a fixture in the community
and a highly respected publisher who has covered local news and
events in Las Vegas since the mid-’60s. For stories and information not available anywhere else in Las Vegas, tune into “Face The
Tribune” Monday through Friday at 12:00 noon.
*****

Chris Garcia,
The Conservative American

“Chris Garcia, The Conservative American,” is a daily radio
show streamed on RadioTribune.com Monday through Friday
1:00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. You can also Google the show and watch
on YouTube.
The show is hosted by Chris Garcia and has daily guests on the
show touching on a variety of topics. Those topics include politics, religion, veterans’ affairs, and many other social issues of the
day. The show welcomes people of all different backgrounds and
encourages vigorous debate.
We have an open microphone policy that encourages people to
call into the show live 702-983-0711 from 1:00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
PST and join the live debate. You can also call 702-751-9955 and
talk to Chris or one of our producers and tell us what you think of
the show or set up a date to be live in studio or call in to do the show.
We welcome businesses of Las Vegas and all over Nevada to
advertise on our show. We have the most competitive rates of any

Face the
Tribune

‘Face the Tribune’ is hosted
by Rolando Larraz
Monday thru Friday
at 12 noon
on www.RadioTribune.com

KIOF-LP 97.9 FM
PROGRAM SCHEDULE

Sunday 7:00 a.m.
Spud Goodman Show
Sunday 4:00 p.m.
Brian Church-Start Up.com
Sunday 8:00 p.m.
Craig Orndorff Show
Monday thru Friday 3:00 a.m.
Rolando Larraz Show
Monday thru Friday 4:00 a.m.
Chris Garcia Show
Monday thru Friday 11:00 p.m.
Blu Laker Cobra
Monday thru Saturday 10:00 a.m.
Paul and Dean Show
Monday Noon
Joe Morabito Business Mind
Monday and Wednesday 1:00 p.m.
Christina Marinescu Show
Saturday 8:00 a.m.
Aaron Clements & Jr. Mooney/CC Auto Show

Monday thru Friday at 1:00 p.m.
on www.RadioTribune.com

COBRA USA
with Blu Laker

KIOF-LP 97.9 FM is the #1 radio station
in the Las Vegas Valley. Something Old,
Something New, Traditional American,
Just For You!Always Las Vegas Strong,
Where You Belong.
Broadcasting live from Downtown.
Always in Your Corner, Always all around.

400 S. 4th St., Suite 500
Las Vegas, NV 89101
(702) 425-4088

Monday thru Friday at 2:00 p.m.
on www.RadioTribune.com
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A government big enough to give you everything you want, is strong enough to take everything you have. — Thomas Jefferson

Our Point of View

Wayne Allyn Root’s
take on Mandalay
Bay massacre

The reputation and the integrity of Las Vegas Review-Journal columnist and radio talk show host Wayne
Allyn Root (WAR) is, in our opinion, indisputably solid
and even if we do not read his column regularly, we do not
mind recommending that every American read his column.
Wayne Allyn Root’s take on the Mandalay Bay massacre
on October 1st is a very unique and detailed column that
could very well make others think twice, but especially
those in the business of law enforcement and safety, and the
investigative forces.
His last Sunday column is a must-read column for everyone who cares for this nation, and we believe that also it
should be of great interest to the Nevada Gaming Commission as well as the Gaming Control Board’s investigative
arm.
Jim Murren, whose close relationship with Nevada Dictator and former US Senator Harry Reid is the most well
known secret in Nevada, has become a bigger black eye for
the Nevada Gaming Industry than when the alleged so-called
mafia was supposed to be in control.
Wayne Allyn Root’s exposé of Jim Murren and the MGM
must be of interest to anyone who cares for Nevada and the
nation, but extremely of interest and concern to the Nevada law enforcement community and politically-controlled
elected officials.
Wayne Allyn Root has been consistent on his opinion of
MGM CEO Jim Murren and last Sunday he wrote, “The
readers of my column are well aware I’m not a fan of MGM
CEO Jim Murren. I’ve called him “the worst CEO in America” because he entangled his company in radical leftist politics — including the Council on American-Islamic Relations,
an organization tied to terror and called by many experts a
front group for Hamas and the Muslim Brotherhood.”
But now with a massacre that has been called the biggest
shooting act in America, and right here in our own beloved
city, the behavior of Jim Murren makes many wonder what
his motives are.
In his Sunday October 15th column, Wayne Allyn Root
wrote about it very clearly pointing out that “several MGM
security guards and ex-security guards have called my radio
show in recent days. They described MGM’s security as
“woefully undertrained and understaffed.” One ex-MGM
security guard called to say Murren’s first act in taking over
Luxor and Mandalay Bay was to disarm most of the guards
and declare MGM hotels “gun-free” zones. Maybe that’s
why the shooter chose Mandalay Bay. Why has the timeline
involving Mandalay Bay guard Jesus Campos changed so
many times? Did he approach the shooter’s room before or
after the mass murder started? If it was before, why weren’t
the police called?”
Three days after the Mandalay Bay shooting, Las Vegas
Tribune wrote in this very same editorial space as follows:
“Most casinos in Las Vegas hire former Las Vegas Metropolitan Police officers, detectives, captains, undersheriffs
and even sheriffs and former FBI agents for their Chief of
Security, Director of Security and Chief of Corporate Security, and now they claim that they are not able to prevent
a terrorist attack.”
We clearly notice that these experienced former law enforcement personnel could have trained the others hired for
security to be more alert, more productive in their hourly
paid job, and more aware of how to protect their employers,
the guests on the property they are getting paid to protect,
and finally to be of service to their country.
If these former Las Vegas Metropolitan Police officers,
detectives, captains, undersheriffs and even sheriffs and former FBI agents would come down from their clouds, walking
around the property as if their pooh doesn’t stink, and try to
make their security department the best in the field, the risk
that another October first tragedy would repeat is minimum.
On the other hand we need to be realistic and the government needs to take control of the action of the criminals,
and if they can take the money they confiscate when they
arrest pimps, prostitutes, scammers, white collar criminals
and drug dealers, they should confiscate the money that
terrorists have.
The shooter at Mandalay Bay does not need to be raised
to stardom and be made into some kind of rock star; his
name and face should not be splashed all over the television
sets; the government, the investigators and those running for
governor don’t need to peddle money “for the victims”; they
should be lobbying the right department to bring back the
$100,000 that the criminal sent to the Philippines to make
his girlfriend happy.
That $100,000, as well as any other property or bank account he may have somewhere else, belongs to the families
of the victims or the survivors of that terrorist action.
We believe that as soon as their finances are taken away,
the terrorism will stop. Think about it.

Tax reform that could benefit
Nevadans now slipping away

By Thomas Mitchell
Trump carried only three.
It looks like a tax reform proposal
The New York Times also is
that could have resulted in lower
reporting that some Republican
income tax rates for Nevadans is
spines are weakening, noting that
swirling down the drain.
elimination of the deduction has ReThe Los Angeles Times is reportpublicans in high-tax states worried
ing that congressional Republicans
about backlash from voters whose
are considering jettisoning a part
tax bills might rise.
of President Trump’s proposal that
The newspaper said that Rep.
would eliminate IRS deductions
Chris Collins, a New York Repubfor state and local taxes. Dropping
lican, said in an interview that party
the deduction would generate $1.3
leaders had assured him “there’s not
trillion in additional federal revenue,
going to be full repeal” of the state
thus allowing lower rates for the 70
and local tax deduction. The paper
ThoMaS MiTchell
percent of Americans who do not
also quoted Gary Cohn, the director
of the National Economic Council, as saying the deitemize and take the standard deduction.
While Democrats insist tax reform should in no duction was not a “red line.”
Using 2010 statistical data from the IRS, Calway benefit the wealthy, the retention of the state and
ifornians
who filed for state and local income tax
local tax deduction does precisely that for the wealthy
deductions
claimed deductions of $10,700 per return.
who live in Democrat-controlled high tax states, such
Nevadans
who
filed for the state and local sales tax
as New York and California.
deduction
claimed
only $1,430 per return. Calculated
The Times conceded that Californians benefit more
on
a
per
capita
basis,
Californians claimed $2,116 in
from the state and local tax deduction than taxpayers
federal
income
tax
deductions,
while Nevadans claimed
in any other state. In fact Californians managed to
only
$166
per
person
for
sales
tax deductions.
dodge $101 billion in taxes in 2014 — New York,
Nevadans
—
along
with
residents
of New HampNew Jersey and Illinois were next on the list of top
tax dodgers. Of the top 10 states for the deduction,
(See Mitchell, Page 12)

It could happen to anybody,
any place in the world
By Perly Viasmensky
With the many cases of medical malpractice we
have seen not only in the United States, but right here
in our own Clark County, the many class action lawsuits filed because of deadly drugs, of which the big
Pharma companies refused to disclose its side effects
in a timely matter, many people are often going from
doctor to doctor (if they can afford such a luxury)
seeking second opinions.
With all the tragedies we are facing, attorneys are
lined up hoping for a piece of the pie if they can be
chosen to be the attorney of record of a very juicy
lawsuit. But medical doctors are not any better, unfortunately. It looks like attorneys and doctors always
come hand-in-hand.
It’s scary, but it looks that we now need a second,
and even a third opinion after we are supposedly dead.
An old man in Florida was declared dead; the family was devastated, his doctor was called and with a
pathetic look on his face told the widow, “I am very

sorry, he’s gone.” The nurses got busy preparing him
to be taken to the basement floor and the refrigerator.
Several hours later when the funeral home came to
the hospital to pick the body up, they were not even
prepared for the shock of their lives. The old man
was seated on the gurney covering himself with the
plastic sheet the nurses had covered his body with
hours earlier.
A 91-year-old woman in Poland who was declared
dead by her doctor woke up in a refrigerator of the
morgue 11 hours after her doctor signed the death certificate. The morgue personnel were shocked when they
saw the black plastic bag with the body inside moving.
The doctor said, “I signed the death certificate. I
don’t understand what happened: her heart did not beat;
she did not breathe. I was convinced she was dead.”
After reading about the man in Florida and this
old woman in Poland, I am beginning to think that all
jokes published at the expense of attorneys in “Disorder
(See Viasmensky, Page 13)

ON A PERSONAL NOTE

This may be the time for the dark
side of sex to be seen for what it is

By Maramis
situation and even rape is that even
Some of us can’t believe that there
after three, four, or five men in the
ever was a time when sex was not a
recent past have been disgraced and
big issue between men and women.
shamed for their sex offenses, losing
Some of us can’t believe that sex
their jobs and/or their families — to
continues to be the downfall of so
say nothing of their good name —
many men today, especially when
for such behavior, apparently they
so many of their predecessors were
could not find the strength within
caught doing the very same thing
themselves to simply no longer do
that they have been doing — and yet
what they knew full well was totally
they will still risk everything to get
unacceptable, even if they still cannot
what they want to satisfy their dark
bring themselves to admit that what
sexual urges.
it is they did and continue to do is
Rather than stopping to say a
wrong, legally at the very least.
MaraMiS choufani
prayer of thanks that they have not been caught so far
While some men find some women to willingly go
(there might be hope for them to never have their dark along with their advances, even those might not be
secrets come to light, but it’s far more likely that such called consensual. Wealth, fame and power have their
things will surface and bring them down in the future), very potent lure, and young women who don’t know
for the time being, they can consider themselve “safe,” how to say no may reluctantly give in, whether hoping
yet they would be wise to make a vow to never do for the implied favors and boost to their careers or out
anything like that again (not that such a vow — even of some kind of fear. The younger the woman, perhaps
if kept — would exonerate them from their previous the easier to get her hooked. But while the men who do
behavior). Yet what we discover with each new man the hooking may get what they want, the women have
caught up in such an inappropriate sex harassment
(See Maramis, Page 14)
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Some random drive-by muthings and observations

By Chuck Muth
Bravo to Dallas Cowboys owner
Jerry Jones for finally declaring,
unambiguously, that his players
will either stand for the National
Anthem or sit on the bench. But
it’s too little, too late. Many of us
have “cut the cord” with the NFL
and ain’t goin’ back.
In most communities after a
tragedy occurs, people are left wondering, “How could this happen
here?” But with the Mandalay Bay
shooting it seems the more general
question in Nevada is, “What took
so long?” We’ve always known Las
Vegas was a soft target. It was just
a matter of time.
Fish gotta swim, birds gotta fly
and politicians gotta use tragedies
for photo-ops.
Most expressions of “thoughts
and prayers” are genuine and sincere. But it seems 90 percent of

CHUCK MUTH
such expressions by politicians —
issued painlessly and effortlessly
on Twitter, Facebook and campaign
blogs — are nothing more than
self-serving re-election soundbites.
Nevada U.S. Sen. Dean Heller
was one of the worst in this regard
in this instance.
What was up with that photo
posted on his Twitter site of him

staring out the window on Air Force
One like some 2-year-old on his
first plane ride? What did that have
to do with the victims and heroes of
the shooting?
On the other hand, Nevada
Attorney General Adam Laxalt
has acquitted himself well in the
Mandalay Bay shooting by “staying
in his lane” and focusing on protecting the public from fundraising
scams that have popped up in the
aftermath of the shooting.
Jurors held McDonald’s responsible for an elderly woman placing
a cup of hot coffee between her
legs and driving off. Jurors held
Teva Pharmaceuticals responsible
for nurses re-using their syringes
in the Hepatitis C case.
So Mandalay Bay better be
scared down to its skivvies over
the possibility that a jury will hold
it responsible for the Route 91 Har-

vest Festival shooting from one of
its rooms. It’s all about who has the
deepest pockets for trial lawyers.
I get Democrat Chris Giunchigliani’s gubernatorial challenge to the
Democrat establishment’s anointee,
Steve Sisolak. She has a philosophical base of support on the far left.
The Crazy Bernie crowd. But no
such rationale can explain Republican Dan Schwartz’s gubernatorial
primary challenge to Adam Laxalt.
The GOP establishment despises Schwartz, and philosophical
conservatives are 100 percent
behind Laxalt — especially now
that Laxalt has publicly come out
in favor of a referendum to repeal
Gov. Brian Sandoval’s “commerce
tax” while Schwartz has called the
repeal effort a “waste of time.”
Speaking of the commerce tax,
tax-hiking GOP Assemblyman Paul
Anderson has cashed in, given up

his seat and taken a high-paid job in
the Sandoval administration.
With Anderson’s departure, that
now means 10 of the 13 Republican
assembly sell-outs who voted for
the largest tax hike in state history
in 2015 are no longer in the Legislature.
The remaining three are John
Hambrick, Missy Woodbury and
James Oscarson.
Don’t be surprised to see all of
them gone, too, by the time the dust
settles after next June’s Republican
primary election. The Reckoning
is coming.
*****
Chuck Muth is president of
Citizen Outreach, a non-profit
public policy grassroots advocacy
organization and publisher of NevadaNewsandViews.com. He may
be reached by email at cmuth@
lasvegastribune.com.

MaCe yaMpoLsKy
insurance policies not subject to
the Affordable Care Act’s rigorous
coverage standards. Who needs
standards? Those poor insurance
companies. Their profits are much
more important than the health of
middle class Americans.

Two Senators Strike Deal
on Health Subsidies
That Trump Cut Off
You may be the President, but
we make the laws. Two leading
senators, Lamar Alexander, Republican of Tennessee, and Patty
Murray, Democrat of Washington,
hope to stabilize teetering health
insurance markets under the Affordable Care Act, and reached a
bipartisan deal on Tuesday to fund
critical subsidies to insurers that
President Trump moved just days
ago to cut off.
At the White House, virtually
as the deal was being announced,
Mr. Trump voiced support for it
while insisting that he would move
forward to repeal President Barack
Obama’s signature health law. The
plan by these two senators would
fund the subsidies for two years,

a step that would provide at least
short term certainty to insurers.
The subsidies, called cost-sharing reductions, go to insurance
companies to offset their costs for
helping low-income customers
with out-of-pocket health care expenditures such as deductibles and
copayments.
But Our President Can
Afford The Premiums
Without them, insurance companies said, premiums for all customers purchasing plans under the
Affordable Care Act would shoot
up, and with profits squeezed, some
of the companies would likely
leave the market. “In my view,
this agreement avoids chaos,” Mr.
Alexander said, “and I don’t know
a Democrat or a Republican who
benefits from chaos.” But Chaos is
Trump’s middle name.

Mr. Trump appeared to back
it, even as he berated insurance
companies, declared the Affordable Care Act “virtually dead” and
promised the demise of the health
law in due time. My concern is
the demise of health care. Baby
Boomers are developing health
problems as they age. But in the
Immortal words of Clark Gable in
Gone with the Wind, “Frankly, my
dear (all you poor people), I don’t
give a damn.” The sad part is that
he doesn’t.
*****
For more information regarding
Nevada laws, or if you feel your
rights have been violated, please
call Mace Yampolsky & Associates.
Call or text us at (702) 385-9777.
We are available 24/7 for emergencies. If you need help, CALL NOW
before it is too late. We can help!

Trump Says “We Don’t Need Your Stinking Health Insurance”
By Mace yampolsky
When Trump says we, he means
you and me. Health insurance is
expensive enough as it is, and necessary. President Trump’s decision
to cut off critical payments to health
insurance companies ratcheted up
the pressure on Congress to take
action to protect consumers from
soaring premiums, while also
adding a combustible new issue to
negotiations to avert a government
shutdown this year.
Mr. Trump’s move, announced
Thursday, Oct. 12, could cause
chaos in insurance markets, sending
insurers fleeing from the Affordable
Care Act’s marketplaces, raising
the federal government’s costs
and pricing out some consumers.
It came just hours after he signed
an executive order that also undermined the health law by encouraging the development of lower-cost

Help me take down our dual system of justice!
Larry Klayman explains goal of his group Freedom Watch

By Larry Klayman
Revelations this week that Hollywood mogul and producer Harvey Weinstein is a mass sexual
harasser — one who has never been
prosecuted for sex crimes — not
only confirms the the sleazy nature
of the Hollywood left, who covered up for Weinstein for decades,
feeding at his despicable trough
of cash and celebrity, but also the
justice system as a whole. For me,
the founder of both Judicial Watch
and now Freedom Watch (see www.
freedomwatchusa.org), this came as
no surprise, but for many ordinary
people it stands as yet another chink
in the burgeoning side of eyeopening revelations that Gotham City is
headed for a crash.
Over the years, leading up to my
having founded Judicial Watch in
1994, I witnessed, even as a prosecutor and defense trial attorney
for the U.S. Department of Justice,
the corrupt partisanship of our
justice system. As just one example, detailed in my autobiography,
“Whores: Why and How I Came
to Fight the Establishment!” I saw
my section chief and higher ups at
Justice deep-six a criminal prosecution of a textile factory owner in
Greensboro, North Carolina, who
had manufactured carcinogenic
children’s sleepwear only to have it
seized by court order. In defiance of
this court order, which would have
lead to the destruction of this harmful product, outlawed by the Consumer Product Safety Commission,
the putative criminal defendant,
Andy Troxler, broke bond and sent
the harmful childrens’ sleepwear
to Venezuela, not caring that kids
there could get cancer.
Troxler ultimately escaped
personal criminal prosecution
because he was friends with the
U.S. Attorney in Greensboro, who
would have put forth the charges
on our section’s behalf. Instead,
my assistant chief, John Fleder,
and I — on directions and orders
from the higher ups at Justice
— were relegated to prosecuting
only Troxler’s bankrupt company,
which accomplished nothing, as

Larry KLayMan
its impossible, obviously, to send
a corporation to prison nor collect
criminal contempt fines when it is
in bankruptcy. Our prosecution was
an exercise in futility, and despite
John’s efforts to get the higher ups
at the Justice Department to grant
the go-ahead to indict, convict and
throw Andy Troxler in the slammer,
we failed due to the business owner’s political connections.
The Troxler travesty factored
into my decision to create a Justice
Department for the people, one
free of politics and and outside
influence. And so, Judicial Watch
was born. Later, after I left Judicial
Watch to run for the U.S. Senate in
Florida in 2003. Having not won,
I later founded Freedom Watch
to carry on where I had left off.
Today Freedom Watch does what
Judicial Watch used to do when I
ran it: that is, not just file Freedom
of Information Act cases to uncover
government documents, but also
to file and prosecute hard-hitting
cases — such as our current case
against former President Barack
Obama, former FBI Director James
Comey, former Director of National
Intelligence James Clapper, former
CIA Director John Brennan, the
National Security Agency (NSA),
the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) and others over mass illegal
and unconstitutional spying on
millions of Americans. We also
have ongoing cases against Black
Lives Matter, Al Sharpton, Louis

Farrakhan, antifa and other leftist
counter-revolutionaries for inciting
violence, carrying out mayhem
and inflicting physical harm. In
addition, at Freedom Watch I have
sued the University of California,
Berkeley for facilitating this violence and chilling our God-given
rights to free speech.
Then there is our seminal case,
on behalf the parents of heroes
Sean Smith and Ty Woods, who
were murdered by Islamic terrorists
with Ambassador Chris Stevens at
Benghazi, thanks to Hillary Clinton’s negligent, at best, use of a
private email server while she was
secretary of state. The confirmed
hacking of this server revealed the
men’s location and coordinates.
Hillary has thus been sued for
wrongful death and another related
cause of action, such as publishing
false accounts about the cause
of the attack and then calling my
clients Patricia Woods and Charles
Smith liars when they revealed the
falsehoods the Wicked Witch of
the Left had told them. Hillary, to
further her now-failed presidential
ambitions, defamed “Gold Star”
parents, showing a characteristic
ruthlessness and lack of class. But
what’s new?
These and other strong, complex
and costly legal cases, which go far
beyond just prying documents out
of the government, are what separates Freedom Watch from other
public-interest groups. Obtaining
documents from the government
is nice, but what is needed today
is cold hard justice, and this is no
easy task.
To give you just a few examples
why we need a private justice department such as Freedom Watch,
take note of all those “criminals”
who have escaped justice at the
hands of the establishment-run
and corrupted Justice Department
in the last many years. To name
just a few, not just Bill and Hillary
Clinton have skated at the hands
of government prosecutors, and of
course now Harvey Weinstein and
his leftist Hollywood enablers, but
also Barack Obama, James Clapper,

handpicked by Obama and Reid.
See Clivenbundydefensefund.org.
The bottom line is this, friends
and supporters. Either We the People, through fearless advocates like
Freedom Watch, rise up and mete
out justice peacefully and legally, or
this nation is about to self-destruct.
And, that is why I implore you to
join and contribute to our cause.
Not just Uncle Sam needs you,
but so, too, do we on behalf of our
great nation. Our Founding Fathers
would have expected no less to preserve the great country they pledged
their honor, wagered their fortunes
and risked their lives to create. Go
to www.freedomwatchusa.org to
join and contribute to our cause.
Larry Klayman is a former Justice Department prosecutor and
the founder of Judicial Watch and
Freedom Watch. His latest book is
“Whores: Why and How I Came to
Fight the Establishment.”

John Brennan, James Comey, Eric
Holder, Loretta Lynch, Harry Reid,
Lois Lerner, Al Sharpton, Louis
Farrakhan and his Nation of Islam,
Black Lives Matter, the New Black
Panthers Party, George Soros,
antifa, Special Counsel Robert
Mueller for his leaks of grand jury
information to destroy President
Donald Trump (also a former FBI
director like the equally corrupt
James Comey) and scores of others
who have the financial and political
juice or successfully play the race
card to keep themselves out of jail.
To the contrary, patriots like
the Nevada rancher Cliven Bundy
— who stood up to government
tyranny perpetrated by Obama,
Lynch and Reid — are prosecuted. I personally am currently
involved in defending Cliven in
his criminal prosecution, which
will begin shortly in a Las Vegas
federal courtroom before a judge
e*
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Victories of the Soul and Spirit

By José Azel
When Elie Wiesel was awarded
the Nobel Peace Prize in 1986,
the Nobel Committee called him
a “messenger to mankind.” The
Romanian-born, American Jewish
writer, professor, political activist,
and Holocaust survivor was the
author of 57 books, most famously
Night, based on his experiences
as a 15 year old prisoner in the
Auschwitz and Buchenwald concentration camps.
At Auschwitz, his mother and
one of his sisters were killed. His
father died at Buchenwald. In
Night, Wiesel — tattooed on his left
arm as prisoner number A-7713,
shares the shame he felt when he
heard his father’s screams as he
was being beaten and was unable
to help him. But, as he would later
write, “There are victories of the
soul and spirit. Sometimes, even if
you lose, you win.”
Professor Wiesel dedicated
his life to speaking in defense of
victims of oppression. His recent
passing should remind us of his
teaching that: “There may be times
when we are powerless to prevent
injustice, but there must never be a
time when we fail to protest.”
Similarly, Dr. Oscar Elias Biscet
is a Cuban prisoner of conscience
who served more than twelve years

José Azel
in Castro’s fetid prisons and symbolizes the Cuban fight for freedom.
Dr. Biscet is a devout Christian, a
physician, and a man of peace who,
while unjustly incarcerated, daydreamed of visiting the Holy Land.
He was awarded the Medal of Freedom in 2007 by President George
W. Bush, and was nominated for
the Nobel Peace Prize in 2011. Dr.
Biscet’s courage exemplifies Wiesel’s victory of the soul and spirit.
In 2016, I was privileged to
accompany Dr. Biscet in a public
speaking trip to Elie Wiesel’s
beloved Israel where we had the
opportunity to draw attention to
the totalitarian nature of a Cuban

regime that systematically violates
civil rights and brutally suppresses
political opposition. Our joint message to the Jewish people echoed
Wiesel’s admonition that silence
grants consent. It is a lesson that
the Jewish nation knows well: “We
must take sides. Neutrality helps the
oppressor, never the victim. Silence
encourages the tormentor, never the
tormented.”
This is a lesson that was lost
in the way President Obama’s
U.S-Cuba policy embraced the
oppressive regime of General
Raul Castro with only perfunctory comments regarding human
rights violations in Cuba. It is not
objectionable to argue for a new
approach, as President Obama and
his supporters sought. However, it
is objectionable and deeply offensive to our values for the approach
to deliberately exclude condemnation of the oppressors. Implied in
this approach is a contention that
Cubans should resign themselves
to freedom-less lives.
When discussing Cuba, or
U.S.-Cuba policy, the word freedom, and any substantive critique
of the Cuban regime, became
politically incorrect in official
circles during President Obama’s
administration. The President, in his
United Nations comments regard-

ing Cuba, avoided using the word
freedom and unassertively stated
the obvious: “We continue to have
differences with the Cuban government. We will continue to stand up
for human rights. But we address
these issues through diplomatic
relations, and increased commerce,
and people-to-people ties.”
This statement is not a powerful
defense of the oppressed Cuban
people and borders on indifference.
It acknowledged that the struggle
for freedom for the Cuban people
had been relegated to an ancillary
subordinate position. Increased
commerce and travel were to be the
new guiding lights.

ON THE HOLMES FRONT

President Obama’s Cuba policy
made it clear that liberty for the
Cuban people was not the primary
objective of his administration. The
natural consequence of this U.S.
strategy was the legitimization, and
perhaps perpetuation, of the Cuban
tyranny.
Supporters, among them fellow
Cuban-Americans who seem to
have lost their moral compass for
freedom, argued that the new policy
sought to improve the wellbeing of
the Cuban people. But wellbeing
and freedom are not mutually exclusive. Advocating for one does
not require us to give up advocating
for the other.
Vanishing the term freedom
from policy discussions suggests
we have abandoned the core American principle of being the voice of
liberty for oppressed people. Elie
Wiesel would reproach us: “Indifference is the epitome of evil.”
José Azel left Cuba in 1961 as a
13 year-old political exile in what
has been dubbed Operation Pedro
Pan — the largest unaccompanied
child refugee movement in the history of the Western Hemisphere.
He is currently dedicated to the indepth analyses of Cuba’s economic,
social and political state, with a
keen interest in post-Castro-Cuba
strategies.

“Swamp” begins new war against Trump

By Frank Holmes
When President Donald Trump
called out a Democrat who supports
“sanctuary cities,” the leading Republicans came riding to his rescue
— the Democrat’s rescue, that is.
Republicans standing up for
sanctuary cities is just the latest,
craziest front in the RINO Establishment’s war against Donald
Trump.
It all started when Trump drew
attention to the fact that Ralph
Northam, the Democrat running for
governor of Virginia, voted to flout
federal immigration law. Trump
tweeted:
Ralph Northam,who is running
for Governor of Virginia,is fighting
for the violent MS-13 killer gangs
& sanctuary cities. Vote Ed Gillespie! @realDonaldTrump
Northam — who is Clinton
crony Terry McAuliffe’s lieutenant
governor — cast the tie-breaking
vote against a Republican bill that
would ban any town in Virginia
from declaring itself a “sanctuary
city.”
Illegal immigration is an explosive, life-or-death issue in the Old
Dominion right now.
The Central American gang
MS-13 took advantage of Obama’s
amnesty programs by posing as
“unaccompanied minors” and un-

leashed a brutal crime wave against
the state — including recording the
sickening murder of a 15-year-old
Virginia girl. The Washington Post
has documented many of their
crimes in the state here, and here,
and here, and here, and here.
Most people would think creating a state full of Kate Steinles is
unforgiveable. But for the Republican Establishment types on the
cocktail circuit, the crime is even
mentioning illegal immigration.
So, when she saw the tweet, she
knew what she had to do. The wife
of Bill Kristol, the Never Trump
editor of The Weekly Standard,

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

A Response to the “Worst Mass shooting
in Modern U.s History” in las Vegas

The tragedy of an unprecedented
level that occurred in Las Vegas recently when a music festival turned
into a mass murder ground has left
us all under deep clouds of grief and
dejection. Terrorism, in any form,
is unacceptable and goes against
all the norms of any moral system.
As an Ahmadi Muslim, I condemn
this senseless act of barbarity and
stand with the people of Las Vegas
in mourning the loss of innocent
lives. My earnest prayers are with
the victims and their families in
this austere time. In response to this
shooting, the Ahmadiyya Muslim
Community has urged its members
to donate blood for the hundreds of
hospitalized victims and physically

demonstrated in Las Vegas to condemn the attack. Just only recently
they commemorated the victims
of 9/11 by holding blood drives
nationwide on September 11. Along
with prayers, collecting more bags
of blood to help the survivors seems
more plausible thing to do to show
solidarity with the victims.
Islam condemns any irrational
act like this in strongest terms
possible, as the Holy Qur’an states
“… kill not the life which Allah
has made sacred, save by right…”
(6:152)
Sincerely,
Adeela Malik
San Antonio, TX 78249
210-570-6816

Blade Runner 2049 costume
designer Renée April used
laminated painted cotton to make
Ryan Gosling’s slick, knee-length
shearling-look coat.
Luxury fashion brand Gucci
is going fur-free starting with the
spring/summer 2018 collection.
New York’s Museum
of Modern Art is currently
displaying a dress by designer
Stella McCartney that is made
entirely of vegan silk.
Today, more and more
consumers are seeking clothing
that is stylish, sustainable, and
ethically produced. And with so
many innovative vegan options to

choose from, including pineapple
leaf leather, microfiber made
from recycled plastic bottles,
Ultrasuede, down-alternative
technology, wool made from
bamboo and hemp, and more,
designers don’t need to contribute
to the horrific treatment of
animals in order to be successful
in the fashion world.
To find out how you can “wear
vegan” today, visit www.PETA.
org.
Paula Moore
The PETA Foundation
501 Front St.
Norfolk, VA 23510
757-962-8312

The future of fashion is vegan

donated $200 to Northam.
Records show a $200 donation
from “Susan S. Kristol” from the
D.C. suburb of McLean.
Mrs. Kristol listed her “industry” as “non-wage earner.” That
means she gave Bill Kristol’s money to the sanctuary city Democrat.
And if you support Kristol’s
magazine or website, The Weekly
Standard, you have to wonder if
you’re supporting Democrats like
Northam, too.
But you don’t have to wonder.
Bill Kristol all-but spelled out that
he is willing to destroy the Republican Party in order to save it. He
tweeted:
We will fight Bannon for control
of the Republican Party. And if we
lose the party, we will fight for the
country. @BillKristol
For years, Establishment Republicans have made a fortune as
consultants, “experts,” spin doctors,
and campaign gurus claiming to
have the formula for victory: Compromise. Find “common ground.”
Let the middle class take care of
itself. The Constitution is dead.
Long live the UN. The American
heartland is the past. Immigrants
are the future. White racism and
transgender bathrooms are the
biggest problems facing the world
today. If you want to, wage a few
more wars. Just keep greasing
corporate palms with government
contracts and sweetheart deals, and
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we’ll make sure you keep getting
re-elected.
The Establishment has ridden
this to a high-flying, jet-setting lifestyle. And now that they see it all
slipping away, and they’re fighting
for their way of life: The Deep State
uber alles.
That’s why the RINOs have been
on a tear lately, setting Washington
on fire instead of letting the president do the job he was elected to do.
Ana Navarro, CNN’s “Republican” spokesperson, donated money
and held a huge fundraiser for
Democrat Sen. Bob Menendez,
who’s facing trial for steering $105
million in phony government contracts to a buddy.
Sen. Bob Corker, an Establishment Republican from Tennessee,
said that Trump — not Kim JongUn — is putting America “on the
path to World War III.”
“The White House (has) become
an adult day care center,” he wrote.
No Democrat ever dared be this
disrespectful to Barack Obama
or Hillary Clinton. But instead of
telling Corker to put a cork in it,
other RINOs had his back.
Rep. Charlie Dent of Pennsylvania said that “more of my colleagues should speak out” against
Trump.
Dent’s RINO record is long and
extensive. He opposed Trump’s
refugee ban, voted against repealing
Obamacare and voted to force states
to fund Planned Parenthood.
Now he promises to “be bold”
in denouncing Trump — the first
Republican presidential candidate
to carry Dent’s state of Pennsylvania since 1988. Dent, meanwhile,
is “retiring” instead of facing a
more conservative Republican in
a primary.
Trump is the only person caught
up in their war. In the last week,
Vice President Mike Pence has
gotten caught in the crossfire.
When Pence walked out of a
Colts football game because players took a knee during the national
anthem, “GOP” strategist Steve
Schmidt went ballistic.
He called Pence’s patriotic move
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shire, Florida, Wyoming, Texas, South Dakota and
Alaska — get to deduct about 1 percent or less of their
adjusted gross income, while those who live in New
York, Maryland, D.C. and California deduct more
than 5 percent.
“Republicans have said the deduction largely affects the wealthy and is unfair to residents in lower-tax
states,” the Los Angeles newspaper reported. “Eliminating the break would help simplify the tax code and
make it more equitable, White House officials said.”
In 1985 Ronald Reagan argued for eliminating the
state and local tax deduction. He said in a speech:
“We’re reducing tax rates by simplifying the complex
system of special provisions that favor some at the
expense of others. Restoring confidence in our tax
system means restoring and respecting the principle of
fairness for all. This means curtailing some business
deductions now being written off; it means ending
several personal deductions, including the state and
local tax deduction, which actually provides a special
subsidy for high-income individuals, especially in a

“utterly appalling, wasteful, profligate, disgusting behavior.”
“He ought to be ashamed of
himself,” the losing RINO pundit
told MSNBC’s “Morning Joe.”
Schmidt is a former lobbyist
who was part of Karl Rove’s inside
circle. The RINO has run five losing
races for every win, including John
McCain’s 2008 presidential campaign. (Schmidt thought McCain
should be nice to Obama.)
Schmidt said that Pence only left
the game because he wanted to “use
the flag and the (national) anthem
as a prop.” You mean, like the NFL
players have been doing for weeks?
When Beltway Republicans
aren’t bashing Trump or his administration, they’re dissing his voters.
The Washington Post’s pet “conservative,” Jennifer Rubin, has a
long record of attacking President
Trump, the GOP base, and Bill
O’Reilly. This time, the conservative target in her sights was the
National Rifle Association — and
the second amendment.
Rubin went on MSNBC (notice
a pattern here?) right after the Las
Vegas shooting and called the NRA,
and comments supporting the right
to keep and bear arms, “offensive
and unnecessary.”
The NRA’s defense of the Second Amendment is nothing more
than “all kind of made-up mumbo
jumbo… They create all of these
ridiculous verbal defenses.”
The Founding Fathers had some
pretty ironclad written defenses of
gun ownership, like “the right to
keep and bear arms” and “shall not
be infringed.”
When voters turned to Donald
Trump, they let Washington know
that Americans in the heartland will
defend the American flag, the Bill
of Rights, and their way of life.
In their fight against the swamp,
I’d put my money on the American
people every time.
Frank Holmes is a reporter for
The Horn News. He is a veteran
journalist and an outspoken conservative that talks about the news
that was in his weekly article, “On
The Holmes Front.”

few high-tax states. Two-thirds of Americans don’t
even itemize, so they receive no benefit from the state
and local tax deduction. But they’re being forced to
subsidize the high-tax policies of a handful of states.
This is truly taxation without representation.”
Reagan failed, primarily because there were too
many Republican lawmakers from New York and
California, just as there are today. California has 14
Republicans in the House and New York has nine.
If Congress caves in to the few who want to keep
their lucrative state and local tax deductions, it is unlikely the 70 percent of Americans who currently do
not itemize can be afforded a doubling of the standard
deduction as is currently being contemplated.
The tax code should be fair and equitable for all
and not carve out breaks for some.
*****
Thomas Mitchell is a former newspaper editor
who now writes conservative/libertarian columns for
weekly papers in Nevada. You may email Mitchell at
thomasmnv@yahoo.com. He blogs at http://4thst8.
wordpress.com/.
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Trump’s immigration priorities are
still most of Americans’ priorities
By Katrina Pierson
The Hill opinion contributor
The Obama administration chose not to
enforce the law as it applies to young people
brought to this country illegally as children.
Instead, it began a program known as DACA,
or Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals.
Rather than asking Congress to make the
program law, President Obama bypassed
Congress and unilaterally granted legal status
and work permits to people who entered this
country illegally.
The “D” in DACA stands for “deferred,”
and President Trump says Congress should
not defer doing its job any longer.
Last month, he gave Congress six months
to come up with a solution through the Constitutional legislative process.
Congress has done nothing.
Now, President Trump has set forth his
priorities for immigration reform.
President Trump’s immigration proposal
details what he promised to do during the
campaign: secure our borders, protect the
wages of working Americans and preserve
the rule of law.
These reasonable, common sense proposals have the support of a broad cross section
of Americans, according to our recent survey.
The president’s proposal also makes it
clear he will not allow the DACA recipients
to be used as a Trojan horse for the open-bor-

ders immigration policy the American people
have rejected.
To secure the border, the president wants
Congress to construct a wall on the southern
border to stop the illicit flow of people and
drugs.
Congress also needs to hire an additional
370 immigration judges, 1,000 immigration
attorneys and 10,000 Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents. They would ensure
the safe and expeditious return of those who
arrive here illegally, and discourage illegal
re-entries.

More border protection is widely popular:
According to a recent poll commissioned
by America First Policies, 76 percent of
Americans support increasing the number
of Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE) officers to protect public safety and
national security.
To protect American workers, we must
require employers to verify the legal status of
those they hire, and stop employers from discriminating against U.S. workers by abusing
guest worker programs such as H-1B visas.
We must also protect the wages of Americans and protect taxpayers by limiting the
legal entry of high numbers of low-skill immigrants who often go on welfare or compete
with our most vulnerable citizens for jobs.
The opportunity to immigrate to the United States is a great privilege, and we must
carefully consider those to whom we grant
that privilege. We must begin by providing
lawful permanent resident status and citizenship based on merit, financial independence
and upward mobility, not simply family
connections, as we do today.
Americans approve of this common-sense
measure. Our polling found 64 percent of
those surveyed support legislation that would
create a point system based on factors such
as English-speaking ability, education levels,
and job skills to award the 140,000 employment-based green cards that are granted

annually by the United States.
If Democrats in Congress refuse to protect
our border and the wages of working Americans, it shows they were never serious when
they said they care about the nearly 800,000
DACA recipients.
We recently saw House Minority Leader
Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) get shouted down by
a mob of DACA protesters who demanded
Congress legalize “all 11 million” illegal
aliens.
It seems these protestors said out loud
what Nancy Pelosi, Sen. Charles Schumer
(D-N.Y.) and others in Congress were planning all along.
Those who reject the president’s reasonable proposals to secure our border, enforce
the law and protect American workers are
admitting they really don’t care about fixing
the DACA problem.
They are simply using the DACA recipients as a cynical excuse to legislate wideopen borders and a virtually endless supply
of cheap labor.
That’s what their donors want — and
precisely what the American people rejected
when they elected Donald J. Trump President
of the United States last November.
Katrina Pierson is a spokeswoman for
America First Policies. She was national
spokesperson for the Donald J. Trump campaign.

Trump’s new immigration priorities are
right solution to the Obama’s mess

By RJ Hauman
The Hill opinion contributor
Historically, the way controversial pieces of legislation have
made it through Congress has
been through garnering bipartisan
support. Oftentimes, both parties
will come with a list of top priorities and must-have provisions. But
one thing generally holds true: the
majority party will hold sway.
That is what has been so unusual
about congressional Democrats’ allor-nothing approach in the wake of
President Trump’s decision to wind
down his predecessor’s Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals
(DACA) amnesty program. Senate
Minority Leader Charles Schumer
(D-N.Y.) and House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) kicked
off negotiations by demanding the
passage of the standalone DREAM
Act bill, which would benefit millions of illegal aliens who could not
qualify for DACA.
They made it clear that they
would not consider or accept any
counter proposals from the Republican majority, raising serious
questions about just how badly they
want to protect DACA’s approximately 700,000 recipients.
Enter President Trump. The
administration seized back control
of negotiations this week with the

announcement of three sweeping
immigration policy priorities. The
priorities reject failed approaches
of the past, defining immigration
reform as measures that improve
jobs, wages and security for all
Americans.
Enhance Border Security:
When President Obama unlawfully created DACA in 2012, it
caused an immediate surge at the
border, resulting in tens of thousands of Central American minors
and family units entering the U.S.
The recent spike in MS-13 gang
violence can largely be attributed
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in the American Courts,” (things
people said in court word for word,
taken down by court reporters), are
not always a joke.
Think about the following:
ATTORNEY: Doctor, how many
of your autopsies have you performed on dead people?
WITNESS: All of them. The live
ones put up too much of a fight.
***
ATTORNEY: ALL your responses MUST be oral, OK? What
school did you go to?
WITNESS: Oral...
***
ATTORNEY: Do you recall the
time that you examined the body?
WITNESS: The autopsy started
around 8:30 p.m.
ATTORNEY: And Mr. Denton
was dead at the time?
WITNESS: If not, he was by the
time I finished.
***
ATTORNEY: Are you qualified
to give a urine sample?
WITNESS: Are you qualified to
ask that question?
***
And last:
ATTORNEY: Doctor, before
you performed the autopsy, did you
check for a pulse?
WITNESS: No.
ATTORNEY: Did you check for
blood pressure?
WITNESS: No.
ATTORNEY: Did you check for
breathing?
WITNESS: No.
ATTORNEY: So, then it is pos-

sible that the patient was alive when
you began the autopsy?
WITNESS: No.
ATTORNEY: How can you be
so sure, Doctor?
WITNESS: Because his brain
was sitting on my desk in a jar.
ATTORNEY: I see, but could
the patient have still been alive,
nevertheless?
WITNESS: Yes, it is possible
that he could have been alive and
practicing law.
***
Be Known to All Men: If I die
tomorrow, I don’t want the first
doctor showing his or her face to
sign my death certificate. I want a
second opinion and a third, even if
it is from the janitor of the hospital,
that I am actually dead.
And please, I beg of you, don’t
keep me too long in a refrigerator,
I hate the cold temperature.
And, if it is necessary for my
body to be transferred to the Medical Examiner because of a suspicious death, for an autopsy, I refuse
— I repeat — I refuse to have an
autopsy performed on me until at
least 12 hours after the incompetent
doctor who has claimed I am officially dead, even if my brains are
sitting on the Medical Examiner’s
desk in a jar.
And this is my Last Will and
Testament.
Perly Viasmensky is the General
Manager of the Las Vegas Tribune.
She writes a weekly column in this
newspaper. To contact Perly Viasmensky, email her at pviasmensky@
lasvegas tribune.com.

Viasmensky

to this DACA-induced wave. To
ensure it does not happen again,
the administration’s priorities call
for full funding and completion of
the border wall, as well as closing
legal loopholes that enable illegal
immigration and swell the backlog
in immigration courts.
Increase Interior and Workplace Enforcement: Echoing
then-candidate Trump’s promises
on the campaign trail, the administration also seeks to crack down on
dangerous sanctuary city jurisdic-

tions. These jurisdictions impede
the federal government’s ability to
enforce immigration laws, needlessly endanger American lives and
all too often result in preventable
tragedies. Additionally, the plan
mandates the use of E-Verify, the
web-based system that allows employers to verify the work eligibility
of prospective employees. Clearly,
if we truly want to secure the nation
from illegal immigration, we must
turn off the jobs magnet.
Move to a More Modern, Merit-Based Immigration System:
Just like Canada and Australia, the
U.S. needs to select immigrants
who will arrive with the requisite
skills and language abilities to
thrive in our modern, high tech
economy. A merit-based system
would allow sponsored immigrants
to arrive with their spouse and minor children, ensuring that families
remain together.
The administration made it
clear that these priorities must be
the framework for any legislation
concerning the status of illegal alien
DACA recipients. Anything short
will encourage illegal immigration,
and subsequent chain migration
will impose growing burdens on
American workers and public

resources.
It is crucial that merit-based
reforms — such as those included
in the RAISE Act — be included
as part of any DACA legislation.
If this does not happen, DACA
recipients who will have received
amnesty under the auspices that
they arrived “through no fault of
their own” would be able to sponsor
the very parents who brought them
here illegally in the first place.
While we might be able to justify
special consideration for current
DACA recipients, there is no justification for allowing their parents and
extended families to jump line and
benefit from their illegal activities.
Finally, the administration’s
cards are on the table for all to see,
and the time is now for congressional Democrats to put up or shut up.
But the question remains — do they
really want a DACA replacement,
or is the uncertainty more useful
to them as a political ploy and a
powerful fundraising tool?
Schumer and Pelosi will soon
answer that question for all of us.
*****
RJ Hauman is government relations manager at the nonprofit Federation for American Immigration
Reform (FAIR).
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Welcome to Hell, Mr. Paddock!

Pat Boone transcribes Satan’s welcoming speech to mass killer

by Pat boone
“Take your time, Mr. Paddock,
I’m sure you’re quite surprised to
find yourself here… and in fact, to
find yourself anywhere, since you
decided long ago you didn’t believe
in a hereafter, a God of any kind
or any religion, and of course you
didn’t believe in a mighty demonic
personage like myself.
You thought, when you pulled
that trigger and blew your brains
out in Las Vegas, that you’d never know anything again, that the
“lights would just go out” and
you’d cease to exist. No more worries, no explanations or apologies,
just blissfull nothingness. Right?
Well, you see you miscalculated.
My name? Oh, I have several, some
of which you’ve heard, and some
you haven’t… but why would you
have cared, since you had convinced yourself I don’t exist.
My name is Satan.
Oh, some call me Beelzebub, the
Devil, Lucifer, Old Scratch or other
such. It doesn’t matter to me, and
the fact that so many either trivialize or disbelieve in me entirely
just makes my work much easier.
I prefer my name through the eons
of time, Satan, which means in Hebrew “accuser.” I proudly answer
to that name, which by the way, is
what God — the other everlasting
Person you decided not to believe
in — calls me Himself.

Pat boone
If you’d read the oldest book in
the Bible (which I hate), the book
of Job, you’d have read about Him
summoning me to consider his
“servant,” Job, a man who He had
blessed mightily and who He considered therefor unalterably loyal to
Him. We had quite a contest for a
while, as I took virtually everything
away from Job, his family, wealth,
even his personal health — everything but his very life — and the
poor dumb clod still professed his
belief in God and even said “though
He slay me, I will trust in Him!”
How could I compete with
that? God had him completely
brainwashed and duped, and even
gave Job double everything I’d
taken from him, when we called
a “truce.” I considered the game

was “rigged” and went away — but
ever since then, I’ve been proud to
wear the name “Accuser” or Satan,
because I stake my very existence
on my claim that God was unfair
to me when he deposed me as “The
Beautiful Angel” and leader in the
worship of Him, simply because I
decided I should have my turn as
the Omnipotent God of all Creation, and not always having to be
subservient to Him — though HE
had actually created everything,
including me.
So, Mr. Paddock, here we are,
you and I. This is my home now, we
call it Hades — or Hell. God created
this for me and a third of the angels
who joined me in the war in Heaven
I instigated, but lost. How could I
win? HE had me outnumbered and
overpowered, and I’ve hated him
with all my being ever since.
Yes, it’s hot. You’ve noticed.
And have you also noticed your
body is gone? Here you stand, a
stripped soul, naked alone and
quaking — but though you destroyed your physical brain, you
still possess all your senses, don’t
you? Very acutely, especially the
sense of pain right now, as relatively low level flames lick at your
inner being, burning you like the
flames you ignited in Las Vegas,
but without consuming you! Oh,
you will wish, you will scream, to
be consumed completely, not to

exist any more — but that is not
to be, you are here with me, in this
place prepared, as that contemptible Bible declares, “for the devil
and his angels” FOREVER! Ha,
ha, ha, ha..oh, this is my only joy,
knowing I have the power to claim
all who don’t believe in God and
His plans for man, to experience
this unspeakable, unimaginable
horror FOREVER!
Doesn’t seem fair, you say? Ha,
Ha, Ha… that’s what all you fools
say. By the way, that blasted Bible
says that explicitly, “the fool says
in his heart, there is no God!!”
You claim ignorance, but a little
child can look around it and see the
evidence of a Creator, while great
human scientists, acknowledging
all the evidence around them, look
for and even make up “theories”
about how a perfectly performing
cosmos “just happened,” with no
plan whatsoever.
That accursed Book also says
“even the devils believe.. .and
tremble”.... and we do. But just
“believing” doesn’t make us love
Him… we hate Him… but He holds
all the cards, so what can we do but
tremble. Even in this heat!
Oh, you’ve noticed, it is getting
hotter, a lot hotter! And you’ve just
arrived. Well, Mr. Paddock, we
here in Hell were cheering you on,
as you picked up those automatic
weapons and began to indiscrimi-

nately fire at hundreds and hundreds
of men, women, even children there
in Las Vegas. You’re something of
a hero, at the moment. Well done!
And speaking of “well done...”
You’re about to occupy a newly
designed flaming pit, where you’re
joining a recent group of deluded
religious fanatics, who most called
terrorists… who thought they were
going to be rewarded by their idea
of a God with virginal maidens
to enjoy forever. Imagine their
surprise… it was hilarious here!!
You can hear their screams now,
can’t you?
Hmmm, you’re starting to sizzle
now, Paddock, old boy… let’s go
meet a couple of old timers, like
Adolph Hitler, Jeffrey Dahmer, Josef Stalin, Karl Marx, oh so many.
No one will hear your screams for
mercy, as we turn up the heat and
other delights even more.
You’re mine now, Mr. Paddock.
And you’ve just begun to fry! Ha,
Ha, Ha, Ha, Ha…
Pat Boone, descendant of the
legendary pioneer Daniel Boone,
has been a top-selling recording
artist, the star of his own hit TV
series, a movie star, a Broadway
headliner, and a best-selling author
in a career that has spanned half a
century. During the classic rock &
roll era of the 1950s, he sold more
records than any artist except Elvis
Presley.

by Jonathan turley
the Hill opinion contributor
There appears no end to the
villainy of President Trump. This
week, California Attorney General
Xavier Becerra denounced Trump
as nothing short of a saboteur while
members have lined up before
cameras to denounce his latest
executive order as tantamount to
murder.
His offense? He rescinded an
unconstitutional order by President
Obama and restored the authority
of Congress over the “power of
the purse.” The response to what
Becerra called “sabotage” has been
a call for a rather curious challenge
where Democrats want the judicial
branch to enjoin the executive
branch from recognizing the inherent authority of the legislative
branch. It is an institutional act that
would have baffled the Framers.
I had the honor of serving as
lead counsel, with an exceptionally
talented team from Capitol Hill, for
the U.S. House of Representatives
in its challenge to unilateral actions
taken by the Obama administration
under the Affordable Care Act. In a
historic ruling, U.S. District Judge
Rosemary Collyer ruled in favor
of the House of Representatives
and found that President Obama
violated the Constitution in committing billions of dollars from the
U.S. Treasury without the approval
of Congress.
The money went to insurance

companies, even though Congress
had rejected an Obama administration request for the appropriations.
The case is pending on appeal, but
the Trump administration has filed
a notice with the D.C. Circuit that it
was rescinding the order found unconstitutional by the federal court.
The result of the order is to return
the matter to the place where it
should have remained: in Congress.
The ruling of the federal court
was a triumph for those of us who
have warned for years about the
erosion of the separation of powers
within our constitutional system.
That high point in the judiciary
followed a low point in Congress.
In a State of the Union address,
President Obama announced that
he would circumvent Congress
after it failed to approve measures

in immigration and health care that
he demanded.
This alarming declaration was
met with an equally alarming response of rapturous applause by
members thrilled by the notion of
their own institutional obsolescence. President Obama proceeded
to then assume the core defining
power left to Congress under the
“power of purse” in Article I of
the Constitution. When Congress
refused to appropriate money for
subsidies for insurance companies, President Obama ordered the
money from the Treasury through a
claim of executive authority.
As affirmed by the federal court,
the actions of President Obama
directly violated the “power of the
purse” clause of the Constitution,
which provides that “no money
shall be drawn from the Treasury
but in consequence of appropriations made by law.” It also violated
the federal law itself and the court
declared that such actions “cannot
surmount the plain text [of the
law].”
If a president could simply
ignore the Constitution and a
federal law, the separation of powers becomes little more than a
constitutional pretense, a power
subject to the discretionary whim
of presidents. In first requesting
the money and then unilaterally
ordering its payment, President
Obama established that the limits
of the Constitution would not be

allowed to exceed the patience of
a president.
Madison believed that, under
the separation of powers “ambition
must…counteract ambition.” He
was speaking of the institutional
ambition of the branches and their
respective leaders in jealously
protecting their inherent powers.
However, the Affordable Care Act
subsidies showed that the Framers
underestimated how short-term
political ambitions could overwhelm institutional interests. It is
a problem that I have previously
described as “constitutional short
sellers” who are willing to discard
core powers to achieve immediate
political benefits.
Now many of these same members are irate that President Trump
would remove an order found to be
unconstitutional and leave the question of any subsidy to Congress.
Some members have noted that
President Trump is only doing this
to force their hand on the deadlock
over new health care reforms. However, this would only mean that the
President might have done the right
thing for the wrong reason.
Democrats in Congress spent
eight years dismissing concerns
from constitutional scholars over
the loss of legislative authority
in favor of a type of “uber presidency.” They are now outraged
that President Trump is using the
very unilateral powers that they
celebrated when used by President
Obama. In reality, the Trump ad-

ministration has largely used the
powers to rescind the Obama administration orders and thus far has
not acted unilaterally to the degree
of his predecessor. Yet, what if he
did? Would these same members
celebrate their transcendence of
unilateral executive power?
Consider Trump’s controversial border wall. Democrats have
steadfastly opposed any funding for
the wall. What if President Trump
were to take the lesson from his
predecessor and his congressional
allies and simply order billions
to be paid out of the Treasury? It
would violate the Constitution and
existing federal laws, but so did
the Affordable Care Act payments.
If that act would be outrageous in
the eyes of members, then we have
clarity on this issue. It is not the
principle but the personality behind
these orders.
When it comes to constitutional law, “good fences make good
neighbors.” For whatever reason, President Trump has restored
part of the wall that separates the
branches. This is one wall that all
members should be eager to maintain and, if belatedly, to protect as
a matter of principle.
Jonathan Turley is the Shapiro
Professor of Public Interest Law
at George Washington University
and served as lead counsel in the
successful challenge to the Obama
insurance payments under the Affordable Care Act. You can follow
him on Twitter @JonathanTurley.
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to live with the shame and emotional pain and suffering for the rest of
their lives. While there is no “one
sexual abuser fits all,” they are all
on the dark side and many of them
can be worthy of many years in
prison, or more. While some sexual
abuse seems to be accepted in the
heat of the moment — we know
there’s always an Anthony Weiner
around somewhere — so very,
very much is physically forced
upon women and it is no laughing
matter. So very sad to say, there are
probably many Bill Cosby’s around
somewhere as well.
As we all know by now, the latest and most prominent sex offender is Harvey Weinstein. Harvey, a
65-year old (when do men ever
learn?) American film producer
and former film studio executive
who co-founded Miramax with
his brother, Bob Weinstein, was
co-chairman of the Weinstein Company with his brother from 2005
until this month, when Harvey was
fired from his company’s board of
directors and expelled from the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences following numerous
allegations of sexual harassment,
sexual assault and rape, too detailed

and trustworthy to ignore. (He must
really be worthy of that expulsion
from the company if his own brother felt he should be fired.)
Several actresses are coming
forward with their stories of his
sexual abuse to them, going back to
their first remembrance when they
were only 16 or so. Why they didn’t
come forward at the time is getting
to be a very familiar story. Only
time and those to yet come forward
will reveal the rest of the story.
Reese Witherspoon took advantage of being on stage at ELLE’s
Women in Hollywood style event
on Monday night to speak out
about her own sexual abuse over
the years, starting when she was
just 16. Thanks to Reese and so
many others who are speaking out
about this particular issue perhaps it
is time for men to realize they will
no longer be able to get away with
imposing their sexual suggestions,
demands, harassments and such
on actors or any of those who fall
under the authority of those who
have been using their power to get
their way.
Reese said to those at the Elle
Style Awards that Monday night:
“I didn’t sleep at all last night.
This is going to be a real emotional

rollercoaster because, before we
get started honoring one of my
very favorite people in the whole
world, I just want to say, this has
been a really hard week for women
in Hollywood, for women all over
the world, for men in a lot of situations and a lot of industries that are
forced to remember and relive a lot
of ugly truths.
I have my own experiences that
have come back to me very vividly,
and I found it really hard to sleep,
hard to think, hard to communicate. A lot of the feelings I’ve been
having about anxiety, about being
honest, the guilt for not speaking
up earlier or taking action. True
disgust at the director who assaulted
me when I was 16 years old and
anger that I felt at the agents and
the producers who made me feel
that silence was a condition of my
employment. And I wish I could
tell you that that was an isolated
incident in my career, but sadly,
it wasn’t. I’ve had multiple experiences of harassment and sexual
assault, and I don’t speak about
them very often, but after hearing
all the stories these past few days
and hearing these brave women
speak up tonight, the things that
we’re kind of told to sweep under

the rug and not talk about, it’s made
me want to speak up and speak up
loudly because I felt less alone this
week than I’ve ever felt in my entire
career….
And I’ve just spoken to so
many actresses and writers, and
particularly women who’ve had
similar experiences, and many of
them have bravely gone public with
their stories. And that truth is very
encouraging to me and to everyone
out there in the world because you
can only heal by telling the truth.
Very smart, wise women have told
me that in the past three days, and I
feel very encouraged by this group
of people tonight who have created
a community of people who are
champions now of a new attitude
toward harassment in our industry
and every industry that’s going to
address the abuse of power in this
business and every business and I
feel really, really encouraged that
there will be a new normal.
For the young women sitting
in this room, life is going to be
different for you because we have
you, we have your back. And that
makes me feel better because, gosh,
it’s about time. I just also want to
say as a course of action because
sometimes people, they talk about

things but I was really thinking last
night, what can we do, what can
we do?...
If we can raise consciousness
and really help create change, that’s
what’s going to change this industry
and change society. …”
This is just the latest and perhaps
the biggest sexual abuse scandal
to come to light — perhaps because of Weinstein’s power and
influence, but it does not cancel
out the memory of Bill Cosby’s
sexual atrocities. Yet the fact that
they keep surfacing, in spite of the
perpetrators losing their wives, their
job or life’s work, their children,
sometimes their fortunes, and always their good name, really makes
us wonder how men can ignore all
the free lessons they get from those
who went before them and paid the
price for their folly.
It is definitely time for the dark
side of sex to be seen for what it is:
a crime and a disgrace!
*****
Maramis Choufani is the Managing Editor of the Las Vegas
Tribune. She writes a weekly column in this newspaper. To contact
Maramis, email her at maramis@
lasvegastribune.com.

On cutting ObamaCare funding,
Trump has the law on his side

Maramis
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America needs a new strategy to
deter Iran’s destabilizing behavior
By Marie Donovan
The Hill opinion contributor
Miraculously, supporters and
opponents of the Iran nuclear deal
alike generally agree on at least
one thing: The United States needs
to do something about Iran’s destabilizing non-nuclear behavior
in the Middle East and around the
world. The current myopic focus
on the nuclear deal has created an
excessive emphasis on negotiations
as the solution to this problem. This
conclusion is mistaken.
Negotiations about Iranian support to proxies and Iran’s missile
program are unlikely to succeed
regardless of America’s position
on the nuclear deal. The U.S. must
instead develop and pursue a more
serious containment strategy. The
White House has just released the
outlines of something that could
become such a strategy, but the
devil will be in the details. One
key to success will be avoiding
the notion that the aim of such a
strategy must be a renegotiation of
the nuclear deal.
Supporters of the deal argue that
decertifying the nuclear deal will
have a negative impact on future
efforts to curtail Iran’s non-nuclear bad behavior, especially the
development of its ballistic missile
program and the regime’s use of
the Axis of Resistance network of
Hezbollah, Shi’a militias and other
proxy partners that are surrogates
for Iran.
Opponents claim that the deal

President of Iran is Hassan Rouhani
gives Iran an unacceptable level lamic Republic has long considered
of bandwidth, especially with the the U.S. its number one enemy, but
sanctions relief, to conduct these recognizes that it does not have
malign activities. While both ar- the capacity to match American
guments have some truth to them, conventional power. Iran thus
the discussion misses the point. directs its proxy groups at — and
Realistically, Iran is highly unlikely threatens to use its ballistic missiles
to agree to meaningful, additional against — U.S. positions, allies
restrictions on its proxy forces or and partners in the region in order
on its ballistic missile program, to deter the U.S. from initiating
never mind further restraints on its military action against the Iranian
nuclear program.
homeland. This also allows Iran
Why? Because the Axis of Re- to expand its influence in the area.
sistance and the ballistic missile
The preservation and expansion
program form the basis of Iran’s of the Axis of Resistance is also at
national security doctrine. The Is- the core of the regime’s political

ideology. The Islamic Republic
uses the network to project its
ideas, especially its revolutionary
form of governance, well beyond
its borders. Iran’s nuclear program,
while important, has never been as
significant in Iran’s security doctrine. From Tehran’s standpoint, the
limited constraints on Iran’s nuclear
program under the nuclear deal
were more than worth the price of
sanctions relief and other benefits.
The centrality of the Axis of
Resistance and the ballistic missile
program in Iran’s national security
doctrine make negotiations on these
issues unlikely to be successful,
regardless of whether the U.S. upholds, fixes or abandons the nuclear
deal. The deal is one thing, but the
mechanism for addressing other
concerns about Iran’s activities
has to be different. The U.S. must
recognize that changing the Iranian
calculus on these issues will require
a containment strategy, in the form
of additional sanctions or other
forms of isolation and pressure,
short of war.
Attempting to renegotiate the
nuclear deal will distract from this
effort rather than complement it. It
will continue to feed the idea that
the U.S. can resolve all of its issues
with Iran through negotiations
predicated on the wrong assumptions that shaped the nuclear deal,
namely that the Iranian regime will
voluntarily choose to give up activities it regards as vital to its national
security and ideological agenda.

President Trump is right to
single out Iran’s sponsorship of
terrorism and continuing regional
aggression and make them the
core objectives of the new White
House strategy. The discussion
must shift away from focusing on
the deal itself, however, and instead concentrate on the hard task
of articulating and executing the
complex policy required to achieve
these objectives.
What specifically does the U.S.
want to roll back? Aspects of Iran’s
ballistic missile program? Or the
regime’s malign activities in Iraq,
Syria and elsewhere? What are the
U.S. red lines in these area? What
tools and mechanisms will the U.S.
use to achieve these goals? What
actions are we prepared to take if
and when Iran crosses those red
lines?
There are no simple answers to
these questions, nor is there an easy
solution to the problem of securing
vital American national security
interests vis-à-vis Iran without
getting into open conflict. But the
more we argue about subparagraphs
of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of
Action instead of dealing with these
critical issues, the less likely we are
to succeed.
Marie Donovan is a senior analyst for the Critical Threats Project
at the American Enterprise Institute, where her research focuses on
the Iranian Islamic Revolutionary
Guards Corps and broader Iranian
military and security issues.

Three factors to explain the rationale
behind President Trump’s Iran decision

By Senni Salmi
The Hill opinion contributor
Many observers are searching for the
rationale behind President Trump’s decision
not to certify the Joint Comprehensive Plan
of Action (JCPOA). Aside from his opinion
about the deal’s unilateral benefits for Iran
and the allegation that Iran is violating the
terms of the deal, few explanations about
the factors that shaped Trump’s decision
have been provided. In essence, they can be
summed up in three points.
The first factor stemmed from domestic
pressure to abandon the deal. Trump has
failed to manage the political chaos at home.
There is a high rate of turnover in the administration, and his public clashes with his
cabinet and leaders in Congress are cause
for concern. For now, Trump’s major policy
initiatives have all been stalled in Congress,
and he is clearly struggling to create credible
policy. Although it is easy to dismantle the
previous administration’s policies, very few
new policies have been proposed. Faltering
bipartisan support is forcing Trump to seek
international targets to turn the tide domestically.
So the focus on the Iran deal isn’t surprising; the president has more power to act
unilaterally on foreign policy than domestic
policy. Discrediting the deal was also part of
his campaign, and after his many statements
and promises to do something about it, he
needs to hold himself accountable to avoid
certain backlash.
Secondly, Trump’s cognitive consistency
and task-oriented leadership style plays a role
in his decision-making process. Past deci-

sions on the Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals (DACA) program and health care
have shown that Trump is not very sensitive
to the political constraints or contexts of
decision-making. In Trump’s worldview,
American national interest — narrowly defined — comes first and America’s role as a
superpower is no longer to promote a liberal
world order. Trump sees no inherent value
in collective security deals, but views every
interaction as a zero-sum game in which Iran

is viewed as an adversary.
The International Atomic Energy Agency
has confirmed that there is no evidence that
Iran is failing to comply with the deal. But
that reality has been downplayed, because the
information clashes with Trump’s long-held
convictions. The administration has reportedly even pushed intelligence analysts to find
evidence that is consistent with Trump’s view.
Recommendations by Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson, Defense Secretary Jim Mattis and

others did influence Trump’s decision to
recertify in July, but they did not change his
fundamental opposition to the Iran deal.
In making his decision, the president
has taken ample time and has had plenty of
information at his disposal, but he has not
changed his mind.
His failure to consider the decision’s
effect on other actors and his inclination to
behave in a risky manner reflects a focus on
short-term benefits rather than long-term rationality. Trump’s emphasis on the immediate
consequences that the decision will have,
including Iran’s interpretation of what this
decision could entail, downplay the long-term
problems of nuclear development in Iran.
Ignoring the long-standing consequences
of reducing transparency and returning to a
situation of public mistrust can at worst lead
to a security paradox.
Finally, the decision was influenced most
by those nearest to the president. White
House senior advisers, led by National Security Advisor H.R. McMaster, played a key
role in shaping the decision by crafting a plan
for getting out of the deal. Trump’s yearning
to scrap the deal entirely has been turned
into a face-saving solution that sends out the
message he wants, but also takes into consideration concerns from other parties involved.
Under the current agreement, Trump was
forced to take a visible position on it every
90 days, and by asking Congress to amend
this Trump will be spared from weighing in
so frequently going forward.
Senni Salmi is a visiting fellow at the
Center for Transatlantic Relations at Johns
Hopkins University SAIS in Washington.

It’s what we do that counts

By Lee H. Hamilton
I’ve been reminded recently of
the old cowboy song, “Home on
the Range.” You know the line,
“Where never is heard a discouraging word”? That is not the United
States right now. It feels like pretty
much everywhere I turn, all I hear
is discouragement.
Our institutions of government
are paralyzed. We face serious national problems with no effective
response in sight — or even, in
some cases, an acknowledgement
that a problem exists. We’re fighting over racism, identity, security
and culture. Our political system
appears dysfunctional and occasionally on the verge of breakdown.
All of this is serious. But the
question we have to confront is not,
“What’s going wrong?” It’s, “How
do we respond?” Or, at the risk of
seeming hopelessly out of step with
the national mood, “How do we set
about making a great country still
greater?”
As always, the answer to our
problems does not lie in efforts to
tinker with the structures we’ve

LEE H. HAMILTON
erected or the systems we’ve created. It lies in us — in the American
people. Whatever our political beliefs, we share some characteristics
that I think give us cause for hope.
I’ve always thought that Carl
Schurz, a German-born U.S. senator from Missouri, summed up
something basic about the American character when he said, on the
floor of the Senate in 1872, “My
country right or wrong; when right,
to keep her right; when wrong, to
put her right.”
Americans respect the ideals of
this country. They’re devoted to
those ideals — freedom, liberty,

justice for all — and they want
the nation to live up to them. They
believe in fighting oppression and
expanding opportunity, in the rule
of law and making progress on
Americans’ pursuit of happiness.
They believe in the words of the
Constitution’s preamble, “To strive
for a more perfect union.”
We do not give up, and we always hold out hope that the country
is fixable. Even when we believe
the nation is falling short of its
ideals, we’re moved not by malice
or hatred, but because we want to
make the United States stronger
and fairer.
Americans in overwhelming
numbers believe in and respect
what this country stands for, appreciate the differences and the
diversity that are our hallmark, and
recognize those differences and
diversity as a strength. This creates
a remarkable degree of unity on
broad goals. There is widespread
acceptance of the notions that people here should have access to good
health care, that we need to be good
stewards of the environment, that

everyone should have a fair shot at
success, that voting should not be
burdensome.
Americans believe in a strong
national defense, that the U.S,
ought to play a benign role in the
world, that people of all kinds are
welcome to engage in the political
process, that civil liberties ought
to be staunchly defended, and that
we all deserve equality before the
law. Our differences arise over the
means of achieving those goals.
All of us also recognize that
this nation has its faults — some of
them deep-seated and stubborn. We
believe that America can do better.
But there is a broad streak of pragmatism in this country. Because of
its size, diversity and complexity,
it’s hard to get things done, and
Americans understand this and
often approach the country’s problems with sleeves rolled up.
Again and again in times of
adversity, we see Americans of
all backgrounds and political perspectives pitching in to help out.
Americans believe in the values
of hard work, the importance of

family, self-sufficiency, community
engagement and involvement. For
the most part, they do not approve
of people who incessantly and
harshly criticize the country.
This is why, however dire things
appear in Washington, I continue to
believe that we have it within us to
set the country back on a productive track. We know that in order
for us to progress we all have to
give something back — that with
freedom and liberty comes responsibility. And when we see others
stand up for the nation’s ideals
and act to broaden opportunity for
others, it sends, as Robert Kennedy
said, “a ripple of hope” through the
community that, in time, becomes
an unstoppable current of change.
Lee Hamilton is a Senior Advisor for the Indiana University Center on Representative Government;
a Distinguished Scholar, IU School
of Global and International Studies; and a Professor of Practice,
IU School of Public and Environmental Affairs. He was a member of
the U.S. House of Representatives
for 34 years.
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Sandy Zimmerman’s interview with
Adam London, star of “Laughternoon”

By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Laughternoon,
interview photo
by Sandy Zimmerman
SZ: “When I say, you like ducks,
I really mean you like ducks!” You
have a large picture of ducks on
stage, you’re wearing a tie with
a lot of ducks and you use rubber
ducks in your act.”
Adam: “Oh, my goodness, I
love rubber ducks! My wife is a
fourth-grade teacher and she had
enough of rubber ducks because
they appear everywhere.
SZ: “Why not use a real duck?
You would be the only magician
to use a real duck during his act.
In 20 years of reviewing shows, I
have never seen any magician with
ducks!”
Adam: “In January, 2018, I will
be celebrating our fifth anniversary
at the D Hotel and am thinking of
adding live animals.”
SZ: “Do you know how to train
them?”
Adam: “No. I trained my kids,
kids and animals should be the
same. We haven’t trained anything
yet, but we’ll get there.”
SZ: “Jason Byrne, at the V
Theater (Planet Hollywood), is
the only magician using birds and
you ducks, the only two here in Las
Vegas at this time.”
Adam: “Lance Burton used
birds.”
SZ: “Yes, but he has been retired
for a few years and I never saw a
duck in his act. Why rubber ducks?
That’s strange!”
Adam: “Yes, creepy. I was upset
going to my dentist for a root canal
on my birthday. My dentist brought
a tie with ducks as a birthday present. I still have it in a memento case.
SZ: “During your show, you
laugh a lot, dance a little and keep

talking. It’s a fun show!”
Adam: “When I was young, I
wanted a magician to pick me for
his trick but he didn’t. That’s why
I try to involve as many people as
possible either in laughter, to participate, or get them to say something
silly. I have a different take on
magic and won’t perform anything
the others do.”
The intimate showroom is perfect because everyone has a great
seat.
Adam said he will let me know
and I’ll announce when Adam’s real
duck will appear!
Adam London appears in
“Laughternoon” 7 days a week, at
4 pm. For show information and
tickets, call 702- 388-2111.
The D Las Vegas Hotel offers
four shows: Defending the Caveman, Marriage Can Be Murder,
Adam London’s Laughternoon
afternoon show, and the Jokester’s
Comedy Club.
The D Las Vegas Hotel is next
to the Fremont Street Experience
and across from the White Castle
restaurant, at 301 Fremont Street.
*****
Award-winning syndicated columnist Sandy Zimmerman is a
Show and Dining reviewer as
well as travel, health, luxury living and more. Sandy is talk show
host of Sandy Zimmerman’s Las
Vegas TV. For information, questions, or to recommend subjects,
please call (702)-731-6491 or
email www.sandyzimm2003@
yahoo.com. SUGGESTIONS: Do
you have a fave comedian, singer,
musician, hypnotist, ventriloquist,
specialty act, production show or
any other entertainer? Send your
fave, the reasons for your choice,
your name, email and you may win
complimentary tickets to a show or
other prizes.

Freakling Bros. “The Trilogy of Terror”
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By Mike Kermani
Las Vegas Tribune
Voted one of the top five haunted
attractions in the world by TopHaunts.com, The Trilogy of Terror once again features the classic
Castle Vampyre, the experimental
Coven of 13 and the award-winning, world famous Gates of Hell,
Nevada’s first and only R-rated
attraction, which unveiled a new
room this season.
Celebrating its 25th year in Las
Vegas, Freakling Bros. The Trilogy
of Terror once again featured three
heart-stopping haunts, including
the classic Castle Vampyre, the
experimental COVEN of 13 and
the award-winning, world-famous
Gates of Hell, Nevada’s first and
only R-rated attraction.
Tickets are $15 for COVEN of
13 and Castle Vampyre and $17
for Gates of Hell. Line-pass t-shirts
are available for $15 and are valid
all month. Discounts are available
for combining houses and multiple
visits, including the $39 “Freak
Pass.” To enter the Gates of Hell
you must be at least 17 years of
age or accompanied by an adult,
and you must sign a consent form.
Located at the Grand Canyon
Shopping Center at 4245 S. Grand
Canyon Dr. (Flamingo and the 215
Beltway), the Freakling Bros. The
Trilogy of Terror box office will
operate from 7 p.m. to midnight
on Fridays and Saturdays and from
7 p.m. to 11 p.m. Sunday through
Thursday, Oct. 26.
The box office will close at midnight from Friday, Oct. 27 through
Tuesday, Oct. 31. Castle Vampyre,
COVEN of 13 and Gates of Hell will
remain open until every ticket holder has entered. Dates of operation
will be through Oct. 31.
For more information on the The
Trilogy of Terror, call 362-FEAR or
visit www.freaklingbros.com. Follow Freakling Bros. on Facebook
and Twitter for haunting updates.
ABOUT FREAKLING BROS.
THE TRILOGY OF TERROR:
Established in 1976, Freakling
Bros., creators of Las Vegas’ premier haunted attractions, unveiled
the city’s first free-standing haunted
attractions in 1992, later introducing the industry’s first six-trailer,
self-contained mobile attraction,
paving the way for a new concept
in haunted houses that would sweep

the country. In 2011, Duke and son
JT Mollner introduced the first-ever
R-rated attraction in Gates of Hell
to the haunted experiences at The
Trilogy of Terror.
An experiment in serious, uncompromising, interactive horror,
Gates of Hell helped The Trilogy
of Terror earn top honors from The
Scare Zone, earning a score of 6
on a scale of 0 to 5. The Trilogy
of Terror was also named #1 in the
Western United States. In 2015,
Freakling Bros. announced the
Circus of Horrors would be retired
and replaced by the groundbreaking
COVEN of 13, a horrifying journey
through witches, warlocks and
black magic.
Celebrating its 25th year in Las
Vegas, Freakling Bros. The Trilogy
of Terror features three heart-stopping haunts, including the classic
Castle Vampyre, the experimental
COVEN of 13 and the award-winning, world famous Gates of Hell,
Nevada’s first and only R-rated
attraction.
*****
It’s National Pasta Month
at BRIO Tuscan Grille and
BRAVO Cucina Italiana!
Through October 29, guests
can enjoy special two-course pasta
combos.
At BRIO, select pasta dishes
include:
—Lobster and Shrimp Ravioli
with spicy black pepper cream,
spinach, and grape tomatoes
($15.95 at lunch and $22.95 at
dinner)
—Pasta Fra Diavolo, with a
choice of chicken or shrimp, featuring spicy tomato cream sauce, and
campanellepasta ($14.95 at lunch
and $18.95 at dinner) (can be made
gluten free upon request)
—Pasta Pesto with Chicken
(light item) featuring angel hair,
grilled chicken, caramelized onions, spinach, tomatoes, red peppers, Feta, and light pesto ($14.95
at lunch and $17.95 at dinner) (can
be made gluten free upon request)
At BRAVO, guests can choose
from one of four pastas:
—Pasta Woozie with grilled
chicken, fettuccine, alfredo, and
spinach
—Chianti Braised Beef Ravioli featuring Sangiovese braised
beef-filled ravioli, roasted sweet
potatoes, brown butter, and sage

—Campanelle Mediterranean
with sun-dried tomatoes, caramelized onions, mushrooms, spinach,
pine nuts, and feta
—Baked Rigatoni Bolognese
featuring BRAVO’s signature
meat sauce, marinara, Pomodoro,
Reggiano, ricotta, mozzarella, and
Provolone
—End the meal with the Pumpkin Butterscotch Bread Pudding,
made with vanilla bean gelato,
caramel, candied pecans, anglaise,
and cinnamon, for $5.99.
In addition to a full wine list,
guests can savor the flavor of the
season with these limited time
fall-inspired cocktails:
—Apple Crisp Cooler — Captain Morgan Spiced Rum, apple

juice, Apple Pucker liqueur, apple
butter, apple wedge, cinnamon
sugar rim ($8.50)
—Caramel Apple Cider Appletini — Captain Morgan Spiced
Rum, apple cider, lemon juice,
simple syrup, apple slice, caramel
and cinnamon sugar rim ($7.95)
*****
House of Blues Las Vegas
Listing Updates
and Show Calendar
This week, House of Blues
announces three new on sales for
eight new dates in May 2018 for the
legendary Carlos Santana in Sirius
XM Presents An Intimate Evening
with Santana: Greatest Hits Live.
Also on sale are Black Label Society with Corrosion of Conformity
and Eyehategod on Feb. 23, 2018
and Belanova y Moenia on Nov. 20.
For the rockers of the week,
House of Blues welcomes back
rock icon Billy Idol to the stage.
Unless otherwise noted, all tickets
are on sale now by visiting HouseofBlues.com, MandalayBay.com,
Ticketmaster.com or by calling
702-632-7600.
Date: Monday, Nov. 20
Belanova y Moenia
Doors: 7:30 p.m.
Tickets: start at $35
Age: 18+
Genre: Latin Pop
Date: Friday, Feb. 23, 2018
Black Label Society with Corrosion of Conformity & Eyehategod
Doors: 6:30 p.m.
Tickets: start at $29.50
Age: 18+
Genre: Heavy Metal
Date: May 16, 18, 19, 20, 23,
25, 26, and 27

Sirius XM Presents An Intimate Evening with Santana:
Greatest Hits Live!
Doors: 7 p.m.
Tickets: start at $89.50
Age: 18 +
Genre: Classic Rock / Latin
UPCOMING SHOWS
Date: Thursday, October 19
Stone Sour
Doors: 6:30 p.m.
Tickets: start at $39.50
Age: 18+
Genre: Heavy Metal
Date: Sunday, October 22
Issues w/Volumes, Too Close
to Touch, Skylar
Doors: 5 p.m.
Tickets: start at $20
Age: All Ages
Genre: Metalcore / Pop
Date: Tuesday, Oct. 24
Breaking Benjamin
Doors: 7 p.m.
Tickets: start at $39.50
Age: 18 +
Genre: Hard Rock
Date: Wednesday, October 25
Hanson
Doors: 7 p.m.
Tickets: start at $40
Age: All Ages
Genre: Pop Rock
Date: Friday, October 27 and
Saturday, October 28
Marilyn Manson
Doors: 7 p.m.
Tickets: start at $65
Age: 18+
Genre: Metal / Hard Rock
Mike Kermani is an entertainment writer for the Las Vegas
Tribune newspaper. He writes a
weekly column in this newspaper.
To contact Mike Kermani, email
mkermani@ lasvegas tribune.com
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Downtown Brew Festival announces event lineup and
silent auction to benefit the Las Vegas Victims’ Fund

By Jerry Fink
Las Vegas Tribune
Enjoy craft beer, gourmet food,
live music and more under a string
of lights and canopy of stars at @
motleybrews’ #DowntownBrewFestival.
Downtown Brew Festival, Motley Brews’ backyard beer bash, has
announced its lineup of brewery
and culinary participants, musical
acts and VIP chef for the sixth
annual event.
A silent auction to benefit the
Las Vegas Victims’ Fund has also
been added to the festival, which returns to Clark County Amphitheater
on Saturday, Oct. 21.
The largest beer festival in Las
Vegas every fall, Downtown Brew
offers live music and a nighttime
setting under strings of lights and
a canopy of stars.
Another sellout crowd of more
than 4,000 guests is anticipated for
the event, which will also showcase
incredible culinary offerings in the
VIP Pavilion and ‘Festaurant Row.’
The VIP Pavilion, which opens
an hour early at 4 p.m., will pour
exclusive rare craft beers paired
with samplings of cuisine by Chef
Joshua Clark. He will prepare popular selections from The Goodwich,
his chef-driven sandwich shop
that features made-from-scratch
ingredients.
More than 60 breweries are on
tap to pour nearly 200 craft beers.
Local breweries include PT’s,
Record Street Brewing Company,
Banger Brewing, Hop Nuts Brewing, Tonopah Brewing Co., Big
Dog’s Brewing Company, Lovelady Brewing Company and more.
Out-of-state brewers include: Hop
Valley Brewing, from Eugene, Ore.;
Stone Brewing, from Escondido,
Calif.; Latitude 33 Brewing, from
Vista, Calif.; College Street Brewing, from Lake Havasu City, Ariz.;
Shades of Pale Brewing, from Park
City, Utah; and Barley’s Brewing
Company, from Columbus, Ohio,
among others. A full lineup of brewers may be found on the Downtown
Brew Festival website at http://
downtownbrewfestival.com/about/
breweries/
Local restaurants and food trucks

will showcase culinary offerings at
‘Festaurant Row,” including QFS
Tacos, Urban Turban, Donut Bar
Las Vegas, Mochiko Chicken, The
Black Sheep, Sin City Wings and
Oming’s Kitchen.
Downtown Brew Festival also
brings an extensive lineup of
live musical acts including indie
rock sensation Naked Elephant;
genre-defying five-piece band,
The Routine; hip-hop artist Mike
Xavier, and more.
Motley Brews, in conjunction
with sponsors, breweries and distributors, has also added a silent
auction to the event. Proceeds from
the auction will benefit the Las
Vegas Victims’ Fund in support of
Vegas Strong.
Tickets to Downtown Brew
Festival start at $40 plus fees for
general admission, which includes
access to the event from 5 to 9 p.m.
along with a tasting glass, unlimited
beer samples, live music and more.
Early admission tickets are also
available, with entry at 4 p.m. and
access to exclusive beers, priced
at $45 plus fees. VIP tickets are
available for $85 plus a service fee,
and include early entry at 4 p.m.,
access to the VIP Pavilion Lounge,
which includes limited-release and
unique beers, a decadent spread of
beer-inspired cuisine prepared by
local chefs and more.
Tickets are limited and available
now at www.downtownbrewfestival.com. More information about
Downtown Brew Festival is on
Facebook at www.facebook.com/
downtownbrew, Twitter and Instagram @MotleyBrews, or online at
www.downtownbrewfestival.com.
*****
GET INTO THE HALLOWEEN
FREAKY SPIRIT
DOWNTOWN, OCT. 19
THE “TRICKS”
Live Art: Four of the valley’s
top freestyle artists will once again
entertain event goers with a LIVE
art installation under the 3rd street
lights. Along with an energetic MC
throughout the night, DJ Edoc will
provide the spooky soundtrack for
this animated experience designed
to electrify bystanders with uninhibited street art and showcase

some of the scariest ghouls and
goblins on canvas. Final renderings of the four canvases will be
raffled off with 100 percent of
ticket sale going to the Las Vegas
Victims Fund. In addition, live
T-shirt screening will take place
and custom #VegasStrong T-shirts
will be available for purchase with
ALL proceeds also being donated
to the fund
Pumpkin Art Battle: While the
pros go to work, kids will have an
opportunity join the fun with a mini
art battle of their own, giving them a
chance to decorate pumpkins LIVE
while using some of the same tools
as the center stage artists positioned
just behind them
THE “TREATS”
Food Trucks: The city’s most
beloved food trucks will hit the
streets
in Halloween themed décor
while serving the haunted masses
with the best mobile menus around.
This month’s line-up will include:
Waffle Love, Cookie Bar, Sin City
Wings, Slidin’ Thru, Dragon Grille,
and of course, I Luv Cotton Candy.
Truck or Treating: In addition
to the delicious curbside eats, food
trucks will be giving kids a head
start on filling their candy bags
early with “Truck or Treating” all
night long.
Street Games: 3rd street will be
lined with all of your favorite street
Games including, Ping-Pong,
cornhole, and foosball. Additional
contests and prizes will be given
away throughout the night PLUS a
chance to play PLINKO to win gift
certificates, and other Downtown
Grand swag.
About the event:
3rd Street at the
Downtown Grand Hotel & Casino
Located on 3rd street between
Ogden & Stewart
Thursday, October 19th
6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Event FREE for all ages!
*****

DOWNTOWN CONTAINER
PARK CREEPS,
ZOMBIE-WALKS AND
CANDY CRAWLS ITS WAY
INTO HALLOWEEN
Double, double, toil and trouble!
Fire burn and cauldron bubble!
Downtown Container Park casts a
spell on downtown Las Vegas this
Halloween weekend with a spooktacular slate of events perfect for
any age goblin or ghoul.
Kids Camp Halloweentown,
October 28
Hop on the family broomstick!

Downtown Container Park’s
monthly Kids Camp series returns
with Halloweentown on Saturday,
October 28th from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m., for a supernatural afternoon
filled with fun for all young witches
and werewolves. Kids will enjoy
festive snacks and beverages and
a balloon artist while decorating pumpkins, playing Halloween-themed games including Witch
Hat Ring Toss and getting their
faces painted! The entire family
is encouraged to dress in costume.
Children, ages 0 to 12, may wear
costumes with masks. Tickets may
be purchased online or at the gate
for $10 per child.
For more information on
Downtown Container Park’s Kid’s
Camp “Halloweentown” or to
purchase tickets, visit https://downtowncontainerpark.com/event/
kids-camp-halloween/.
Zombie Cider & Beer Walk,
October 28
Downtown Container Park’s
monthly beer and wine walk series
rises from its summertime grave for
ZOMBIE Cider & Beer Walk on
Saturday, October 28th from 5 to
8 p.m. With unlimited brews and
ciders from select craft breweries,
guests can lurk their way around
the grounds enjoying hauntingly
reimagined tunes played by the
Shawn Degraff Band. Following
the beer walk, zombie wannabes
can turn into ravenous ragers
during the Zombie Rave, with
sounds by DJ Spair! Dawn your
best living dead attire — prizes for
best costume and best zombie walk
impersonation will be awarded!
Tickets are $25 if purchased in
advanced online, or $30 at the gate.
For more information on ZOMBIE Cider & Beer Walk or to
purchase tickets, visit https://downtowncontainerpark.com/event/
zombie-cider-beer-walk/.
Halloween Candy Crawl,
October 31
The Downtown Container Park
neighborhood transforms into
a safe and kid-friendly place to
trick or treat this Halloween night
with Halloween Candy Crawl! On
Tuesday, October 31st from 5 to 7
p.m., the bring-your-own-bag event
invites the entire family to dress up
in their most festive outfits and go
container-to-container filling their
candy pails with treats from select
tenants. No tricks here — this
all-ages event is free and costumes
are encouraged! Costumes with
masks are not permitted for guests
ages 13 or older.
For more information on Halloween Candy Crawl, including a

list of participating tenants, please
visit http://bit.ly/2wzO2Ct.
*****
PUMPKIN PAWS AT
HALLOVEEN AT THE
MAGICAL FOREST TO
PROMISE A HOWLIN’ GOOD
TIME FOR PETS AND THEIR
HUMANS ON SUNDAY,
OCTOBER 22
First annual fun for furry
friends Includes costume contests,
pet-friendly rides and FREE admission for pets .
On the tails of its annual Santa
Paws at the Magical Forest, a holiday happening for pets, owners
and animal lovers alike, Opportunity Village introduces its first-ever
Pumpkin Paws at HallOVeen in
2017.
Faithful friends with paws,
claws, wings or webs are invited
to delight in the spookified Magical
Forest alongside their humans on
Sunday, October 22 from 10:00
a.m. to 2:00 p.m. at the not-forprofit’s 6300 West Oakey Campus.
Pumpkin Paws aims to scare up
fun for even the furriest members
of the family, with pet vendors
throughout the Magical Forest,
purr-fectly spooky photo opportunities, a pet costume contest and
pet-friendly rides, including the
long-standing holiday attraction’s
beloved Forest Express Passenger
Train and Cheyenne’s Enchanted
Carousel.
“As if cats, dogs, frogs and
more riding the Forest Express at
Christmastime wasn’t cute enough,
imagine how great it’ll be when
they’re costumed in their Halloween best,” said Bob Brown,
President and CEO of Opportunity
Village. “We want every member
of the family to experience the
excitement of HallOVeen, just as
we do during the Magical Forest.
Now, with Pumpkin Paws joining
the event lineup, that includes the
four-legged ones for our slightly
spooky season, too!”
Pets ride for free and receive
free park admission. Admission is
just $5 for human companions and
may be purchased at the gate, with
ride tickets available for additional
fee. Every penny of the proceeds
from Opportunity Village’s signature fundraising events, including
Pumpkin Paws at HallOVeen, help
support programs and services for
adults with intellectual disabilities
in Southern Nevada.
Jerry Fink is an entertainment
columnist for the Las Vegas Tribune
newspaper and writes a weekly column. To contact Fink, email him at
jfink@ lasvegastribune.com.
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Watch out, Freakling Bros. has returned for you!

By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by the Freakling Bros.
Beware, the Freakling Bros.
have arrived with their unique
brand of Horrors, “The Trilogy of
Terror.”
One haunted house might be
enough there’s three and each of
them is different, in fact, there’s
even an R-Rated section. Get ready
because it’s not just one, but three
haunted houses awaiting you —
COVEN OF 13, GATES OF HELL,
and CASTLE VAMPYRE! You
will walk slowly looking in every
direction trying to be ready for the
next surprise!
Keep walking, take a chance,
instead of watching a horror movie or television show, this is this
is your own personal frightening
experience to enjoy or run away if
you must.
The “Trilogy of Terror” is a professional production, not slapped
together, but with today’s sophisticated techniques that are prepared
to cause your heart to skip a beat.
As the Freakling Bros. say,
“Prepare for heart pounding, claustrophobic terror; face the reality
of your own violent death… and
finally experience a slow and
painful descent into cold, black
nothingness to meet the Prince of
Darkness himself. Do you have
what it takes? We don’t think so.
See you in Hell!”
Established in 1976, Freakling
Bros., creators of Las Vegas’ premier haunted attractions, unveiled

the city’s first free-standing haunted
attractions in 1992, later introducing the industry’s first six-trailer,
self-contained mobile attraction,
paving the way for a new concept

in haunted houses that would sweep
the country.
In 2011, Duke and son JT Mollner introduced the first-ever R-rated
attraction in “Gates of Hell” to the

haunted experiences at “The Trilogy of Terror.” An experiment in serious, uncompromising, interactive
horror, “Gates of Hell” helped The
Trilogy of Terror earn top honors

from The Scare Zone, earning a
score of 6 on a scale of 0 to 5. “The
Trilogy of Terror was also named
#1 in the Western United States.
The Freakling Bros. “The Trilogy of Terror” will run from 0ctober
16-31. Don’t wait or you might
miss this special experience! Their
new location at Grand Canyon
Shopping Center, 4245 S. Grand
Canyon Drive, off Flamingo and
the #215 Beltway.
The “Trilogy of Terror” will
operate from 7 p.m. to midnight on
Fridays and Saturdays and from 7
p.m. to 11 p.m. Sunday — Thursday. Tickets are $12 for “Circus of
Horrors” and “Castle Vampyre” and
$15 for “Gates of Hell.” Line-pass
t-shirts are available for $10 and
are valid all month. Discounts are
available for combining houses and
multiple visits, including the $30
“Freak Pass” for all three haunts
and the $40 “All You Can Scream”
pass. To enter the “Gates of Hell”
you must be at least 17 years of
age or accompanied by an adult,
and you must sign a consent form.
For more information on “The
Trilogy of Terror,” call 362-FEAR
or visit www.freaklingbros.com.
Award-winning syndicated columnist Sandy Zimmerman is a
Show and Dining reviewer as well
as travel, health, luxury living and
more. Sandy is talk show host of
Sandy Zimmerman’s Las Vegas TV.
For information, questions, or to
recommend subjects, please call
(702)-731-6491 or email www.
sandyzimm2003@yahoo.com.
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EXISTING MAIN STREET

PROPOSED MAIN STREET

EXISTING COMMERCE STREET

PROPOSED COMMERCE STREET

Main-Commerce Streets
project progress continues

Work continues on both Main and Commerce streets to widen sidewalks, upgrade
utilities, and install streetlights, curbs,
gutters, trees and pedestrian improvements.
The work on Main Street currently is on the
west side between Oakey Boulevard and
Gass Avenue. The work on Commerce is on
the east side between Charleston Boulevard
and New York Avenue and is expected to
continue through late October. All businesses
on both Main and Commerce remain open
and accessible to the public.
Main Street is one-way northbound permanently from Oakey to the intersection with
Commerce, just south of Garces Avenue.
To conveniently access the businesses on
Main between Oakey and Gass, use Casino
Center Boulevard or Commerce and park
on the closest side street to the Main Street
destination or on the east side of Main (where
available). Note there are new all-way stop
signs at California Street and Casino Center
to assist with increased traffic.
Commerce is one-way southbound permanently from the north connection at Main
(south of Garces) to the south connection at
Oakey and Main.
Upon completion of the Main Street Phase
2 project in summer 2018, Main and Commerce streets will form a one-way couplet between Las Vegas Boulevard and Bonneville,
with traffic flowing northbound on Main and
southbound on Commerce. When completed,
both streets will have enhanced pedestrian
safety, wider sidewalks, bike lanes, additional landscaping and curb extensions. Funding
is provided by the Regional Transportation
Commission of Southern Nevada, the city
of Las Vegas and Fuel Revenue Indexing.
The contractor is Las Vegas Paving Corporation. Those with questions or concerns
during the work should call 702-448-9100.
*****
Zombie Run 5K on Oct. 21
Participants encouraged to wear
Halloween costumes at annual fun run
Halloween comes early in Henderson this
year. The city celebrates the holiday with the
Zombie Run 5K, scheduled for 6 p.m. on
Oct. 21 at Cornerstone Park, 1600 Wigwam
Pkwy. Registration starts at $35 per person
through Oct. 20, with day-of registration $40
per person.
This is the fourth year the City of Henderson has hosted the non-competitive fun
run that is open to people of all abilities and
fitness levels. The event features a course
that takes participants around the lake at
Cornerstone Park. Along the way, runners
and walkers, who are encouraged to dress
up in Halloween costumes, may encounter a
few surprises before they cross the finish line.
Run packets may be picked up between 3
p.m. and 7 p.m. on Oct. 19 at Whitney Ranch
Recreation Center, 1575 Galleria Dr., or from
5 p.m. to 6 p.m. the day of the event at the

kind, researched, defined and measured
positive youth development. It began in
2002, surveying more than 7,000 adolescents
with diverse backgrounds in 42 states. For
measurement, the study broke down positive
youth development into the “Five C’s:” competence, confidence, character, connection
and caring.
“These categories were also found to
lead to the ‘Sixth C:’ youth contributions,”
said Carrie Stark, Cooperative Extension’s
statewide 4-H director.
*****

park. The first 300 registered participants will
receive a Zombie Run 5K commemorative
T-shirt.
The Zombie Run 5K is part of the City of
Henderson’s Healthy Henderson initiative.
The fitness, health and wellness program
rewards members who participate in fitness-related classes, workshops and events
such as the 5K run, or use recreation facilities
to work out. Customized membership packages are available for purchase at any of the
city’s six recreation centers and Heritage Park
Senior Facility.
Those interested in participating in this
year’s Zombie Run 5K can register online
or in person at one of the city’s recreation
centers. Use activity code 154221-58. They
can also sign up on Active.com.
For more information on the event, visit
cityofhenderson.com or call 702-267-5707.
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
*****

New Year of Programming
Set for Valley 4-H Clubs
As the new school year begins, so do a
number of 4-H activities and opportunities.
University of Nevada Cooperative Extension
offers youth ages 5 to 19 in Southern Nevada
and throughout the state a variety of 4-H
youth development clubs and programs to

participate in as extracurricular activities.
Extension’s 4-H Program includes both
urban and rural clubs spanning many interests, such as rocketry, robotics, shooting
sports, cooking, raising and showing animals
and more. Clubs help youth develop skills
in communications, leadership, citizenship
and healthy living. Many clubs also enhance
science, technology, engineering and math
abilities.
In Southern Nevada, youth involved in
4-H participate in events such as the Clark
County Fair, YMCA day camps, Friends and
Family Nights, donation drives, and many
other community events, collaborating with
volunteers and other organizations.
“Parents and children look for unique
learning opportunities,” said Southern Nevada 4-H Program Manager Karen Best. “With
4-H, kids get to learn hands-on through trial
and error, rather than just listening to people
talk about these subjects. 4-H also offers opportunities to experience projects, especially
in science, that kids don’t always have access
to because of expenses or where they live.”
According to the “4-H Study of Positive
Youth Development,” a decade-long study
completed by a team of researchers at the
Institute for Applied Research in Youth
Development at Tufts University in Massachusetts, 4-H youth excel beyond their peers.
4-H members are:
—Four times more likely to make contributions to their communities;
—Two times more likely to be civically
active;
—Two times more likely to make healthier
choices;
—Two times more likely to participate in
Science, Engineering and Computer Technology programs during out-of-school time; and
—4-H girls are two-to-three times more
likely to take part in science programs compared to girls in other out-of-school time
activities.
This longitudinal study, the first of its

The Mob Museum’s “Sip + Savor: A
Blind Spirits Tasting,” on Saturdays
The Mob Museum, the National Museum
of Organized Crime and Law Enforcement,
has extended its popular “Sip + Savor” Blind
Spirits Tastings through the month of October. Held on Saturdays, from 2 to 5 p.m., the
experience offers visitors a spirited pick-meup consisting of blind tastings of four different distilled beverages, sponsored by Johnson
Brothers of Nevada. The cost per tasting is $5
in addition to all admission prices.
Guests will put their senses to the test
during the 15-minute presentation, determining whether they can correctly identify gin
from rum or Scotch from bourbon during a
blind tasting. Museum educators will guide
the tasting, sharing information about the
history of Prohibition, how the spirits are
made, what flavor profiles are associated with
each, and how to use the nose and the palate
to get the most enjoyment out of each spirit.
“These events aim to enhance the experience of touring The Mob Museum,” says
Ashley Miller, senior director of marketing
and public relations, The Mob Museum.
“Prohibition is such an exciting topic. The
Museum seeks to tell these stories through
exhibits and artifacts, but also through events
such as Sip + Savor, where our guests can
taste and experience a little bit of the Roaring
’20s and learn more about speakeasies, rumrunning, bootlegging and distilling.”
In addition, anyone interested in learning
more about Prohibition can also log onto
The Mob Museum’s permanent digital exhibit, “Prohibition: An Interactive History.”
Developed by Museum staff, it provides an
educational and enjoyable ride through Prohibition’s many facets revealing surprising
insights into one of the most interesting and
misunderstood periods in American history
through photographs, text, videos and a variety of interactive elements.
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Las Vegas ballet students called to audition for
Moscow Ballet’s Romana Dumanska on October 28

Las Vegas and area ballet students ages 6 to 18 are invited to
audition on Saturday, October 28,
10:30 am for Moscow Ballet Soloist and Audition Director Romana
Dumanska at Host Studio Zemskov
Dance Academy, 7835 South Rainbow Blvd., Suite 6, Las Vegas, NV
89139. The Moscow Ballet audition
is open to students from dance studios across the city with a minimum
one year of ballet training.
Ballerina Romana Dumanska
will lead auditions and rehearse
the young dancers in their assigned
roles. Successful auditionees perform side-by-side with the Moscow
Ballet company in the Great Russian Nutcracker in roles that were
created exclusively for their age and
skill levels such as Party Children,
Mice, Snowflakes, Snow Maidens
and more. Romana Dumanska also
leads the young dancers at dress
rehearsal with the Russian company
the day of the performance. This is
often a once-in-a-lifetime experience for aspiring young dancers.
The Dance-with-Us program is
in its 25th year of auditioning and
rehearsing student dancers in each
tour city to perform with the professional company. Auditions are
free, there may be a casting fee.
Sign up to audition today at www.
nutcracker.com/auditions.
The selected children will perform in the Great Russian Nutcracker Tuesday, December 12,
7:00 pm, at the state-of-art, 1,898seat theater at Cashman Center.
Find Tickets here www.nutcracker.
com/your-city.
*****
Line Renaud Road
dedicated, French
performer honored
Clark County Commissioners
and Caesars Palace honored legendary French performer and activist
Line Renaud with a street sign at
the Las Vegas resort Thursday,
Sept. 28. Led by Caesars Palace
President Gary Selesner, the street
naming celebration included a
proclamation presented by Clark
County Commission Chair Steve
Sisolak, who also presented Renaud
with a Key to the Las Vegas Strip.
Line Renaud Road is located near
the resort’s Augustus Tower valet
entrance, off Flamingo Road.
After the official street sign unveiling ceremony, more than 50 of
her closest friends and colleagues
enjoyed a reception for Renaud at
renowned Restaurant Guy Savoy
at Caesars Palace. VIP guests in
attendance included esteemed magicians Siegfried Fischbacher and
Roy Horn, as well as actress and
singer Pia Zadora. The celebration
featured speeches in honor of Renaud by Selesner, Commissioner

Sisolak, Las Vegas Mayor Carolyn
Goodman and Robin Leach. Renaud concluded the evening with
a heartfelt speech recounting her
unforgettable memories at Caesars
Palace and in Las Vegas throughout
the past five decades.
Renaud boasts a versatile career
as a recording artist, performer and
actress that has spanned more than
70 years. Her contributions to the
Las Vegas Strip include assisting
the founders of Caesars Palace with
designing various aspects of the
resort’s guest rooms and showroom
before its opening in 1966, including the selection of linens, marble,
flooring and stage platforms.
*****
RTC introduces customized
bus to engage with residents
about valley transit plans
The Regional Transportation
Commission of Southern Nevada
(RTC) is hitting the road with a
retrofitted 40-foot bus that has been
meticulously designed to get the
Southern Nevada community engaged and excited to talk about their
future transit plan – On Board.
Officially introduced at the
September RTC Board of Commissioners meeting at the Clark County
Government Center, the air-conditioned bus includes a kids zone play
area, seating and countertops to
accommodate iPad workstations for
residents to take a short survey (in
English and Spanish) and two widescreen monitors for presentations.
Through a collaborative partnership, the RTC and its contractor
MV Transportation created the bus
to get the Southern Nevada community engaged and talking about
a comprehensive transit plan for
Southern Nevada called On Board.
Currently under development by
the RTC, this visionary plan will
identify how enhancements to the
current bus system, new high capacity transit services and emerging
transit technologies can improve
future mobility and accessibility for
the region’s residents and visitors.
To reach residents, the On Board
bus will travel the valley, attending

various community events over the
next 12 to 18 months. Those who
visit the On Board bus will have the
opportunity to speak with someone
from the RTC about the plan and
provide their input through a brief
survey. Input gathered from the
community will help inform the
final plan.
“We know that dynamic and interactive engagement tools need to
be developed and brought directly
to the community in order to get the
best feedback,” said RTC General
Manager Tina Quigley. “Thanks to
MV Transportation and their partnership in constructing this bus, we
can now engage our residents in a
truly unique way.”
In addition to retrofitting the bus,
MV is also sponsoring the vehicle’s
operation, including maintenance
and labor.
“We are thrilled to partner with
the RTC on this initiative,” said
Jim Schultzman, general manager
of MV Transportation’s Las Vegas operation. “We believe in the
importance of the On Board plan
and are excited to hear what people
want the future of transit in Southern Nevada to look like.”
*****
Wetlands Park
promises fall fun
With fall weather and cooler temperatures coming soon to
Southern Nevada, residents looking
to enjoy our great outdoors should
head to Clark County Wetlands
Park for nature walks, birding
adventures and even a night of
stargazing with local astronomers.
Located at 7050 Wetlands Park
Lane, about 1 mile east of Boulder
Highway off Tropicana Avenue,
Clark County Wetlands Park is
one of the largest urban wetlands
in the Southwest and serves as
a popular destination for hikers
and bird watchers. More than 300
species of birds and 70 species of
mammals and reptiles have been
spotted in the park, including beavers, coyotes, bobcats and snakes.
The park features more than 13
miles of trails, including six miles

Clark County Wetlands Park is located at 7050 Wetlands Park Lane
and is one of the largest urban wetlands in the Southwest U.S.
within its Nature Preserve, and is a
Mojave Max is a live tortoise
favorite place to enjoy via bicycle. that serves as the official mascot
A full schedule of nature walks to the Clark County Desert Conare hosted in the park on Saturdays, servation Program. Each year the
Sundays and Mondays, usually Mojave Max education program
from 9 to 11 a.m. or 10 a.m. to reaches thousands of Clark Counnoon. An evening lecture on City ty students in grades K-6 through
Stargazing with the Las Vegas educational assemblies, classroom
Astronomical Society will be held presentations, and public outreach
Thursday, Nov.16, in the Nature events. With the help of the Mojave
Center Auditorium. Telescopes will Max mascot, students learn about
be set up on the Nature Center’s desert tortoises (a federally threatoutdoor deck.
ened species), the Mojave Desert
Most activities are free, though ecosystem, and the importance of
some require advanced registra- desert conservation.
tion through the park’s website
“Since 2000, Mojave Max has
due to space limitations. Access helped teach thousands of school
more information about the park’s children how to respect, protect,
winter program guide or call the and enjoy our desert ecosystem”
County’s largest, most rustic park Desert Conservation Program Manat (702) 455-7522. The park’s Na- ager Marci Henson said. “We beture Center is open 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. lieve that this move will allow more
daily. Outdoor hours in the park are Clark County students access to
dawn to dusk. Visitors should wear Mojave Max and the Mojave Max
sunscreen, hats with a wide brim, education program, and because of
sturdy closed-toe shoes, and bring the Springs Preserve’s dedication
plenty of water. Following is a list to youth education and inspiring
of upcoming activities:
environmental stewardship, we be—Oct. 15 & Nov. 19, 7:30 to lieve this move is a great fit for our
9 a.m. – Java Jaunt Birding: Mojave Max education program.”
Great for beginner birders (age
The 15-acre Springs Preserve
12 and up) or anyone interested tortoise habitat was constructed in
in wildlife. Walk with a Red Rock 2015 according to U.S. Fish and
Audubon Society birding expert Wildlife Service specifications
and a Wetlands Park nature guide, and already houses a small group
then enjoy a cup of java and discuss of tortoises. Visitors will be able to
what you’ve seen and heard. Meet- walk through the habitat and may
ing location: Nature Center Picnic see the tortoises, including Mojave
Café. The topic on Oct. 15 is Birds Max, up close and in person.
of the Las Vegas Wash; on Nov. 18
The Mojave Max Education Proit’s “coming to Terms with Little gram is provided by a partnership
Brown Birds.”
among Clark County, the Springs
—Oct. 27, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. – Preserve and the Clark County
Spooktacular Stories & Crafts: School District. For more informaThe Nature Center will host a story tion visit www.mojavemax.com.
and craft at the top of each hour and
Park through a variety of acparticipants can explore a Story- tivities.
Walk in a daytime maze.
*****
—Oct. 27, 5 to 8 p.m. – Haunt
Sign up to serve on a
the Wetlands: Experience the
County Board, Council
spooky side of Wetlands Park in a
or Commission
holiday themed event for kids of
Clark County offers several opall ages. Explore the Haunted Maze portunities to serve the community
and Spooky Walk with Creatures by applying to volunteer to serve on
of the Night. Costumes welcome! one of many public boards, councils
Adults are requested not to wear or commissions.
full face masks.
The boards seek qualified apNov. 24 & Nov. 25, 10 a.m. to plicants with different expertise
3 p.m. – Junior Explorer Days: depending on the need and area
Hosted in the Nature Center, kids of focus. Application periods may
can earn prizes as they learn and be ongoing or have designated
explore Clark County Wetlands deadlines for submission of an
Park through a variety of activities. application for consideration of
*****
appointment.
Mojave Max program moves
Visit our public boards, councils,
to Springs Preserve
committees, commissions listing to
The Mojave Max education pro- learn more.
gram is now at the Springs Preserve
City Beat is a compilation of
! Mojave Max, the famous Southern news and views of our editorial
Nevada desert tortoise, will enjoy and writing team, along with reader
the Springs Preserve’s 15-acre des- submissions and topics. Readers
ert tortoise habitat which is located are invited to suggest a local topic
at the property’s northwest corner. or any other items of interest.
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Five ways to lift your leader
By Doug Dickerson
Leadership is practiced not so
much in words as in attitudes and
in actions. — Harold S. Geneen
In his book the 360° Leader,
John Maxwell shares a story about
President Harry S. Truman speaking at the National War College.
In the speech, Truman said, “You
know, it’s easy for the Monday
morning quarterback to say what
the coach should have done after
the game is over. But when the
decision is up before you-and on
my desk I have a motto which
says ‘The Buck Stops Here’ — the
decision has to be made.”
On another occasion, Truman
said, “The president-whoever he
is- has to decide. He can’t pass the
buck to anybody. No one else can
do the deciding for him. That’s his

DoUg DICkErsoN
job.” For the leader, the weight
of responsibility can be a heavy
burden to carry. Seldom do others
see behind the scenes the struggles
many leaders deal with on a regular
basis.

Regardless of your present
station in your organizational
structure, there are things you can
do to lift your leader. Why is this
important? When you commit yourself to lifting your leader you are
creating the kind of culture within
your organization that can have
residual effects that ripple through
your organization in a positive way.
Consider these five for starters.
Lighten your leader’s load
When you lighten the load of
your leader you are freeing up his
or her ability to focus on larger and
more consequential things for your
organization. Lightening the load
happens as you look past just what
is good for you and look at what is
good for the team. When you lighten the leader’s load you increase his
capacity to grow.

BEHIND THE MIKE

The death of fairness
By Michael A. Aun
When did fairness cease to exist
in this country? When did we as a
country become so polarized that
we refuse to entertain another’s
point of view?
For most of my life I have considered myself as a fiscal conservative and a social moderate. Now I
find that neither side wants to have
anything to do with me anymore.
Either I buy into everything each
say… or I am defined a Fascist or
a Communist.
I no longer feel like embodying
ideas at the one-size-fits-all political venue any longer. I have been
a registered Democrat all my life.
In Florida, if you are not registered
as a Republican or a Democrat
you can’t even vote in a Primary.
If you are an Independent voter,
you sit it out.
It happens that the Democrats
often have more contested races
here in Florida, so I still choose
to vote in their primary. In fact,
I have often favored Republican
challengers in the General Election
over Democrats that I voted for in
the Primary.
New norms. The new norm is
you either hate police or you love
them. You either hate the military
and cops or you love them. You
either hate Black Lives Matter or
White Supremacist or you love
them. You either hate CNN or Fox
or you love them.
Why can’t I agree with some of
what all groups have to say while
disagreeing with some of their other
beliefs? What happened to the era
of tolerance?
College campuses used to be
a haven for free thinkers, a place
where people could respectfully
agree to disagree. Now, you need
the police to keep peace on the
reservation, no matter your opinion.
Not so long ago (in the 90’s)
everyone spoke eloquently about
tolerance. Free speech is no longer

MICHAEL A. AUN

free… it has taken a step backwards
to a chasm of intolerance.
Many campus ministries have
devolved into hate groups where
their leaders affirm certain beliefs
while criminalizing others. Everyone screams about their First
Amendment rights but they are really saying “believe what I believe”
or you are the enemy. The age of
reason is dead.
Do you find it ironic that university and college officials discriminate against one group to
ostensibly stamp out another? I
believed in John F. Kennedy, but I
later found myself just as fond of
Ronald Reagan.
Did I change… or was it okay
for me to tolerate each ideology as
the latest “mores,” the Latin word
meaning “the customs of the day?”
The very definition of “mores” is
that it is ever-shifting to accommodate the beliefs of the times.
I can vividly remember disagreeing vehemently with the other
side of many arguments but I did
not feel it necessary to stifle those
beliefs, no matter how asinine I
found them.
The doctrine of fairness and
tolerance both seemed to die a
simultaneous death at the hands of
the haters on all sides. Shame on us
all! Why are we so inconsiderate

of others? Is our moral compass is
so distorted that it always points
to hate over respect, to intolerance
over forbearance?
These fundamental virtues continue to be eroded before our very
eyes and are being redefined from
minute to minute, not from generation to generation as in the last
century. It seemed it took a generation of “rethinking” to correct
the course… and now it takes the
latest tweet or we tune into Fox or
MSNBC… not for information but
for validation.
It seems that today, regardless
of the side one takes on an issue,
we’d rather “hate” than “debate”
the topic. Hate is like fast food…
it’s momentarily satisfactory but it
has no long term value.
I am frankly just as entertained
by Rachel Maddow as I am Rush
Limbaugh. I rarely agree with either
but they are fun to follow. Two of
my sisters who have worked for
CNN over the years would always
remind me that it is just entertainment.
We get a second opinion from
our doctors. Why not do the same
when it comes to your mind-set?
*****
Michael Aun is a syndicated
columnist and writes a weekly column for this newspaper. To contact
Michael Aun, email him at maun@
lasvegastribune.com.
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Listen to your
leader’s concerns
The “Buck Stops Here” responsibility weighs heavily on your
leader. You can lighten a load of
your leader as you listen to the
verbal and pay attention to the
non-verbal communications. When
you know what is on the mind of
your leader you can do your part to
put his or her mind at ease.
Leverage your
leader’s strengths
You always want your leader in
a position of strength in any given
situation. Leveraging the strength
of your leader can also include
finding creative ways of assisting
in his weaker areas. When you are
contentious of this it can be a real
boost to your leader and can give
your company extra leverage it
may need. Strong leaders make for
strong teams. Lift up the strengths
of your leader and everyone benefits.
Learn from your leader
You can lift, encourage, and
empower your leader when you
commit yourself to learn from him.
The investment he or she has made
in you should be cause for enough

consideration that they feel you
have some potential. Succession
in leadership is not a birthright, it’s
earned. You can lift your leader by
showing respect and learning from
their experiences and expertise.
Laugh with your leader
Leadership is a journey filled
with many surprises. It’s filled with
joys and heartache and a little bit of
everything else in between. Charles
M. Schultz said, “If I were given
the opportunity to present a gift to
the next generation, it would be the
ability for each individual to learn
to laugh at himself.” Never underestimate the power of laughter in
leadership. You can lift your leader
when you laugh with your leader.
Lifting your leader is a matter
of strong intuition, being a little
less selfish, and realizing that one
day you may be a position where
you’d like to call upon these acts of
kindness. When you lift your leader
you are growing as a leader.
*****
Doug Dickerson is a syndicated
columnist. He writes a weekly column for this newspaper. To contact
Doug Dickerson, email him at
ddickerson@ lasvegastribune.com.
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Medicare open enrollment season is here
By Greg Dill
When you shop for a new car,
you don’t just buy the first one you
see, do you?
Probably not. You usually shop
around, looking for the best deal
you can get on a vehicle that fits
your driving needs as well as your
pocketbook.
Well, it’s the time of year when
you should think about shopping
around for a Medicare health or
drug plan.
Medicare’s open enrollment
period begins Oct. 15 and runs
through Dec. 7, 2017.
If you have Original Medicare,
meaning that you can choose any
doctor or hospital that accepts
Medicare, you don’t need to think
about open enrollment.
But if you have a Medicare Advantage (Part C) health plan, or a
Medicare (Part D) prescription drug
plan, you may want to see whether
there’s another plan on the market
that would be a better match for
you, at a lower price.
If you’re enrolled in a plan and
you’re happy with it, you don’t
need to do anything.
But Medicare health and drug
plans — run by private insurers approved by Medicare — can change
from year to year. A plan can raise
its monthly premium or drop a
medicine that you need.
So it makes good sense to review
your coverage each year. Make sure
your plan still is a good fit for you in
terms of cost, coverage, and quality.
If it isn’t, look for another plan.
During open enrollment, you
can sign up for a Medicare Advantage health plan or Part D prescription drug plan, or switch from one
plan to another. Your new coverage
will take effect Jan. 1, 2018.
How do you shop for a new
plan?
One way is the “Medicare &
You” handbook, mailed each fall
to every Medicare household in
the country. This booklet lists all
the Medicare health and drug plans
available where you live, along
with basic information such as premiums, deductibles, and contacts.
There’s also the Medicare Plan
Finder, at www.Medicare.gov.
Look for a green button that
says, “Find health & drug plans.”
Click on that, plug in your zip code,
and you’ll see all of the Medicare
Advantage and Part D plans available in your area. You can compare
them based on benefits, premiums,
co-pays, and estimated out-ofpocket costs. Contact information
for the plans is listed.
If you don’t have access to a
computer, call 1-800-MEDICARE
(1-800-633-4227). Our customer
service representatives can help
you with questions about Medicare
health and drug plans. The call is
free.
Another terrific resource is the
State Health Insurance and Counseling Program.
SHIP is an independent, nonprofit organization that provides
free, personalized counseling to
people with Medicare. You can
make an appointment to speak with
a SHIP counselor in-person or over
the phone.
SHIP counselors are well-trained
volunteers who often are enrolled in
Medicare themselves, so they know
the issues. They can help you sort
through different health and drug
plans and help find one that’s right
for you.
To contact your local SHIP

office, go to www.shiptacenter.org.
If you’re enrolled in a Medicare
Advantage plan as of Jan. 1, 2018
but you’re not satisfied with it, you
have a 45-day window to dis-enroll.
Between Jan. 1 and Feb. 14, 2018,
you can drop your plan and return

to Original Medicare. You can
also sign up for a Part D drug plan
during that time.
Having trouble paying for your
Part D plan? You may be eligible
for the Extra Help program, which
helps cover your premiums, de-

ductibles, and co-pays. Medicare
beneficiaries typically save about
$4,000 annually with Extra Help.
For more information on Extra
Help, go to www.SSA.gov/prescriptionhelp.
*****

Greg Dill is Medicare’s regional
administrator for Arizona, California, Nevada, Hawaii, and the
Pacific Territories. You can always
get answers to your Medicare questions by calling 1-800-MEDICARE
(1-800-633-4227).
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Social Security benefits to get
another small boost in 2018
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satisfied
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Consumer Price Index for Urban
Wage Earners and Clerical Workers, or CPI-W, a broad measure of
consumer prices. It measures price

changes for food, housing, clothing,
transportation, energy, medical
care, recreation and education.
The cost of medical care has

gone up by 1.5 percent over the past
year, according to the September
report released Friday. Housing
prices are up by 2.8 percent while

the cost of food and beverage has
gone up by 1.2 percent.
Gasoline prices are up 10 percent from a year ago, according to
AAA, though they have dropped in
the past month.
The COLA is calculated using
the average CPI-W for July, August
and September, and comparing it
to the same three months from the
previous year.
Social Security is financed by
a 12.4 percent tax on wages, with
half paid by workers and the other
half paid by employers. Next year,
the maximum amount of earnings
subject to the Social Security tax
will increase from $127,200 to
$128,700.
About 175 million workers
pay Social Security taxes. Of
those, about 12 million workers
will pay more in taxes because
of the increase in taxable wages,
according to the Social Security
Administration.
Follow Stephen Ohlemacher
on Twitter at http://twitter.com/
stephenatap
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By Stephen Ohlemacher
ABC News
Millions of Social Security
recipients and other retirees will
get a 2 percent increase in benefits
next year, the largest increase since
2012, thought it comes to only $25
a month for the average beneficiary.
The cost-of-living adjustment,
or COLA, affects benefits for more
than 70 million U.S. residents,
including Social Security recipients, disabled veterans and federal
retirees. That’s about one in five
Americans.
The Social Security Administration announced the COLA Friday.
By law, the COLA is based on a
broad measure of consumer prices
generated by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. Advocates for seniors
claim the inflation index doesn’t
accurately capture rising prices
faced by seniors, especially for
health care.
“It doesn’t make your life any
easier. It’s really made it tight,”
said Barbara Bogart, who retired
from a home health care company.
“You have to be so careful to make
it each month.”
Bogart, 75, who lives near
Indianapolis, said she gets less
than $1,000 a month from Social
Security, her only source of income.
“I have all the normal costs that
people have. I have groceries, gas
for my car,” she said. “I have to be
cautious.”
Some conservatives argue that
the inflation index is too generous
because when prices go up, people
change their buying habits and buy
cheaper alternatives.
Consumer prices went up only
slightly in the past year despite
a recent spike in gasoline prices
after a series of hurricanes slowed
oil production in the Gulf Coast,
said Max Gulker, senior research
fellow at the American Institute for
Economic Research.
“For the most part, there was a
decline in energy prices for a lot of
the year,” Gulker said. “But at the
end of the year we saw that uptick
in gas from the hurricanes.”
The average monthly Social Security payment is $1,258, or about
$15,000 a year.
Congress enacted automatic annual increases for Social Security in
1975. Presidents often get blamed
when increases are small or zero.
But President Donald Trump has no
power to boost the increase, unless
he persuades Congress to change
the law.
In 2009, President Barack
Obama persuaded Congress to approve one-time payments of $250 to
Social Security recipients as part an
economic stimulus package.
Over the past eight years, the
annual COLA has averaged just
above 1 percent. In the previous
decade, it averaged 3 percent.
Multiple years of small or no
COLA reduces the income of
retirees for the rest of their lives,
said Mary Johnson of The Senior
Citizens League.
“Think about the length of a
retirement period. Eight years
is about a third of a (healthy)
retirement,” Johnson said. “It’s
squeezing them. It’s causing them
to dip into savings more quickly.
The lifetime income that they were
counting on just isn’t there.”
The COLA is based on the
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Mental illness is biologically
based: It’s time to end the stigma
By Kimberly Blaker
Nearly one in five American adults experience mental illness in any given year
according to the National Institute of Mental
Health — and one in 25 experiences a serious
mental illness (SMI) consisting primarily of
schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, and
bipolar disorder. Unfortunately, people with
mental illness experience a high degree of
stigma. They’re often discriminated against
in the workplace and their personal lives from
those who see a person with mental illness as
odd or flawed. Such lack of empathy is often
the result of ignorance about mental illness
or the inability to recognize it as a medical
condition.
In recent decades, the stigma surrounding
mental illness has improved slightly. Yet
it persists. Part of the problem lies in that
although mental illness often has biological
and genetic roots, it’s still classified under
the field of psychology. Because psychology
is defined as the study of human ‘behavior’,
people see it as indicative of personality flaws
or learned behavior and that a person should
be able to just ‘snap out of it’.
Many experts and advocates recognize
this problem and are calling for biologically-based brain diseases to be reclassified
into more appropriate fields of medicine like
neurology. Such a move would go a long way
toward reducing stigma. Reclassification
would also help to ensure those with brain
illnesses are able to get insurance coverage
and adequate treatment.
In the meantime, what can be done to
reduce stigma? Educating society on what
mental illness is and is not, is key. When
people with a mental illness brave coming
out and telling their personal stories, slowly
but surely, more people hear the message.
Celebrities sharing their own personal experience has been particularly helpful. It seems
the public is more receptive when admired
celebrities share their trials and tribulations.
The following are the more serious mental
illnesses as well as some of the celebrities
who’ve been diagnosed with each condition.
Major depressive disorder (MDD)
In any given year, 6.7 percent of the
population will experience MDD.Unlike
the occasional sadness or blues many people experience, MDD is a persistent low
mood that interrupts daily living. Symptoms
include changes in appetite and sleep, lack
of energy, difficulty concentrating, feelings
of hopelessness and worthlessness, loss of
interest or pleasure in normal activities, and
ruminations about death and suicide sometimes accompanied by suicide attempts.
The exact cause of MDD is unknown.
What is known, though, is a variety of factors
can contribute the disorder including biological changes in the brain, genetics, hormones,
and brain chemistry.
Some people with MDD might experience
a single bout. Yet for others, it’s chronic. Fortunately, antidepressants are quite effective
for most people. Though some are treatment-resistant leading to long-term disability.
Ashley Judd, Owen Wilson, Gwyneth Paltrow, Heath Ledger, and Winona Ryder are
among the many celebrities who’ve battled
major depressive disorder.
Bipolar disorder (BD)
This disorder, affecting 2.6 perccent of
the population, is marked by emotional extremes ranging from depressive symptoms,
as described above, to mania or hypomania.
During manic episodes, sufferers experience
a decreased need for sleep, extremely elevated mood, increased energy or agitation, are
easily distracted, have racing thoughts and
take foolish risks. For some with BD, delusions and hallucinations accompany mania.
Though the exact cause of bipolar is
unknown, it’s biological and often genetic.
Bipolar is highly treatable, though some
people experience treatment resistance. Also,
during manic episodes, people with BD are

typically unable to recognize their illness.
Left untreated, it can be a very debilitating
disease.
Some celebrities known to have bipolar
disorder are Demi Lovato, Charlie Sheen,
Mel Gibson, Carrie Fisher, and Sinead
O’Connor.
Schizophrenia and
schizoaffective disorder
These two diseases combined affect 1.5
percent of the population. Schizophrenia is
considered the most serious mental illness of
all. It’s marked by symptoms of psychosis
which include delusions and hallucinations
and sometimes disorganized thinking,
speech, or motor movement. What fewer
people recognize is what’s known as the
negative symptoms. These prevent a person
with schizophrenia from functioning. Those
with schizophrenia often have poor hygiene,
withdraw socially, and have a symptom
known as avolition, which is a decrease in
motivation.
Despite new and improved medications
for this disease, only one-third of sufferers
are able to lead a relatively functional life.
Another one-third is treatment resistant with
the final third receiving some relief. As a
result, two-thirds of those with schizophrenia
are dependent, or often homeless or housed
in America’s jails and prisons — known as
today’s new mental health institutions.
Schizoaffective disorder is marked by
features of both bipolar disorder and schizophrenia.
While the cause of these two disorders
is unknown, researchers believe genetics,
biology, and environmental factors combined
contribute to the brain diseases.
Finding celebrities with these two diseases is rare because schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder typically strike during
the late teens to the early 20s at which point
they become moderately to severely disabled.
However, John Nash, Lionel Aldridge, Calen
Pick (nephew of Glenn Close), and Eduard
Einstein (son of Albert Einstein), all suffer,
or suffered, from schizophrenia.
Obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD).
This perplexing disorder, which affects 1
percent of the population, is marked by obsessions and compulsions.
Obsessions are most commonly in the
form of fear of contamination or harm to
self or others, excessive concern with order
or bodily symptoms, or intrusive religious
thoughts. In turn, those afflicted with OCD
act out compulsions to alleviate their fears
or thoughts.
This is done through repeated acts of
checking, organizing, washing, or senseless
acts of tapping, counting, or repeating words.
Medication combined with therapy is
helpful in treating OCD, though the prognosis is better for those with milder symptoms.
Many people with this disorder experience
severe debilitation.
The cause of OCD is understood to be a
combination of genetics, biology, and environmental factors.
David Beckham, Marc Summers, Howie

Mandel, and Fiona Apple are known to suffer
from OCD.
Panic disorder
One in ten adults experiences a panic
attack every year. Panic disorder, however,
affects only one in 33 people. With this disorder, people experience sudden and repeated
bouts of extreme fear that lasts at least several
minutes if not longer. The symptoms include
shortness of breath, racing heart, trembling,
weakness, dizziness, chest pain, tingling or
numbing of hands, stomach pain, nausea,
or fear of dying, being out of control or impending doom, to name a few. Panic disorder
often results in avoidance of things or places
where attacks have previously taken place.
Panic disorder is highly treatable with a
combination of medication and psychotherapy. It’s believed to be biological and genetic
in nature.
Though it’s unclear whether the following
celebrities have been diagnosed with panic
disorder, they’re known for experiencing
panic attacks: Johnny Depp, Princess Diana,
John Mayer, and Emma Stone.
Anorexia or bulimia disorder. These two
eating disorders combined affect one in 40
Americans, mostly women, and share many
of the same symptoms. These include the
absence of periods, slow heart rate, swelling,
dizziness, constipation, hypotension, hair
loss, and more.
Treatment consists of medical care, nutritional counseling, psychotherapy, and medication. Prognosis varies by the particular

illness among other factors, but a significant
percentage do not reach full recovery sometimes resulting in death.
It’s believed genetics combined with psychological and sociological factors contribute
to eating disorders.
Sadie Robertson, Gabourey Sidibe, Zayn
Malik, and Beverly Johnson have all struggled with eating disorders.
Autism spectrum disorders
These disorders affect one in 68 children.
Symptoms include repetitive or unusual
behaviors, intense interest in certain topics,
making little eye contact, facial expressions
and gestures that don’t match what’s said, an
unusual tone of voice, and difficulty understanding other points of view among many
other social, language, cognitive, behavioral
and emotional deficits.
Treatment for this developmental disorder
includes behavior interventions and medication. Prognosis is dependent, in part, on early
diagnosis and intervention.
Though the cause of autism spectrum disorders is unknown, genetics and environmental factors appear to be contributing factors.
Celebrities diagnosed with these disorders
include Dan Aykroyd, Courtney Love, Daryl
Hannah, and Paddy Considine.
There are numerous other mental disorders that afflict millions of Americans as
well. Other depressive disorders, dissociative
identity disorder, anxiety disorders, personality disorders, and attention deficit disorder
are but a few. Each of these has the potential
to be disabling, and those who suffer from
these disorders sometimes experience stigma
as well.
Hopefully, as more celebrities and Americans suffering from mental illness open up,
we can put an end to the pervasive stigma
that surrounds it. Just like any other organ
of the body, our brains are prone to medical
conditions. The brain is the most complex
organ of our bodies. So it only stands to
reason it’s going to be subject to a variety of
biological conditions. As researchers come to
understand our brains better, more sophisticated diagnostic tools will be developed for
more definitive diagnosis. In the meantime,
we should learn to treat those with mental
illness with the same dignity, respect, and
empathy we would treat someone with a heart
condition, stroke, or Alzheimer’s disease.
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What You
Need To
Know
By Dr Nina Radcliff

Migraines —
More Than Just
Bad Headaches

By Dr. Nina Radcliff, MD
Stress from demanding deadlines to overbooked time schedules,
back-to-back activities, addressing
family concerns — all can cause the
sudden onset of a throbbing, painful
migraine headache for hours or
even days. And so can family history, change in wake-sleep patterns,
certain foods, dehydration and
“screen time,” along with other factors. For years, migraines have been
poorly understood and challenging
to treat effectively — but today,
modern techniques have helped to
advance our understanding of what
causes migraines.
Classified by the World Health
Organizations, migraine attacks are
the 6th most disabling illness in
the world — and if you or someone you care for has migraines,
you understand the effects of the
extremely incapacitating neurological symptoms. They can come on
suddenly — often with vision loss
or disturbances, sensitivity to light
and sound, and tingling in arms
and legs that accompany a severe
throbbing headache — literally
shutting sufferers down to the point
they cannot function.
While there is as yet no “cure”
for migraines, doctors agree that
medical research has come a long
way in the areas of prevention and
treatment, looking at lifestyles,
eating and sleeping and related
triggers. It is important to understand the facts as they can strike
at any age, even if you have never
experienced one in the past.
What is a
migraine headache?
More than just a bad headache
— a migraine is a neurological condition with incapacitating symptoms. Migraines generally cause
moderate to severe throbbing pain
on one side of the head (but can
affect both sides) and frequently
are accompanied by:
—Visual disturbances (seeing
flashing lights or spots, temporary
vision loss)
—Sensitivity to light, smell,
touch, and sound
—Nausea and vomiting
And, approximately a quarter of
migraine sufferers experience an
“aura” — visual, sensory, motor or
verbal disturbances soon before the
onset of pain.
What causes
migraine headaches?
While we still do not completely understand, it is believed that
nerves, blood vessels, and chemicals in the brain play a role. Some
factors that may trigger a migraine
include: hormonal changes, certain
foods and drinks, stress, sensory
stimuli, allergy, air quality, changes

in the wake-sleep pattern, certain
medications and add to this too,
time in front of screens with our
phones and computer devices.
Additionally, our body is “connected” and spinal cord problems
such as herniated discs and temporomandibular joint disorder (the
hinge that connects your jaw to the
temporal bones of your skull) can
contribute.
When should I
consult my doctor?
Many migraine sufferers have
no idea that they have them. As a
result, they often go untreated and
the symptoms can interfere with
work, school, and other activities—
migraines can prevent you from
living life to your fullest potential.
The good news is that your healthcare provider has a number of tools
in their arsenal to help you resume
control over them. In addition to
medications to treat a migraine once
it starts, there are a number of things
that can be done to prevent them,
known as prophylactic treatment.
These can range from lifestyle
changes, avoiding triggers, and
medications.
If you are experiencing frequent
moderate or severe throbbing
headaches and other migraine
symptoms, keep a diary of your attacks and note frequency, duration,
symptoms, if there was an aura,
along with potential triggers, and
how you treated them. And make
an appointment with your doctor
to discuss your headache. Primary
care doctors are at the “frontline” of
migraine treatment. If your condition is severe or complicated, you
may be referred to a neurologist (a
doctor that specializes in the brain
and nervous system).
And, you should see your doctor
immediately or go to the emergency
room if you experience: an abrupt,
severe headache like a “thunderclap”; a headache with fever, stiff
neck, mental confusion, seizures,
double vision, weakness, numbness or trouble speaking; headache
after a head injury, especially if the
headache gets worse; or a chronic
headache that is worse after coughing, exertion, straining or a sudden
movement.
What are some triggers you
may be able to control?
—Stress. Everyday stressors
(work, finances, school, family
and relationship dynamics) as well
as major life changes (divorce,
death, losing a job, starting a new
job, getting married) can trigger
both migraine and tension-type
headaches. Stressful situations will
always come our way. The key is
to learn how to manage them and
blunt their impact on our health
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to migraines. And, too, the lack of
certain nutrients such as folate may
contribute. The American Migraine
Foundation states that “Perhaps the
best migraine prevention diet is one
that is as wholesome, fresh and
unprocessed as possible.” Consider
boosting the intake of foods rich in
folate such as green leafy veggies,
legumes, seeds, chicken, eggs,
and citrus foods while avoiding
above-mentioned additives and
processed foods.
—Eating on time. Missing
meals or fasting is a primary dietary
trigger. Many of us skip our first
meal of the day—breakfast. While
our body is prepared to provide fuel
while sleeping, not eating a meal
soon after awakening can put added
stress to ensure a steady supply of
energy. Alternatively, we may start
a restrictive diet or prepare for a
fasting blood test or medical procedure. On a daily basis, make sure to
eat a nutritious breakfast, lunch, and
dinner, on time. And, too, if hungry,
or if you suffer from migraines,
consider a late-night nutritious,
protein, whole-grain, or fiber-filled
snack before going to bed. Some
ideas include hummus, avocado,
cheese, Greek yogurt, milk and a
piece of fruit, or peanut butter.
—Alcohol Drinks (AD). Studies show that ADs provoke migraine attacks in about one-third
of migraine sufferers (it is also a
major contributor to other types of
headaches). And, red wine is the
principal trigger. While the mechanism is not completely understood,
it has been shown that alcohol can

increase blood flow to the brain,
cause inflammation, and release
certain chemicals — all of which
are seen during a migraine attack.
If you suffer from migraines, looking to curb or abstain from alcohol
should be considered and discussed
with your healthcare provider.
—Technology. Many of us
spend considerable time in front of
a computer at home or work, or with
smartphones. The bright light, need
to focus our eyes, concentration
required, and neck and shoulder
positioning and strain can trigger a
migraine attack. Make sure that you
use anti-glare screens, take regular
breaks, sit ergonomically (e.g., feet
flat on the floor, roll shoulders back
and keep ears directly over them so
our head is not tilted forward).
Research and new technology is
helping us uncover the mystery of
migraines — leading to a number
of treatments that include non-prescription and prescription ways to
ease the symptoms of a migraine.
If you are a sufferer, talk with
your doctor to determine the best
approach for you.
This article is for general information only and should not be
used for the diagnosis or treatment
of medical conditions and cannot
substitute for the advice from your
medical professional. Dr. Nina has
used all reasonable care in compiling the current information but
it may not apply to you and your
symptoms. Always consult a doctor
or other health care professional
for diagnosis and treatment of
medical conditions.
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and wellness — figuring out what
causes you to feel stressed out,
adapting or adjusting things that
are within your control, accepting
the things you cannot change, and
coping mechanisms.
—Sleep. Science has shown
that common brain regions control sleep, headache, and mood
— hence too little, too much, or
not the right quality of ZZZ’s can
cause headaches, depression, and
anxiety. And, too, changes in sleep
patterns such as going to bed late,
waking up before the roosters do,
or time changes can trigger a migraine attack. Experts recommend
that adults get 8 hours of sleep a
night. Some tips to attain regular
and restful sleep include: creating
a “cave-like” environment where
you slumber (cool, quiet, dark)
and going to bed and waking up at
the same time every day (and not
deviating greatly on weekends or
holidays).
—Hydration. One of the most
avoidable causes of a migraine
is dehydration. In fact, a study
published in the journal Neurology showed that the frequency of
migraines jump almost 8 percent
for every 9 degree rise in temperature! There are varying theories as
to why this happens: when blood
volume drops, there is less blood
and oxygen flow to the brain and
to compensate, the brain’s blood
vessels dilate causing an increase
in volume; the loss of electrolytes
such as sodium causes nerves in
the brain to produce pain signals;
and dehydration causes our brain
to temporarily contract and pull
away from the skull causing pain.
Consequently, hydration can be an
effective treatment for someone
whose migraine was triggered by
dehydration.
—Certain foods. Some potential migraine-triggering foods
include cheese (contains tyramine),
chocolate (contains beta-phenylethylamine), and processed meats
(contains nitrates). Additionally,
additives such as monosodium glutamate (MSG) and aspartame (artificial sweetener) have been linked
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EarthTalk is written and edited by Roddy Scheer and Doug
Moss and is a registered trademark of E - The Environmental
Magazine (www.emagazine.com). Send questions to: earthtalk@
emagazine.com. Subscribe: www.emagazine.com/subscribe; Free
Trial Issue: www.emagazine.com/trial.
Dear EarthTalk: You hear a
lot about greener cars these days,
but what about airplanes? — John
Caldwell, Lorton, VA
While it may be the fastest and
most convenient way to go long distances, air travel remains the most
environmentally-unfriendly mode
in our mix of transportation options.
Airplanes require massive amounts
of petroleum-based fuel that deposits greenhouse gas emissions
directly into the atmosphere (where
they’re two to four times more potent in causing global warming than
equivalent ground-level emissions).
The UN’s Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) reports
that aviation is responsible for some
3.5 percent of human-caused global
warming to date and expects that
figure to grow to somewhere in the
five to 15 percent range by 2050 if
we don’t take action soon to curb
emissions.
Fortunately, the aviation industry hasn’t been hiding its head
in the sand. New planes coming
off assembly lines at Boeing and
Airbus, the world’s two biggest jet
manufacturers, are about 15 percent more efficient than previous
models. Deploying next generation
engines that can produce more
thrust with less fuel is one way in
which airplane makers are boosting
efficiency. Another is through the
use of lighter materials, with carbon fiber replacing metal in many
applications and 3D printing of
lightweight titanium parts taking
the place of forged or machined
aluminum.
Better design is also contributing
to the optimization of fuel efficiency. One example is the winglet, a
small vertical projection retrofitted
on the tip of the wing that can cut
emissions some six percent by reducing drag. Less than 20 percent
of the world’s jets have them now;
spreading the technology widely
could significantly boost the overall
fuel efficiency of aviation.
We can expect to see even more
dramatic gains when so-called
blended wing-body (BWB) designs
go mainstream. Thanks to their
broader wings and the resulting
higher “lift-to-drag” ratio, these
futuristic planes are significantly
more aerodynamic than conventional jets. The Air Transport Action Group (ATAG), a non-profit
focusing on sustainable development in aviation, reports that these
BWB-design planes can go as far
and as fast as conventional jets on
75 percent of the fuel. But don’t
hold your breath:
Researchers don’t expect BWB
planes to be ready for commercial

use for another two decades.
There is also considerable R&D
going into greening the fuel side
of the equation. Illinois-based
General Biomass, for instance, is
developing carbon-neutral jet fuel
formulations derived from the seed
oil of jatropha and camelina plants.
And Texas’s Neste is a leader in

Environmentalists are optimistic that new designs and technologies — like this hyper-efficient Blended
Wing-Body (BWB) design plane that recently emerged from a joint effort between NASA and Boeing
— could significantly reduce aviation’s huge carbon footprint and environmental impact.
developing “recycled jet fuel” made muter plane ready for test flights by hop commuter routes. These new
from the residue of used diesel fuel. 2020, and hopes to start supplying all-electric planes, which should
And as in the auto industry be- airlines soon thereafter with com- be ready for prime time within a
fore it, aviation is now abuzz with mercial-grade models. Meanwhile, decade, will be 10 percent cheaper
talk of hybrid-electric and all-elec- Silicon Valley’s Wright Electric is for airlines to buy and operate than
tric planes. Seattle-based Zunum collaborating with Europe’s easyJet traditional jets—and without the
Aero plans to have a prototype of in developing a new battery-pow- emissions stigma.
its hybrid-electric 19-seater com- ered aircraft designed for short
*****
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The Pink Sand Beach on
Harbour Island, in the Bahamas
By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Harbour Island
and Bahamas Tourism
If you really like beaches and
enjoy the freedom of walking while
feeling the sand on your toes, then
you are a beach aficionado. You
probably have visited the usual
beaches but what about the spectacular beaches? The beaches that
make you stop in admiration.
All beaches are not all the
same, there are some fascinating
beach experiences awaiting you at
the Pink Sand Beach, on Harbour
Island, in the Bahamas. Imagine,
clear-blue waters and pink sands,
the beauty of nature all around you.
At first, you have to study this
touching scene, unlike the usual
white sand beaches, the pink color
adds a unique quality, a special
dimension.
Adding to your pleasure and
the beauty of the surroundings, a
coral reef keeps snorkeling and
swimming protected and the sand
will not burn your bare feet.
According to experts, “The
pink color of the sand comes from
microscopic coral insects, known
as Foraminifera, which have a
bright pink or red shell full of
holes through which it extends a
footing, called pseudopodia, that
it uses to attach itself and feed.
Foraminifera are among the most
abundant single cell organisms in
the ocean and play a significant role
in the environment. These animals
live on the underside of reefs, like
the nearby Devil’s Backbone, on
the sea floors, beneath rocks and
in caves. The wave action crushes
the bodies and washes the remains
ashore and mixes it in with the sand
and bits of coral. The pink stands

out more in the wet sand at the
water’s edge.”
The Bahamas Tourism announced a new historical driving
tour through Briand: “Imagine
visiting Briland, one of the most
picturesque islands in The Bahamas
and having a full island tour, then
being given free reign to explore on
your own. See the front of beautiful
pastel cottages, fifty shades of blue
beaches, and monuments that paint
a very colorful story of Briland’s
history. Your friends will be jealous
for months and admittedly, we will
be too.
The day begins when you board
a high-speed powerboat at Margaritaville, arriving at Government
Dock in Barbour Island in less than
two hours. You’re then greeted by
the amazing June Dean, Harbor
Island’s Ministry of Tourism representative — who comes bearing
treats. After introductions are
made, you jump on your rented golf
cart and tour the island visiting sites
such as: the famous lone tree, Sir
G. Roberts Library — the second
oldest library in The Bahamas, the
haunted house in Dunmore Town,
St. John’s Anglican Church — the
oldest religious foundation in The
Bahamas, and much more.
For information about hotels,
tours, the weather and more, call
Bahamas Tourism 1-800-224-2627.
*****
Award-winning syndicated columnist Sandy Zimmerman is a
Show and Dining reviewer as well
as travel, health, luxury living and
more. Sandy is talk show host of
Sandy Zimmerman’s Las Vegas TV.
For information, questions, or to
recommend subjects, please call
(702)-731-6491 or email www.
sandyzimm2003@yahoo.com.
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